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Sigma Phi Epsilon Strategic Plan 
SigEp's 2"d Century: 
Building Balanced Leaders for the World's Communities 
Q) Being the best :J "' .!!!. 
c:: Be so successful that 
,g other fraternities move :.0 to emulate us. E < 
� Implement and 
advance the 
Leadership Continuum 
to encourage and 
support chapter 
O> environments that c:: underpin Sound Mind, '6 Q) Sound Body and Q) () leadership life skills. () :J "' 
.9 � Continue to promote 
"' and expand the a. Q) adoption of the Ci) Balanced Man Program 
at all chapters. 
� Lead in campus 
grades, intramurals and 
student government. 
90% Balanced Man 
..- Program chapters ..-
0 N Nat'I GPA 3.0 E 
50 > 3.15 (ct>BK) 
s/flight-strategic-plan.doc/ex #2 
8.1.19/02 
Volunteers 
Become a volunteer-
based organization. 
� Have the best-
trained volunteers. 
� Produce a ql.lality 
quarterly Journal for 
all SigEps. 
� Use chapter plans 
to engage volunteers 
in continuous 
improvement. 
2,000 volunteers, with 
five engaged per 
chapter. 
Strong staff Growth 
To have the best Grow every year in 
professional staff. chapters and 
members. 
� Lengthen the � Be among the 
average term of largest on every 
employment on campus. 
professional staff. 
� Achieve SigEp 
� Utilize advanced presence on all 
education prominent U.S. 
incentives. Campuses. 
� Provide staff � Execl.lte 
with professional manpower plans 
volunteer manage- that provide growth 
ment training. for all chapters. 
-
Average tenure on 285 chapters with 
SigEp staff: 4 50 at 90+ members 
years. and attain/maintain 
the largest average 
chapter size among 
fraternities. 
Housing 
Each SigEp 
facility among the 
best on campus. 
�Maintain 
houses as quality 
living/learning 
environments. 
� Residential 
Learning 
Communities as 
the benchmark for 
Greek housing. 
� Funding, fund 
raising and 
property 
management 
assistance for 
local housing 
corporations. 
·- -
10 significant 
facility 
-
improvements per 
year. 
What is a S.M.A.R.T. Goal? 
A SMART Goal is a convenient acronym for the set of criteria that a goal MUST have in order for it to 
be realized by the goal achiever. There are numerous variations on the SMART acronym, however, 
the one we will follow is: 
• A goal must be Specific: You must be very clear about what exactly you want to accomplish. 
• A goal must be Measurable: You must have a quantifiable way of tracking your progress 
from start to finish. 
• A goal must be Achievable: Your goals must challenging, but realistic for yourself. 
• A goal must be Relevant: Your goal must be in harmony with your core values and your life 
purpose. 
• A goal must be Timely: Your goal must have deadlines and sub deadlines attached to it. 
Make Your Goals Specific 
Success Coach Jack Canfield states in his book, The Success Principles that, "Vague goals produce 
vague results." In order for you to achieve a goal, you must be very clear about what exactly you 
want to put your effort into. A great way of doing this is by asking yourself the six questions: Who, 
What, Where, Why, When, How. 
• Who is involved with this goal, or who do I need to recruit in order to realize this goal? 
• What exactly do I want to accomplish? What is the objective? 
• Where will this goal take place? Where do I need to be? 
• Why do I want to invest my time and energy into this goal? 
• When will this goal take place? 
• How will I accomplish this goal? 
Make Your Goals Measurable 
It's crucial for goal achievement that you are able to track your progress towards your goal. That's 
why all goals need some form of objective measuring system so that you can stay on track and 
become motivated when you enjoy the sweet taste of quantifiable progress. 
Make Your Goals Achievable 
Setting big goals for ourselves is great, but setting unrealistic goals for ourselves will only serve to 
break us down. A good goal is one that challenges us, but also is one that is not so unrealistic that 
we have virtually no chance of accomplishing it. Becoming a millionaire is a very achievable goal, but 
becoming a millionaire by next week, with no startup money is, not impossible, but highly 
unrealistic. When considering whether or not your goal is achievable or not, create a scale for 
yourself from one to ten-one being not challenging at all and ten being the most challenging. Then 
decide where on that scale your particular goal falls. A good and challenging goal should always fall 
between a six to an eight on that scale. 
Make Your Goals Relevant 
It's a good idea, before you even set goals to really sit down and define your core values and your 
life purpose because it's these tools which ultimately decide how and what goals you choose for your 
life. Goals, in and of themselves, do not provide any happiness. It's when we achieve goals that are 
in harmony with our life purpose that gives those goals the power to make us happy. Most SMART 
goal practitioners use REALISTIC rather than RELEVANT for the "R" in SMART, but some think this is 
too redundant to Achievable and any well-engineered goal needs to have RELEVANCY as part of its 
criteria. For example, one can go and rob a bank and be successful at it because he planned it out 
using all the other set of criteria for a SMART goal, but after successfully robbing that bank, he 
would not be very fulfilled because that goal was not in harmony with his purpose in life. Relevancy 
therefore becomes the moral and ethical check when engineering your goal. 
Make Your Goals Timely 
Sales professionals know best that the greatest motivating force to close a deal is to create a sense 
of urgency within their lead. That means creating deadlines because deadlines create a sense of 
urgency to get things done. The word "Someday," needs to be removed from your goal setting 
vocabulary and replaced by a precise year, month, day, and even hour. By setting a deadline, your 
subconscious mind begins to work on that goal, night and day, to bring you closer to achievement. 
Executive Position "SMART" Goals 
Each executive board member should develop three SMART goals that relate to their executive position 
or cabinet. Limit yourself to three main goals. This will allow you to concentrate on executing these goals. 
Goals 
Goal O ne 
Goal Two 
Goal Three 
Use the questions below to expand on each of the goals above. 
What do you want to accomplish? 
Who will be involved? 
Where will this take place? 
When will your goal be accomplished? 
How will you measure your progress and success? 
What are some requirements needed to achieve this 
goal? 
What are some potential obstacles that could stand in 
your way? 
Why are you aimed at this specific goal? 
What benefits will you receive by accomplishing this 
goal? 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY 
GENERAL LIABILITY POLICY EXCLUSIONS 
SigEp has liability insurance to protect its members and volunteers while acting within the scope of their 
membership. Criminal or illegal acts are not an insurable risk and are certainly outside the scope of fraternity 
membership. 
In 1997, specific wording was endorsed or added to our general liability policy to both emphasize and clarify 
some behaviors that are not condoned and will not be tolerated. M embers and volunteers should bear the 
financial burden of their personal decisions to break the law. R emember, however, that all known illegal 
behavior will be excluded from coverage, not just the four listed below. 
SEXUAL ABUSE OR ASSAULT EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy shall not apply to any person(s) who 
directly causes or perpetrates sexual abuse or assault toward any person. This exclusion applies to any 
claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned actions. This exclusion does not 
apply to those insureds who do not directly cause, or perpetrate, the excluded action. 
HAZING EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy shall not apply to any person(s) who 
directly perpetrates hazing toward any person. This exclusion applies to any claim alleging liability 
resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned actions. This exclusion does not apply to those insureds 
who do not directly perpetrate the excluded action. 
ASSAULT & BATTERY EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy shall not apply to any person(s) who 
directly inflicts assault or battery upon any other person. This exclusion applies to any claim alleging 
liability resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned actions. The exclusion does not apply to those 
insureds who do not directly inflict the excluded action. 
ALCOHOL & DRUG EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy does not apply to any member(s) or new 
member(s) who: 
• purchases alcohol with chapter funds; 
• sells alcohol; or 
• possesses, sells, or uses illegal drugs. 
This exclusion applies to any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned 
actions. This exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not participate in the excluded action. 
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• To get out alive, there must be an escape plan known and practiced by all residents. 
Smoke detectors save lives: 
• Hard-wired (powered by your house electric service) with back-up batteries preferred. 
• If battery operated, install new batteries annually, preferably in September. 
• Test them monthly. 
• Occasionally vacuum without removing the cover to eliminate dust build-up which could 
cause detector to malfunction. 
• Replace detectors 10 years old or more; look for an independent testing lab label. 
• There are two kinds; either will save your life. A detector that combines both systems is 
ideal: 
� Photoelectric-slight edge in giving warning of cooler, smoldering fires 
� Ionization-£light edge in giving early warning of open, flaming fires 
If the alarm sounds, an escape plan saves lives (escape first; call for help after you are out): 
• Plan two ways out-from every room. 
• Agree on a meeting place outside--in front near the street. That's where the fire truck 
will be. 
• Practice your escape--in September and January at a minimum. 
� Hold fire drills, especially in the dark. Can all windows and doors be unlocked? 
� Use the buddy system to make certain all members have evacuated. 
• If it happens to you . . .  
� If the door is hot, don't open it. Take your second route out. 
� Crawl low under smoke and heat- -hot air rises; best air is near the floor. 
� STOP, DROP, AND ROLL if your clothes catch fire. 
A FINAL THOUGHT . . .  alcohol and fire can be fatal. The majority of fatal fires happen at night when 
people are asleep. The smell of smoke will not wake you up. If you can't hear the fire alarm because 
your are heavily "under the influence" or "passed out," none of the outlined measures will help. When 
people do not wake up, it is often because they were under the influence. 
• Exits should be unobstructed, clearly marked with self-illuminated signs; fire doors 
closed at all times. There should be at least two exits from every area that are accessible 
without a key. 
• Hold fire drills. Contact your local fire department for information or current fire drill 
exercises. 
• Smoke detectors in every sleeping room and strategically located throughout the house. 
• Fire extinguishers of the proper type, number, and size correctly placed on each floor. 
Multi-purpose (ABC) extinguishers are the type recommended. (A qualified portable fire 
extinguisher contractor or local fire department should be consulted annually to check 
extinguishers.) 
);> RElvfEMBER, if afire cannot be contained within 30 seconds with afire extinguisher, 
leave the building and call the fire department. 
• Keep cooking areas clean and free of grease. 
• Neat housekeeping all around! 
• Smoke outside only! Be certain all cigarette butts and matches are put in fire resistant 
containers away from other trash. 
• Do not burn candles or incense. 
• Maintain a well-supplied first aid kit. 
• If your chapter house does not have a sprinkler system, then it should be considered in 
future budgets. 
• Use automatic fire alarm system that is in working condition. Make sure alarm pulls are 
colored red and are not hidden. Fire alarms must be heard in every area of the house. 
• Use flame retardant decorations. 
• Storage - Flammable liquids (paint, etc.) are limited to amounts needed for routine 
maintenance and are stored in rooms separate from the rest of the building. Gasoline is 
not permitted anywhere in the building. 
Contrary to popular belief, fire is black. That means a person cannot see through it and quickly 
becomes disoriented. Smoke with carbon monoxide gas and heat are killers, not flame. One breath of 
super-heated air can disintegrate your lungs. A fire can reach temperatures of more than 700° 
Fahrenheit in seconds. And finally, a person has only a minute or two to escape without harm from a 
burning building. 
With these fire facts in mind, it's clear that: 
• Smoke detectors are the first line of defense. 
• Closed fire doors help contain a fire's spread and resulting damage. 
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CHAPTER PROPERTY SAFETY 
FIRE AWARENESS & PREVENTION 
Alumni and volunteer corporation and chapter members should devote a chapter meeting to this subject. 
• Your local fire department can provide guest speakers. 
• Designate one person to coordinate fire safety (e.g., house manager). 
• The chapter president or executive board member should be in charge in the event of a 
fire. 
Develop a fire safety plan and practice it. 
Conduct monthly self-inspections of your chapter house; be certain you are ready. 
• Correct any and all fire hazards. 
• Strive to eliminate the root cause of any problem identified. 
If you are not in Sigma Phi Epsilon's  property insurance program, review your current coverage. The 
national program offers many benefits such as: 
• All risk, replacement cost protection for house and chapter-owned contents. 
• Protection for loss of rents. 
• Flood and earthquake coverage. 
If you remodel, have plans reviewed by local authorities to be certain they are in compliance with 
building and fire codes. 
Principal causes of fraternity fires: 
• Careless smoking material and match disposal 
• Electrical system misuse by over-fusing and over-use of extension cords 
• Defective heating devices/chimney and devices too close to flammable materials (e.g., 
couch, bed) 
Key elements of a fire safety program: 
• Post emergency telephone numbers by every phone. 
• Post emergency evacuation pla�chematic of exits and how to exit-in each bedroom 
at least. 
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INJU RED PE RS ON(S) ( : U se additional pa2e if necessarv.) 
Name: Name: 
Sex: Sex: 
Age: Age: 
Member or Non Member?: Member or Non Member?: 
Street Address: Street Address: 
City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 
Telephone: Telephone: 
W IT NESS(ES): (U se additional page if necessary.) 
Name: Name: 
Street Address: Street Address: 
City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 
Telephone: Telephone: 
C ONT ACTPE RS ON: ( AtC haoten 
Name: 
Phone: 
Address: 
W AS A P OLICE REP ORT MADE: CHAPT E R  C OUNSEL O R  or K EY V OLUNT EE R: 
Police Department: Name: 
Police Department Telephone: Street Address: 
Officer Name: City/State/Zip 
Report#: Telephone: 
SEND 1 COPY TO SIGMA PHI EPSILON HEADQUARTERS KEEP 1 COPY FOR CHAPTER 
PO Box 1901, Richmond, VA 23218 SEND 1 COPY TO YOUR CHAPTER COUNSELOR 
Fax: (804) 359-8160 
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY 
INCIDENT REPORT FORM 
(Call Headquarters with this information within 24 hours of incident. Crisis Hot Line (804) 257-7666) 
C hapter N ame: S chool N ame: 
C hapter Address: C hapter P hone: 
Person making report: Your Title or R elationship to Fraternity: 
Your P hone No.: Your A ddress: 
DATE OF INC IDEN T: T I ME OF INC IDEN T: 
DATE REP O RTED TO HEADQU A R TE RS :  DA TE REP O R TE D  TO INSU RANCE C O: 
Location and S treet A ddress of I ncident: 
On premises or off-premises: 
Was alcohol involved in this incident?: 
Was this a new member activity?: 
DESC R IPTION OF WHA T HAPPENED AND WH O WAS INVOLVED: (Use additional page if necessary.) 
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• Contact appropriate campus officials: 
• Fully cooperate with appropriate authorities. 
Dealing with the media: 
• If contacted, only the president or chapter counselor should speak for the chapter. 
• A void "no comment" as it leads to speculation. Instead, make a simple statement: 
::::::> We are aware that an incident occurred and are cooperating fully with the police and 
university officials who are investigating. 
::::::> Keep repeating the above statement if you are pursued further. Do not give in because you are asked 
the same question several different ways. 
• Never release names or admit liability. 
Serious injury or death of a member: 
• DO NOT NOTIFY THE PARENTS. Medical or police personnel who are trained in this will notify the 
family. You should always have parent/guardian information on file available to proper authorities. After 
you know that the family has been notified, it is appropriate for a chapter representative to call and share 
your concern. 
• In the event of a death, do not remove any personal items from the room. Do not let members enter the 
room. Allow only authorized personnel to enter the room. If possible, keep the door locked. Ask the 
family what their wishes are in regard to the member's possessions. You may offer to pack them in 
boxes, but it is more likely that the family will want to do this themselves. Before they arrive, be sure that 
any borrowed items are returned. When the family arrives, have empty boxes available and offer your 
help. Understand that this is a difficult time for them and they may want privacy. 
• Coordinate member attendance at the funeral or memorial service. Along with your chapter counselor, 
discuss with the family or the family's clergyman the possibility of conducting Sigma Phi Epsilon's 
memorial service, which is available through Headquarters. 
• In the case of serious injury or illness, find out the visitation wishes of the family and coordinate this with 
members of the chapter. 
• SigEps outside your chapter may want to help. Headquarters should coordinate the appropriate responses. 
Follow-up: 
• University staff are usually available for member counseling and general assistance. Individual and group 
counseling is strongly recommended following any crisis situation. 
• An Incident Report Form should be filled out and sent to Headquarters within 24 hours of the 
incident. 
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT 
IT CAN HAPPEN TO You ... 
The preceding information has been devoted to the prevention of crises. Yet, we must be prepared to react quickly 
and effectively should a tragedy occur. 
Educate members before a crisis: 
• Review procedures in the membership development program. The first priority should be the health 
and safety of each member, and the chapter in general. All members must know who is in charge and be 
prepared to follow instructions. 
• The president should take charge of an emergency situation. The president may, and perhaps should, 
consult with other members who possess more expertise or insight. The final decision, however, must rest 
with the president. 
• If the president is absent, the next ranked officer is in charge. All chapter officers should know where 
to find a copy of the chapter's emergency procedures. 
Initial steps: 
• The president (or next in line) takes charge. 
• Usually, first call emergency number(s), usually 9-1-1, so appropriate emergency personnel (police, fire, 
ambulance) can respond. 
• Close the chapter house at once. The president cannot give instructions and maintain control if 
members are leaving and strangers are entering. Permit only your members and appropriate officials to 
enter. Assign one or more responsible members to calmly guard the door. 
• Notify your chapter counselor: 
• Notify Headquarters-(804) 353-1901-during business hours or the Sigma Phi Epsilon 24-hour crisis 
hot line-(800) 7 67-190 I-after business hours. A member of the Headquarters staff will contact you 
within 15 minutes. 
• Assemble your members in a group (in case of fire, assemble outside, in front near the street). 
=:> All should remain calm. 
=:> Explain there is an emergency, but that it is under control. 
=:> Remind members that only the president or chapter counselor can speak for the Fraternity-members 
are not to speak to anyone about the crisis. 
=:> Do not discuss details, speculate on events or otherwise elaborate on the situation. Often, litigation 
follows crisis. Statements made could later be used in court. 
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EDUCATE MEMBERS: 
• On sexual assault/harassment awareness 
• That alcohol will decrease inhibitions, not increase sex drive. 
Help change social norms, i.e., rape jokes, sexist attitudes, condemn abuse of women. 
Hold individual members accountable for their actions. 
What individuals should do: 
Communicate with each other about sex so that each party understands how the other feels. Remember, 
alcohol impedes communication. (If you are thinking about having sex with someone but don't have the 
courage to discuss it with her, then you shouldn't have sex with her.) 
Don't have sex with anyone who has not clearly said "yes" to sexual contact while sober. 
If you have any doubts at all, then you shouldn't have sex. 
• Remember, "NO" ALWAYS MEANS "NO." 
• If a partner says "i:naybe," or "I'm not sure," assume "NO" is the answer. 
• If you're getting mixed signals, either ask what is meant or assume "NO" is the answer. 
And be certain your partner is at least 18 years old. 
Do you have the right to end a sexual encounter at any time during that encounter for any reason 
whatsoever? Of course you do! So why shouldn't your date have the same right? 
Drugs associated with sexual assault or rape: 
• Rohypnol - Powerful sedative that comes in tablet form, and when dissolved in a drink, it is 
tasteless, odorless, and colorless. 
• GHB - Synthetic drug found in a clear liquid form, and when mixed in a drink, it also is 
odorless and colorless. But, GHB may have a slightly salty taste to it. GHB acts quickly and 
may cause dizziness, nausea, vomiting, seizures, respiratory depression, intense drowsiness, 
unconsciousness, coma, and death. 
• Special K (Ketamine Hydrochloride) - A legal drug sold as a veterinary sedative or hospital 
grade anesthesia. When used in humans, the drug acts as a dissociative anesthesia; it renders the 
user vaguely aware of, but comfortably detached from, all bodily sensations. It is an off-white 
powder, but in diluted form, it looks like slightly cloudy water. 
These types of drugs, which are used to facilitate sexual assaults, are an increasing problem on college 
campuses. Without the victim's knowledge, these drugs are slipped into their drinks. As a result, the 
victim becomes incapacitated and may even lose consciousness. Then, the victim is sexually assaulted. 
The combination of these drugs with ALCOHOL can be lethal! 
Be aware of these dangerous drugs and keep them out of the chapter facility or any event associated with 
the Fraternity. 
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IS IT CONSENSUAL SEX ... OR SEXUAL ASSAULT? 
Sexual harassment is words or actions of a sexual nature that continually or repeatedly annoy and/or 
disturb an individual. These words or actions make the victim feel anxiety, anger, or discomfort. 
Sexual assault or rape is a physical attack of a sexual nature. It includes, but is not limited to, date or 
acquaintance rape, stranger rape, and gang rape. It is a crime of aggression, dominance, and violence. 
Legal definitions of rape vary from state to state but, generally, it is defined as: 
Forced sex, against the will of the victim; and sex with a person who is 
unable to resist OR GIVE CONSENT due to the effects of alcohol or 
drugs, or who gives perceived consent while intoxicated. 
Allegations of rape have surfaced after: 
• Large, open parties, with no alcohol management where a stranger assaults a guest. 
• Cajoling or pressuring a date to have sex after she said no, especially if sexual contact takes place 
after she was under the influence of alcohol or drugs and, worse yet, not of legal drinking age. 
• Member and guest (both intoxicated) have sex that only one person perceived consensual. A 
person is not able to legally give consent if they are too drunk or high. 
There are huge costs associated with these claims, both human and financial. 
• Allegations alone can affect a person' s  reputation. 
• If criminal charges are filed, the dollars necessary for defense are large, and most attorneys must 
be paid "up front" before they will defend you. (The Fraternity's liability policy will not pay for 
defense or any judgments against an individual perpetrator.) 
• Sanctions can include time in prison. 
• Membership may be terminated and education disrupted. 
• Pain and emotional trauma suffered by victim and accused. 
What the chapter should do: 
Follow the "Smart Events" guidelines. 
• Parties should create an atmosphere that fosters respect for all individuals. 
• Make sure the chapter house is a safe place for your members and guests. 
Recruit members who respect others as well as themselves. 
• Men who hold adversarial views of women are more likely to rape. 
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• Alcohol exaggerates the mood one is in. If you are depressed when you start drinking, you'll get 
more depressed; if you're angry, you'll get angrier, etc. 
• Alcohol will decrease your inhibitions; it will not increase your sex drive. 
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ALCOHOL POISONING 
Should you be involved with someone who has had "too much," you should know: 
• Alcohol is a depressant. Its use slows down many functions of the body. This slowing 
down can lead to "passing out" and unconsciousness. Vital organs (heart and lungs) can be 
slowed to the point of stopping. 
• The body only oxidizes about one ounce (approximately one drink) of alcohol an hour. 
If you drink too fast, you may pass out, but your body will still be metabolizing all the 
alcohol-which will continue to affect your organs and brain. 
• Most people who die from alcohol consumption die from asphyxia. They suffocate on 
vomit, or their tongue blocks the airway because they are laying on their back. 
• Life-threatening intoxication is more common from drinking hard liquor. The alcohol 
in beer and wine is less concentrated, but still can create life-threatening situations. 
If someone is passed out: 
• Never leave them alone. Leave only to call emergency services, if necessary. 
• Try to wake up a passed-out person. Call their name, pinch their skin-they should react. 
• Monitor their breathing. Is it regular? 
• Turn them on their side-This helps airways stay open if they get sick and vomit, and helps 
prevent the tongue from blocking the airway. 
Get medical help if: 
• They can't walk, talk, or respond. 
• Skin is cold, clammy, pale or bluish (especially fingernails, lips, gums). 
• Breathing is slow, shallow, or irregular. 
• Eyes are dull and bleary/not focused. 
And remember: 
• If in doubt, call for help. If you think you couldn't live with yourself if you got your friend in 
trouble for drinking, do you think you can live with yourself if he/she dies and you could have done 
something? 
• The only thing that will sober a drunk person is time. 
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• Do the proper campus officials have to be notified? 
• How will the activity affect your neighbor relations? Have you alerted your neighbors that a party 
will be taking place? 
• Do you have a clean-up team for after the function? Will the team clean your neighbors' properties 
first? 
• Will any state laws (e.g., underage drinking) or city ordinances (e.g., noise violations) be violated? 
(If you answer yes, you need to change your plans.) 
• What safeguards have you implemented to prevent these laws/ordinances from being violated? 
• Are your officers and members familiar with the chapter's crisis management procedures? 
• Could you convince a ')ury of your peers" that your event was not potentially dangerous? 
• Never serve or allow alcohol use with no alcohol controls in place. 
• Never serve alcohol to any individual who is already intoxicated. 
• Never serve alcohol to minors. 
In the event a chapter is interested in hosting an event that falls outside the scope of Sigma Phi Epsilon's 
policies, the chapter must contact the Director of Risk Management at Headquarters to discuss obtaining 
SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE. A special event presents a greater liability exposure on the Fraternity and 
requires an additional insurance coverage. 
WHAT Is A SPECIAL EVENT? 
• Any sponsored athletic event, including philanthropies, other than university-organized intramurals. 
• Any event where alcohol will be present and the attendance exceeds three times the membership. 
• Concerts and/or musical festivals being sponsored by a local chapter. 
Please contact Kathy Johnston at Headquarters, extension 332, at least 60 days in advance to get 
information on planning guidelines and obtaining special event coverage. 
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION REGARDING RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES, 
you may go to the SigEp website, www.sigep.org, and/or the website of SigEp's insurance broker, 
Hobbs Group/Kirklin & Co., LLC, www.kirklin.com. 
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of only one beverage at a time. The hosting organization(s) is responsible for 
monitoring the party to make sure no one is drinking without a wristband. 
»- Ending Times and Alcohol Checkout - All parties should have a designated ending 
time. Thirty minutes before the designated ending time, an announcement must be 
made to the effect that the bar will be closing and that persons must start removing their 
beverages from the bar. During this time, all remaining tickets will be cashed in, and 
all drinking will cease by the designated ending time. All alcohol belonging to 
individuals must be removed at this time. If anyone wishes to leave the party prior to 
the designated ending time, that person may cash in his/her remaining tickets for the 
rest of his/her alcohol, and must immediately leave the party. 
• MONEY CANNOT BE COLLECTED AT THE DOOR FOR ALCOHOL AT A CHAPTER 
FUNCTION. Guests of legal drinking age who choose to consume alcohol must purchase it 
through a third-arty vendor or use the BYOB method. 
• ALL CHAPTER FUNCTIONS MUST COMPLY WITH ALL CAMPUS, LOCAL, STATE, 
AND NATIONAL LAWS. 
Recommended actions: 
• SET A STARTING AND ENDING TIME. Guideline: four hours 
• RESTRICT/PARTITION THE PARTY AREA TO MEET FIRE AND SAFETY CODES 
(occupancy limits, etc.)-BOTH INDOORS AND OUT. In this way, you can control the crowd, 
identify problems as they develop, etc. Have � entry into the party so uninvited guests cannot 
gain access without your knowledge. 
• SERVE FREE FOOD (low salt, high protein) AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES. 
Other considerations for social functions: 
An invitation to your function should be an honor. 
• Distinguish your chapter; invest your social funds m outstanding entertainment, food, and 
decorations. 
• If a function is held away from the chapter house, rent a bus or arrange transportation with 
professional drivers. NO ONE SHOULD DRIVE IF THEY HA VE HAD AN ALCOHOLIC 
DRINK. 
• Hold "dry" parties that emphasize a theme or event. 
• Do not promote alcohol as the center of the party or allow members or guests to engage in drinking 
games. 
• Respect an individual's right not to drink. 
• Inspect the location prior to a party for potential hazards. 
• Discourage "road trips." 
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"SMART EVENT" PLANNING 
At any chapter function, a safe environment must be created for your members and guests. If anyone is 
hurt or property damaged in relation to a chapter event, there is a good chance that claims for 
compensation will be made against the chapter and the individuals involved with planning and 
monitoring the event. The more serious the damages or injuries, the more intense the pursuit of 
compensation. 
All functions should comply with Sigma Phi Epsilon's event planning policies and the "Statement on 
Chapter & Individual Responsibility," as well as all campus, local, state, and national laws. 
Our policies state: 
• HA VE CLOSED PARTIES. All chapter social events must be CLOSED which means guests 
should receive a personal, one-to-one invitation, where not more than one other group is invited, 
where mass advertising is not used, and where the total attendance is no greater than THREE 
TIMES CHAPTER SIZE. If you partner with another fraternity or sorority to plan a party, the 
attendance guideline does not change. It remains at no greater than three times chapter size. Open 
parties are difficult to manage safely. For larger or special-type events, see the "Special Event 
Coverage" section. 
• USE GUEST LISTS. Guest lists must be prepared 24 hours in advance. By inviting strangers to 
your function, you could be inviting trouble into your home. No signing in at the door. Every 
person allowed to enter the event must be on the guest list (both men and women). It is important to 
know who is in attendance at a chapter function. 
• HIRE PROFESSIONAL SECURITY to make sure that only those members and guests 2 1-
YEARS-OLD AND OLDER have and consume alcohol It is against the law to serve minors 
alcohol. It is better for a third party (other than chapter members) to handle these responsibilities. 
The hired security will check identifications, oversee the use of wrist bands or other means of 
identifying both minors and those who can legally drink. Sources to contact for professional 
security are off-duty police or a professional security service. 
• IIlRE LICENSED AND INSURED TIIlRD-PARTY VENDORS. These entities are trained 
and experienced in selling and serving alcohol in accord with state and local laws. Require that the 
vendor handle the following responsibilities: check identification, make decisions about whom to 
serve and when not to serve guests, maintain control of alcoholic containers present, collect and 
remove remaining alcohol at the end of the function. 
• "BRING YOUR OWN BEVERAGE" (BYOB) SYSTEM. Should a person of legal age choose 
to consume alcohol, he may bring his own alcohol to a function provided he follows the BYOB 
procedures in place prohibiting access to minors. A member or guest of legal age is limited to one 
six-pack of 12-ounce beer cans or 750 milliliters of wine. Spirits and liquor are not permitted. NO 
GLASS containers allowed. 
� Suggested Procedures for BYOB Parties - Once a person of legal drinking age with 
alcohol has entered the party and obtained a wristband, he/she will immediately take 
the alcohol to the bar (have a single bar area with attendants of legal drinking age) and 
exchange it for the proper amount and type of tickets (e.g., a six-pack of beer for six 
tickets designated for that brand of beer). A person may receive and be in possession 
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MEMBER DEVELOPMENT 
The principles of Sigma Phi Epsilon and those of a chapter and its members are based on high ethical and 
moral behavior, and the expression of respect and care for self and others. 
Therefore, hazing has no place in Sigma Phi Epsilon. Hazing is a criminal act in most states. Hazing 
activities are defmed as: 
"Any action taken or situation created, whether on or off fraternity 
premises, to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, 
harassment, or ridicule. Such activities may include, but are not limited to, 
the following: use of alcohol; paddling in any form; creation of excessive 
fatigue; physical and psychological shocks; morally degrading or 
humiliating games and activities; late work sessions which interfere with 
scholastic activities; and any other activities which are not consistent with 
fraternal law or ritual, the regulations and policies of the educational 
institution or applicable local, state, or federal law." 
FIRE, HEAL TH & SAFETY 
To better ensure the safety of its members and guests, each chapter should strive to meet the following 
expectations: 
1. Comply with all local fire and health codes. 
2. Post emergency numbers for fire, police, and ambulance beside all common phones. 
Also post evacuation routes from chapter facilities in the common areas and on the 
back of each sleeping room door. 
3. Comply with engineering recommendations as reported by the insurance company. 
4. Keep a neat and orderly house. Good housekeeping is essential. 
EDUCATION 
Each student member, as part of his regular fraternity education experience, shall be educated about, and 
reminded of, his responsibilities as a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
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SIGMA Pm EPSILON FRATERNITY 
STATEMENT ON CHAPTER & INDIVIDUAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
This statement embodies the values and expectations of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity for all fraternity entities 
and membership categories, including alumni and volunteers. 
RESPECT & CARE FOR SELF & OTHERS 
The Fraternity will operate in such a manner as to exhibit respect, care, and concern. The Fraternity abhors 
any form of sexually abusive behavior collectively or by an individual, be it physical, mental, or emotional in 
nature. Neither a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter nor any member thereof should encourage, support, or 
participate in any action which in any manner demeans, belittles, or damages another person. 
ALCOHOL & DRUGS 
1. The possession and/or use of alcoholic beverages while participating in any fraternity event, or in any 
situation sponsored or endorsed by the chapter, will be consistent with all campus, city, county, state 
laws, and the policies of the Fraternity. Every chapter event must ensure that no alcohol can be 
consumed by minors. 
2. The direct or indirect purchase of alcoholic beverages by the chapter using chapter funds or by any 
member on behalf of the chapter or through any type of fund is against Sigma Phi Epsilon's risk 
management policies. The purchase and/or use of a bulk quantity of alcoholic beverages (i.e., kegs or 
case(s) of beer/wine) is prohibited. 
3. There will be no possession, use, and/or sale of illegal drugs or controlled substances at any chapter 
facility, fraternity event, or any event which would be associated with the Fraternity. 
4. No chapter should associate the Fraternity's name with any event sponsored by an alcohol distributor, 
charitable organization, or tavern (tavern defined as an establishment generating more than half of annual 
gross sales from alcohol) where alcohol is given away, sold, or otherwise provided to those present. 
5. No chapter should co-sponsor or co-finance a function where alcohol is purchased by any of the host 
chapters, groups, or organizations. 
6. There should never be any alcohol available during membership recruitment activities. 
7. Open parties, meaning those with unrestricted access by non-members, are not in the best interest of the 
chapter or the Fraternity and should not occur. 
8. No brother or new member should condone, tolerate, encourage, or participate in the abuse of alcohol. 
9. There should never be any alcohol available during any membership education program/event. 
Failure to comply with these guidelines will result in disciplinary action including revocation of the chapter's 
charter. Additionally, failure to follow these guidelines could jeopardize a chapter's (or individual member's) 
general liability insurance coverage. 
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• Conducts and participates in chapter meetings on risk management. All chapters are required to 
certify that one of these meetings is held each September as adopted by the 1991 Grand Chapter 
Conclave. Risk management policies must be reviewed with every new member. 
• Circulates copies of national policies and other brochures, articles, or risk management developments 
to all members. Each undergraduate member should understand how individual actions showing poor 
judgment can jeopardize the future existence of the chapter and Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
• Schedules periodic speakers for the chapter: 
);> Trial attorneys 
);> Headquarters staff/volunteers 
);> Local fire chief or commissioner, police officers 
);> Emergency room personnel 
>- Women's center representative 
);> Claim/insurance professionals 
);> University staff 
• Determines which officers or chairmen will help monitor and enforce risk management policies. 
Communicates how violations will be addressed. 
• Coordinates implementation of standards committee. 
Individual Members 
• Understand and abide by the "Statement on Chapter & Individual Responsibility." 
• Take individual responsibility for their actions; understand that the future existence of the chapter and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity depends on their common sense and good judgment. 
• Know their role if there is a crisis. See "Crisis Management" procedures. 
• Complete Membership and Lease Agreements. 
House Manager 
• Conducts inspections of building and grounds and makes a plan to correct any deficiencies. See 
"Chapter House Self-Inspection" at www.sigep.org. 
• Plans and implements fire drills, including procedures to account for all members after a chapter 
house evacuation. 
• Works with chapter officers, volunteers, and campus officials to see that operations comply with 
health, fire, and building codes. Keeping a neat and orderly house is essential. 
• Suggests capital improvements. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT - AN EXPECTATION OF MEMBERSHIP 
Risk management is conducting chapter life in a manner which exhibits care and concern for the safety 
and well-being of members, guests, and the community around you. Members must take personal 
responsibility for their actions to help ensure the safety of others. The intent of risk management 
education is not to prevent the chapter from having fun, but it is to help the chapter reduce risks while 
having fun. Risk management tools help you stop problems before they occur. 
Risk is something that has to be managed or controlled; it cannot be eliminated. You have accepted the 
important responsibility of being an officer of your chapter. As an officer, you must help your chapter 
understand how important it is for every member to be concerned with risk management. Everyone must 
use good common sense and take steps to manage the risks that are inherent in chapter operations. The 
following list gives chapter officers suggestions on handling risk management in a team approach fashion. 
Chapter President 
• Sees that chapter bylaws incorporate the "Statement on Chapter & Individual Responsibility." 
• Ensures the chapter understands and complies with the "Statement on Chapter & Individual 
Responsibility." Responsible for returning signed, non-hazing statement to Headquarters in a timely 
manner. 
• Oversees the development, implementation, and enforcement of risk management policies and 
procedures. 
>- Makes certain SigEp's policies are reviewed with the members in September and January. 
);;;> Works with the events chairman to make certain chapter social events comply with risk 
management policies and procedures, paying special attention to alcohol control. 
);;;> Assists the house manager, if applicable, with his risk management recommendations. 
• Takes the "lead" in any chapter crisis. Please refer to the "Crisis Management" section. 
Events Chairman 
• Understands and abides by the "Statement on Chapter & Individual Responsibility," in planning 
social functions. 
• Completes "special event planning checklist" prior to every function. 
• Discusses unique special events with Director of Risk Management at Headquarters. These events 
require a special event coverage policy in addition to the Fraternity' s  liability coverage. 
• Assures that no chapter funds are collected or solicited from members or guests for the purchase of 
alcohol. 
• Uses guest lists and follows the third-party vendor guidelines. 
Chapter 
• KEEPS A NEAT AND ORDERLY HOUSE. Good housekeeping reduces the possibility of injuries 
and fire. 
IV. General Conduct Obligations. 
A. No Firearms. No firearms or any weapons, including pellet guns, BB guns, etc., may be on 
chapter property or at any chapter function at any time. Violation of this policy subjects a 
member to fines, suspension, or expulsion. 
B .  No Drugs. No illegal drugs may be on chapter property or at any chapter function at any time. 
Possession of such is grounds for immediate expulsion. 
C. Statement of Responsibility. As an essential element of each individual's obligation, each member 
when signing this agrees to support and behave consistent with the Fraternity's "Statement on 
Chapter & Individual Responsibility." Violation of this policy subjects a brother to fines, 
suspension, or expulsion as defined by the Bylaws and Administrative Policies and Procedures. 
D. No Health or Personal Propertv Insurance. It is further understood that as a member of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, it is my responsibility to carry adequate health and personal property insurance. Medical 
payments for injuries and losses to personal property are NOT covered under the Fraternity's 
insurance program. 
E. No Agency. Under no circumstances will I be considered, or hold myself out, as an agent of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, nor will I represent to anyone that I am an agent for my chapter 
unless I am specifically authorized to do so as an officer of my chapter or at the direction of my 
chapter. 
I HAVE ACKNOWLEDGED THAT I HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND THE ABOVE 
AGREEMENT AND ACCEPT THE TERMS. 
Signature 
Written Name 
SIGNED ON THIS THE 
s/Membership Agreement/G: 
9/23/05 
Alumni and Volunteer Corporation President 
DAY OF ______ , 20_. 
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Fines (other than fees) must be paid within fourteen (14) days. If the fine is not paid within 
fourteen ( 14) days, the initial fee will be doubled and action may be taken to place the individual 
on suspension. 
B. Suspension. Any member suspended due to indebtedness is prohibited from participating in any 
chapter activity, including but not limited to: loss of meals, voting in chapter meetings, 
participating in intramurals, and all social functions, wearing or displaying the fraternity insignia, 
and otherwise identifying himself as a member of the Fraternity. Furthermore, any member who 
attends a social function while on suspension may be expelled from the Fraternity. 
(1) Definition: Suspension is defined within Section E, Paragraph 36, of the APP as "the denial 
for a definite period of the privil eges and benefits of membership. " 
(2) Any member on suspension shall have a letter sent to his parents by the vice president of 
finance and/or the alumni and volunteer corporation, itemizing all charges. In addition, 
anyone who "bounces" a check to the chapter or alumni and volunteer corporation shall be 
suspended and fined $ 10, and is required to pay cash for the remainder of the term. 
C. Expulsion. The alumni and volunteer corporation will automatically initiate expulsion 
proceedings against all members who have financial obligations which are 60 days past due. Said 
persons shall be referred to the alumni and volunteer corporation and then to the national 
Fraternity. 
Under Section E, Paragraph 41  of the APP, "expulsion for indebtedness shall b ecome effective ten 
(JO) days after written notic e of the action taken has b e en given the member. " In order to be 
reinstated following expulsion due to indebtedness, the procedures outlined in Paragraph 42 of the 
Administrative Policies and Procedures must be followed. 
III. Housing and Meal Plan Obligations. 
A. Housing. As a part of their brotherhood obligations, every member shall be required to live in the 
chapter house for at least __ full year(s), prior to graduation from school. Should the chapter 
house at any time have openings for the upcoming term, the alumni and volunteer corporation 
shall have the authority to take any and all necessary steps to fill the vacancies including the 
requiring of members to live within the house, or the imposition of a special assessment, if 
needed, to cover the lost revenue. 
B. As a further aspect of their brotherhood obligations, each member, whether living within the 
chapter house or not, shall be required to pay for the "full meal plan," which shall include 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The only possible exceptions to this meal plan requirement shall be 
for members who eat within the athletic dormitory, or for members who are employed, and due to 
scheduling conflicts, are unable to meet this obligation. However, any member seeking an 
exception to this requirement and falling within the categories mentioned, must request in writing 
to the alumni and volunteer corporation at least seven (7) days prior to the start of the term, to be 
excluded from the meal plan requirement, and listing the reasons why. Any exception must be 
unanimously approved by the alumni and volunteer corporation. In addition, any member granted 
an exception may be assessed an additional parlor fee to compensate for the loss in revenue to the 
chapter. 
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C. Amounts Due - Specific charges for the year 20_-20_ are as follows: 
(1) Room: 
(2) Board: 
(3) Dues: 
(4) Parlor Fee: 
$ ___ per term of the school year, 
$ per month, 
$ per month, and 
$ per month. 
D. Due Date - The payments for each school term shall be due according to the payment type and 
school term as follows: 
( 1 )  Fall: (a) Room - Including deposit and cable fees, in full seven (7) days before the first 
day of registration for classes, or the first day of rush, whichever comes first, 
(b) Board (Meals), Social Fees, Parlor Fees, and Dues - One full month's fee, in 
full seven (7) days before the first day of registration for classes, or the first day of rush, 
whichever comes first to cover one-half (Yi.) of the month of August and one-half (Yi.) of the 
month of December. Payments for September, October, and November are due and payable 
on the first day of each month respectively. 
(2) Spring: (a) Room - In full on the first day ofregistration for classes. 
(b) Board (Meals), Social Fees, Parlor Fees, and Dues - One full month's fees on 
the first day of registration for classes, to cover one-half (Yi.) of the month of January and one­
half (Yi.) of the month of May. Payments for February, March, and April are due and payable 
on the first day of each month respectively. 
(3) Summer: (a) Room (if the chapter house is open for the summer term) -In full on the first 
day of registration for classes, to cover the portion of the months of May and August and all 
of June and July. 
(b) Board (Meals), Social Fees, Parlor Fees, and Dues - Same: One full month's 
fees on the first day of registration for classes, to cover the portion of the months of May and 
August. 
E. In the event that an unexpected and/or special circumstances occur prohibiting a member from 
paying his bill in full on time, a special payment plan may be worked out with the alumni and 
volunteer corporation, only if approved by unanimous vote, and only if requested in writing at 
least seven (7) days prior to the date bills are due-to allow the vice president of finance time to 
make any necessary budget changes. However, any member who requests such a "special 
payment plan" may be assessed board, dues, and any other fees or assessments at a 10% higher 
rate than those members who have met their financial obligations on the dates listed in Paragraph 
3,  should they fail to adhere to their revised payment schedule. 
II. Enforcement and Penalties. 
A. Fines. Anyone who does not pay 1 00% of their required financial obligation by midnight on the 
due date or who has not requested and been granted a "special payment plan" pursuant to 
Paragraph I.E., is automatically fined 10%, up to a maximum of $100, and is immediately 
suspended. Such members shall remain on suspension until their debts and fines have been paid 
in full, or they may be subject to expulsion. 
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MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT OF SIGMA Pm EPSILON FRATERNITY 
����������- CHAPTER 
I .  Whereas in accordance with the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity's Bylaws and Administrative Policies 
and Procedures (the "APP"), Section E-Undergraduate Chapter Operating Provisions, Paragraph 
23( d), each undergraduate chapter shall have the power to provide in the bylaws, assessments or fees 
for board, lodging, and maintenance of chapter properties, subject to the approval of its alumni and 
volunteer corporation. 
II. Whereas the alumni and volunteer corporation of the chapter has approved the following Membership 
Agreement and intends to fully abide by, and to fully enforce, the obligations outlined within this 
agreement. 
AGREEMENT: 
I. Financial Obligations. 
A. Payments - Payment of all dues, social fees, fines, assessments, room and board, parlor fees, as 
well as any and all other financial obligations shall be made prior to midnight of the date such 
obligations are due. Should a member be unable to meet with the vice president of finance and 
make payment in person, it is the member's responsibility to mail any fees which are due, with an 
envelope postmarked no later than the due date of the payment to avoid a fine for late payment. 
B. Late Payment or Nonpayment - Late payment or the failure to pay any portion of financial 
indebtedness by a member when due shall be considered a violation of the Membership 
Agreement and, pursuant to Section E, Paragraph 35, of the APP may result in one or more of the 
following penalties. 
( 1) Penalties: 
(a) Reprimand or censure in open chapter meeting. 
(b) Imposition of a fine of no more than one hundred dollars ($ 1 00.00). 
( c) Denial of specific privileges. 
( d) Suspension for a definite time. 
(e) Expulsion from the Fraternity. 
(2) Unacceptable Excuse: 
"Waiting for student loans or grants" shall not be acceptable reasons for late payment of any 
financial obligation. Members are directed to pursue short-term loans from the university, 
their parents, or their bank while awaiting grants, loans, or scholarships. Since the chapter 
does not attempt to profit, but rather to break even, we must receive 1 00% of our revenues 
when due, in order to pay our bills and remain in operation. 
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Member Development 
The principles of Sigma Phi Epsilon and those of a chapter and its members are based on high ethical and 
moral behavior, and the expression of respect and care for self and others. 
Therefore, hazing has no place in Sigma Phi Epsilon. Hazing is a criminal act in most states. Hazing 
activities are defined as: 
"Any action taken or situation created, whether on or off fraternity premises, 
to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment, or 
ridicule. Such activities may include, but are not limited to, the following: 
use of alcohol; paddling in any form; creation of excessive fatigue; physical 
and psychological shocks; morally degrading or humiliating games and 
activities; late work sessions which interfere with scholastic activities; and 
any other activities which are not consistent with :fraternal law or ritual, the 
regulations and policies of the educational institution or applicable local, 
state, or federal law." 
Fire, Health & Safety 
To better ensure the safety of its members and guests, each chapter should strive to meet the following 
expectations: 
1 .  Comply with all local fire and health codes. 
2. Post emergency numbers for fire, police, and ambulance beside all common phones. 
Also post evacuation routes from chapter facilities in the common areas and on the 
back of each sleeping room door. 
3 .  Comply with engineering recommendations as reported by the insurance company. 
4. Keep a neat and orderly house. Good housekeeping is essential. 
5 .  The possession and/or use of firearms or explosive devices of any kind within the 
confines and premises of the chapter house is expressly forbidden. 
Education 
Each student member, as part of his regular fraternity education experience, shall be educated about, and 
reminded of, his responsibilities as a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon and the Fraternity's risk management 
policy. 
SIGMA PID EPSILON FRATERNITY 
STATEMENT ON CHAPTER & INDIVIDUAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
This statement embodies the values and expectations of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity for all fraternity entities 
and membership categories, including alumni and volunteers. 
Respect & Care for Self & Others 
The Fraternity will operate in such a manner as to exhibit respect, care, and concern. The Fraternity abhors 
any form of sexually abusive behavior collectively or by an individual, be it physical, mental, or emotional in 
nature. Neither a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter nor any member thereof should encourage, support, or 
participate in any action which in any manner demeans, belittles, or damages another person. 
Alcohol & Drugs 
1 .  The possession and/or use of alcoholic beverages while participating i n  any fraternity event, or in any 
situation sponsored or endorsed by the chapter, will be consistent with all campus, city, county, state laws, 
and all the policies of the Fraternity. Every chapter event must ensure that no alcohol can be consumed 
by minors. 
2. The direct or indirect purchase of alcoholic beverages by the chapter using chapter funds or by any 
member on behalf of the chapter or through any type of fund is against Sigma Phi Epsilon's risk 
management policies. The purchase and/or use of a bulk quantity of alcoholic beverages (i.e., kegs or 
case(s) of beer/wine) is prohibited. 
3. There will be no possession, use, and/or sale of illegal drugs or controlled substances at any chapter 
facility, fraternity event, or any event which would be associated with the Fraternity. 
4. No chapter should associate the Fraternity's name with any event sponsored by an alcohol distributor, 
charitable organization, or tavern (tavern defined as an establishment generating more than half of annual 
gross sales from alcohol) where alcohol is given away, sold, or otherwise provided to those present. 
5. No chapter should co-sponsor or co-finance a function where alcohol is purchased by any of the host 
chapters, groups, or organizations. 
6. There should never be any alcohol available during membership recruitment activities. 
7. Open parties, meaning those with unrestricted access by non-members, are not in the best interest of the 
chapter or the Fraternity and should not occur. 
8. No brother or new member should condone, tolerate, encourage, or participate in the abuse of alcohol 
(i.e., drinking games are not allowed). 
9. There should never be any alcohol available during any membership education program/event. 
Failure to comply with these guidelines will result in disciplinary action including revocation of the chapter's 
charter. Additionally, failure to follow these guidelines could jeopardize a chapter's (or individual member's) 
general liability insurance coverage. 
Development Programming Assessment 
Academic Service Cultural Health and Leadership/ Ritual I Values Social 
Learninf! Wellness Professional 
Underclassmen Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: 
Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: 
Upperclassmen Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: Current Programs: 
Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: Ideas: 
. 
VICE PRESIDENT OF PROGRAMMING 
"Th e  major ity of men m e e t  with failur e becaus e of the ir lack of persistence 
in cr eating n ew plans to take the place of thos e which fail. " 
Napoleon Hill 
Congratulations on being elected the Vice President of Programming! As the director of chapter 
programming, you can significantly influence chapter morale through successful events. More 
specifically, your duties as defined by the Grand Chapter Bylaws are: 
The Vice Pr esident of Programming shall b e  r esponsibl e for the chapter 's functions, 
programs, and to ke ep th e chapter cal endar . He is the Chairman of the Programs 
Cabin et  which may include the Events Chairman, the Community Service Learning 
Chairman, and the Intramural Dir ector .  He shall assume all duties in the abs ence of or 
the disability of the Pr esident. He is also the Ritualistic Vice Pr esident. 
You and your Programs Cabinet must be organized. You must work closely with your chapter brothers to 
ensure all event details are well communicated and well executed. Chapter members will constantly be 
turning to you with questions regarding chapter programming. Attention to detail is critical to your 
success. 
Beware of scheduling too many events (over-programming). In today's demanding college environment, 
too many events can become burdensome for chapter members, thus decreasing chapter morale. A few 
well planned and fun events will serve the chapter better than too many poorly scheduled events. 
You and your cabinet must constantly be thinking of new and innovative ideas to energize the chapter. 
Your cabinet should also work closely with the development and recruitment cabinets to coordinate 
events that serve various purposes for the chapter. Focusing on events furthering the Fraternity's 
Balanced Man Ideal of Sound Mind and Sound Body can be an attractive draw for members and for those 
outside the organization, such as sororities. (For example, an event with a sorority, such as an invitation 
to an art museum tour, serves as both programming and development. It also serves recruitment when 
potential recruits are invited to such an event.) 
In the following pages, you will see many ideas to impact your chapter. Take the best ones and tailor 
them to fit your chapter. 
Carlson Leadership Academy 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Vice President of 
Programming 
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leadership skills is like expecting them to speak fluid 
Swahili when they have never even heard the language. 
Virtually all captains want to be effective leaders - you 
just need to provide them with the necessary insights and 
skills to do so . Like physical skills,  leadership skills must 
be systematically taught, developed, and practiced if you 
want to see them used and mastered by your athletes. 
That's what The Captains Leadership Manual is all  about. 
This comprehensive leadership program is designed to 
help you teach your current and prospective leaders the 
insights, strategies, and skills they will need to be 
effective leaders for you and your team . It is also 
designed to provide you with a practical and proven 
system for identifying, educating, and developing your 
leaders over time. Rome wasn't built in a day and neither 
are effective team leaders . 
You Need to be Involved in this 10 Week Program 
To be maximally effective ,  I strongly encourage you to 
get actively and closely involved in the leadership 
development process.  Sure you could hand your leaders 
this manual , tell them to read it, and hold them 
accountable for it. But like developing physical skills, 
developing effective leaders requires your ongoing 
feedback, coaching, questions , discussion , and insights. If 
you want to develop the kind of leaders your program 
needs to be successful,  you must mentor and mold them 
to meet your needs and expectations . If you want your 
leaders to be extensions of you, you must extend yourself 
to them. 
That's why I strongly encourage you to go through The 
Team Captains Leadership Manual right along with your 
athletes. The manual is divided into 10 manageable yet 
detailed chapters, which cover the essential components 
of leadership. I suggest that you and your athletes make a 
firm commitment to this 10-week leadership development 
program . You' ll independently read a chapter a week over 
the next 10 weeks - preferably before practices start, at 
the very beginning of your season, or during the off 
season. Ideally,  it is best to have as much of the material 
covered as realistically possible before you begin your 
competitive season. 
Just as your athletes are doing, read the chapters, take 
notes,  answer the questions , complete the exercises, and 
jot down any comments and questions you might have as 
you work through the material . Because learning is an 
active process , I have also included some practical 
exercises for you and your athletes at the end of each 
chapter. These activities are designed to provide your 
team leaders with a variety of viewpoints on the topic of 
leadership - plus help them develop important insights 
and relationships with other leaders in your area. I 
encourage you to have your captains complete these 
exercises whenever possible.  If you have more than one 
athlete going through the manual with you, you may want 
to assign each athlete a different exercise if you are 
pressed for time. 
Designate a specific 30 to 60 minute time frame each 
week where you and your leader(s) will get together to 
discuss the chapter you completed for the week. Ive 
included a Coach/Captain Meeting Notes page at the end 
of each chapter for you and your captains to jot down 
ideas and goals from your discussions.  Not only will 
weekly meetings provide you and your leaders the 
opportunity to work through the manual , practice the 
strategies , and absorb the material over time, but it will 
also give you the opportunity to communicate regularly ,  
understand each other better, monitor the team, and 
develop and strengthen the trust between you. To be an 
effective extension of you, your leaders must know 
exactly how you think and what you want for them to be 
successful. 
Investing the time to work on the manual with your 
leaders clearly demonstrates to them how important you 
consider their role to be . Being an effective team leader is 
an extremely demanding and difficult challenge for many 
of them - especially as a teenager or young adult facing 
tremendous peer pressure . They will need your support 
and guidance throughout the season. They need to know 
that you believe in them and trust them. The regular 
meetings will give you the opportunity to demonstrate 
your commitment to and concern for them. 
© Jeff Janssen. Please contact us if you would like 
permission to reproduce any of these copyrighted articles 
in your publication or website. All articles must include 
the following at the end: Jeff Janssen helps coaches and 
athletes develop the team chemistry, mental toughness , 
and leadership skills necessary to win championships. For 
more information on Jeff's programs and resources, visit 
www jeffjanssen.corn or call toll free 1-888-72 1-TEAM .  
.,.. .. 
like you have lost your players enthusiasm but you aren't 
sure why. 
Effective team leaders help keep you connected to your 
team. They keep you informed about how players might 
be doing, who is struggling, and if there is any dissension 
brewing amongst the team . Not only do great team leaders 
keep you up to date on the pulse of the team , they can also 
provide you with input on changes you might be 
contemplating or ones you have already instituted . 
5. Minimize and Manage Conflict 
Additionally, good team leaders will help you manage the 
inev itable conflict that occurs on every team between 
athletes,  coaches, parents, and others. They can help their 
teammates better understand why they are getting limited 
playing time , thus preventing them from running to their 
parents and having them call you to complain about it. 
They can often handle and even solve a lot of problems 
before you even have to get involved . This frees up your 
time to focus on what you do best - coaching. Good 
leaders then make your job easier as a coach by 
preventing, minimizing, and handling a significant portion 
of the typical problems that beset teams, so you don 't  
have to. 
6 .  Help you Sign and Screen Recruits 
In college, your team leaders will often serve as hosts for 
potential recruits. The captains go a long way in helping 
recruits feel comfortable with your program and feel a 
sense of acceptance and family with the current team 
members. Your captains can sell the benefits of your 
program, handle any of the recruits concerns and 
objections,  get a feel for how the recruit might be leaning, 
and provide insights into the recruits character. There are 
instances where captains have clued in coaches to 
potential red flags on a recruiting trip that coaches may 
not have seen in the recruiting process. Effective team 
captains will help you sign the right people for your 
programs and screen those who could end up being more 
trouble than they are worth . 
7 .  Are Your Best Insurance Against Stupidity 
Finally,  good leaders are your best insurance policy 
against your athletes making stupid decisions on campus 
and in the community that could tarnish you and your 
program . Good leaders will help you control and curb the 
common teenage and young adult temptations like 
drinking, drugs, sex , hazing, gambling, and the myriad of 
other problems that often end up as the talk of the town or 
embarrassing headlines in  the local and even national 
media. Minimizing these problems alone will provide you 
with many more restful evenings. 
This positive policing role is especially important because 
as a coach you can only be with your athletes so many 
hours of the day. Obviously you get to spend time with 
them at practice, but the rest of the day they have a 
variety of choices, which you cannot constantly watch 
and monitor, nor should you want or have to. However, 
great team leaders tend to be around their teammate ' s  
more and can b e  a positive influence o n  them. This is  
especially true on weekend evenings when athletes can be 
tempted to do things that could potentially have negative 
effects on themselves and the team, not to mention your 
programs reputation. Great team leaders look out for their 
teammates and are willing to constructively confront them 
when necessary . 
Investing in Leadership Skills 
Because they understand the many benefits that effective 
leaders bring, many professional teams are now investing 
millions of dollars in  aging players who are past their 
prime. Although their physical skills have diminished, 
coaches and upper management sign these older players 
primarily because of their veteran leadership skills.  They 
want someone who can teach the rookies what it means to 
be a professional . They need someone whom the young 
players will look up to, and most of all ,  l isten to. They 
need someone who can put the team first and is focused 
on winning, instead of focusing on the next big contract 
or endorsement deal . Many professional teams are willing 
to pay millions of dollars not necessarily for great talent, 
but for solid and respected leadership .  As a college or 
high school coach, you obviously don't need to invest the 
money . But you must invest the time necessary to find, 
develop, and retain effective team leaders. 
Why The Glaring Lack of Leaders in Today's 
Athletes? 
Unfortunately,  more and more coaches bemoan the 
problem that today' s  athletes seem to lack the leadership 
skills compared to those of the past. They say that it's so 
difficult to find good leaders anymore. Why is leadership 
so tough to find in todays athletes? 
While there are a variety of plausible explanations,  many 
of my colleagues believe that the lack of leadership skills 
can actually be traced to the growth and explosion of 
adult-run youth sports programs . Ironically,  the organized 
sports opportunities that so many parents have created for 
their children are actually working against their children ' s  
development o f  leadership skills.  In the past, when kids 
were left up to themselves to play sports on their own, 
they were forced to develop leadership skills.  The kids 
picked the teams , decided the rules, determined the 
lineup, officiated their own games, handled conflicts and 
difficulties, etc. All  of these responsibilities required kids 
to develop leadership skil ls .  Now , children get so few 
opportunities to play on their own because everything is 
so adult-organized and controlled . With fewer 
opportunities to lead, there are going to be fewer leaders . 
From Whom Much is Expected, Little is Taught 
So much is expected of team captains and leaders. The 
problem is that so few of them are ever formally taught 
the leadership skills they need to do the job effectively . 
Expecting your athletes to be great leaders without 
investing the time to teach, coach , and develop their 
Your other athletes will rise or fall to the level of your 
team leader. The quality of your team' s  leadership 
dictates the rest of your athletes work ethic ,  attitude ,  
focus, confidence, mental toughness , team chemistry , and 
virtually all other aspects of your program . 
Your Sanity 
Aside from success, quality team leaders, or the lack 
thereof, also greatly influence your sanity . Effective team 
leaders proactively prevent a lot of the problems that 
frustrate you, give you gray hair or cause it to fall out, 
keep you up at night, and drive many good coaches right 
out of coaching. They can minimize team conflicts, 
positively police your players in  the community, and help 
your athletes (and parents) understand and accept their 
roles. 
Your Satisfaction and Significance 
Finally,  developing effective leaders provides you with a 
tremendous sense of satisfaction, which transcends 
winning. Sure you want to win . But you also want to 
teach your athletes skills that will help them become 
winners in the game of life .  Developing and mentoring 
the athletes on your team into leaders is one of the most 
important and rewarding aspects of coaching. You have 
the power and the privilege to teach your athletes skills 
that will  impact them for the rest of their lives . Keep in 
mind that the athletes you have today are the doctors, 
lawyers, mayors, managers, teachers , coaches ,  and 
parents of tomorrow . 
Ultimately your true significance as a coach will not be 
measured in how many goals ,  touchdowns , runs, or points 
your athletes score . Your leadership as a coach will be 
measured in your ability to develop better people. Herein 
lies your real significance as a coach. 
"If the only reason I coached was to win college 
basketball games, my life would be pretty shallow. I 
coach not only because I love it, but because I have the 
chance to teach and interact with young people . "  
Mike Krzyzewski, Duke Men's Basketball 
!/you plan for one year, plant rice . I/you plan for J O  
years, plant a tree . If you plan for J OO years, educate a 
child. 
Chinese Proverb 
EFFECTIVE TEAM LEADERS ... 
Investing the time to develop effective team leaders will 
pay off in  a multitude of ways for you and your team . 
Here are the primary benefits effective leaders will bring 
to your team: 
1 .  Ensure High Standards and a Strong Work Ethic 
Without effective team leaders, mediocrity is the goal of 
the team . The team motto becomes - Do just enough to 
get by and that' s good enough. No one steps up and sets 
the tone for the rest of the team to follow. Further, when 
some athletes i nevitably slack off and cut corners, no one 
is willing to constructively confront them on it and let 
them know that their laziness is unacceptable and 
detrimental to the team . 
Great team leaders set and maintain the standards for 
everyone else to follow. They consistently give it there all 
and demand that their teammates do the same. This is 
especially important when you have freshmen and other 
newcomers joining the team on a regular basis. The 
newcomers often look to their veteran teammates to 
determine the standards of the team . If the leaders are 
slacking off and cutting corners, it is very easy for the 
rookies to do the same. 
2 .  Keep Your Team from Crumbling Under Pressure and 
Adversity 
Without a team leader, teams often crumble under 
pressure and adversity . Athletes quickly get frustrated 
with opponents, officials, teammates, and themselves and 
lose their composure . They get distracted by their past 
mistakes and worry about making future errors. Further, 
when teams fall apart they tend to blame each other,  
which distracts, divides, and destroys your team . Without 
a team leader, your athletes isolate themselves from the 
team instead of pulling together and staying tough. 
This lack of leadership and mental toughness during 
adversity often forces you to burn precious time-outs and 
make unwanted substitutions during the game . Worse, 
your team ends up beating itself because they self-destruct 
rather than staying tough and forcing your opponents to 
beat you . You can likely trace many of your losses back 
to the lack of ineffective team leaders. 
Effective team leaders help their teammates weather the 
inevitable storms of adversity that occur during games 
and throughout the season. When adversity strikes ,  great 
leaders maintain their own composure , which keeps their 
teammates under control . They then can refocus the team 
back on the task at hand . Good team leaders are a calming 
force and are able to help their teammates adjust and 
refocus. 
3. Build Better Team Chemistry 
Effective team leaders promote a positive sense of team 
chemistry. They welcome and take the new members of 
your team under their wing so the younger players feel 
accepted and have someone to turn to should something 
go wrong - as often is the case for freshmen. Effective 
team leaders prevent cliques from developing as they look 
to break down barriers, unify their teammates,  and rally 
them around a common goal . 
4. Help You Take the Pulse of Team 
If you don' t  have a good leader you can trust, you might 
miss some important things happening with your athletes 
and team . You might not know why a certain player all of 
a sudden isn't playing well or why another might not be 
communicating with you any more . Further, it might seem 
Janssen Peak Performance 
Introduction To: 
The Team Captain's  Leadership Manual 
By Jeff Janssen, M .S . ,  Peak Performance Coach 
Welcome to The Team Captains Leadership Manual: The 
Complete Guide to Developing Team Leaders Whom 
Coaches Respect and Teammates Trust. This one-of-a­
kind manual is designed to help you develop the 
responsible and respected team captains and leaders you 
need to be successful . Of course your leadership as a 
coach is critical - that goes without saying. But to be 
successful ,  you also must have at least one athlete , if not a 
few ,  who can effectively lead their fellow teammates. 
You must have team leaders who are bought in to your 
system , reinforce what you do, hold their teammates 
accountable to a higher standard, and watch your back by 
diffusing difficulties, conflicts, and problems - or at least 
making you aware of them. Without effective team 
captains and responsible team leaders , you are likely in 
for a very long and frustrating season. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF EFFECTIVE TEAM 
LEADERS 
Here ' s  what some of your coaching colleagues have said 
about the importance of having effective team leaders. 
Talent is important. But the single most important 
ingredient after you get the talent is internal leadership . 
It's not the coaches as much as one single person or 
people on the team who set higher standards than that 
team would normally set for itself. I really believe that 
has been ultimately important/or us . 
Mike Krzyzewski , Duke Men' s  Basketball 
Three-time National Championship Coach 
Teams that have strong leadership have a decided 
advantage .  I/you look at the great NBA teams of the past 
15 years, one of the common threads is they all had great 
veteran leaders with the group: La.rry Bird (Celtics), 
Magic Johnson (La.kers), Isiah Thomas (Pistons), Michael 
Jordan (Bulls). Each had his own style but they all 
demanded excellence from the people around them. Not 
just once in a while, not just when things were going good 
for them, but all the time . 
Rick Pitino, Louisville Men's Basketball 
National Championship Coach 
Having great leadership is a big key to success . Its really 
the leaders team because they are the ones whom the rest 
of the players, especially the freshmen, look up to when 
setting the standards . Our team will go as far as our 
leaders are willing to take us . 
Mike Candrea, Arizona Softball 
Six-time National Championship Coach 
USA Softball Olympic Head Coach 
On every team, there is a core group that sets the tone for 
everyone else . If the tone is positive , you have half the 
battle won. If it is negative, you are beaten before you 
ever walk on the field. 
Chuck Nol l ,  Pittsburgh Steelers 
Four-time Super Bowl Winning Coach 
Because I understand how important leaders are to the 
success of the team, I've worked hard at selecting the 
captains and helping them develop the leadership 
qualities that I feel are important. 
Jerry Yeagley, Indiana Men' s  Soccer 
Five-time National Championship Coach 
As you can see, many of sports most successful and 
respected coaches readily admit that a big key to their 
success depends largely on the quality of leaders they 
have within the team. You too understand that effective 
leaders are not a luxury but a vital necessity . Your 
captains are the heart and soul of your team . 
Good Team Leaders are an Extension of You 
Most coaches talk about needing team leaders who are an 
extension of them selves . To be successful , you must have 
someone who knows your philosophy and understands 
your game plan - and can communicate and reinforce it to 
the rest of the team. You need someone who can keep 
your team focused during the heat of competition when 
you are on the sidelines. You need someone to be your 
voice in the locker room. And you need a respected leader 
who can hold their teammates accountable during the 
many times outside of practice when you cant be around. 
EFFECTIVE TEAM LEADERS IMPACT YOUR 
SUCCESS, SANITY, SATISFACTION AND 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Effective team leaders impact the most important areas 
you hold near and dear as a coach: your success, sanity, 
satisfaction and significance. 
Your Success 
As you reflect on some of your most successful seasons ,  
I ' l l  bet that more often than not you had at least one i f  not 
a couple of leaders who set the tone for the rest of the 
team . And conversely, you probably had mediocre , poor, 
or non-existent leadership during most, if not all of your 
most disappointing seasons. 
Team leaders have a big bearing on your team ' s  success. 
Why? Because successful leaders dictate so many of the 
important intangible factors that influence winning. In 
essence, an effective leader is the linchpin of your team . 
.. 
Chapter President's Leadership Self Evaluation Scoring Directions 
The Chapter President's Leadership Self Eva l uation is divi ded i nto two parts. The top 1 2  questions help you rate your 
chapter president as a Leader by Exam ple. Then the first 1 2  questions are combined with the fi n a l  1 2  questions to 
help you rate your chapter pres ident as a Vocal Leader. 
Leader By Example Scoring 
The Leader by Example Self Eva luation measures the four critical areas your chapter president needs to be an 
effective Leader by Example: Commitment, Confidence, Com posure, and Character. To com pute your chapter 
president's Leader by Example score, add your ratings for the first 1 2  questions. 
1 2  - 44 = Not a Leader by Example 
45 - 5 2  = Sol i d  Leader by Example 
5 3  - 60 = Spectacular Leader by Example 
The tota l for the Leader by Exam ple section shou l d  at least be 45 if not h igher. Anyth i ng 44 and below your chapter 
president is not successfu l ly lead ing h i m/herself to earn the respect. The closer the score is to 60, the better j ob you 
bel i eve your chapter president is  doing of leadi n g  h i m/herself. 
Vocal Leader Scoring 
The tota l score for a l l  24 questions wi l l  give you your chapter presi dent's rati ng as a Voca l Leader. 
24 - 89 = Not a Voca l Leader 
90 - 1 05 = So l i d  Vocal Leader 
1 06 - 1 2 0 = Spectacu lar Vocal Leader 
You r  chapter president's tota l as a Vocal Leader shou ld at least be 90 if not h igher. Anyth i ng 89 and below your 
chapter president is  not doing a n  adequate job of leading h i m/herself  or others. The c loser you r  chapter pres ident is  
to 1 20, the more he/she is  doing what is  necessary to be an effective leader. 
Adapted from the Team Leadersh ip  Eva l uation by Janssen Peak Performance. Additiona l information ca n be found at 
www.jeffjanssen . com, and an on- l i ne version of th is  eva l uation is ava i lable at 
http ://www.jeffjanssen.com/coachi ng/eva luation2 . html 
Chapter President's Leadership Evaluation ______________ _ 
Using a sca le from one to five rate your chapter pres ident on the fol l ow i ng 24 questions:  
7 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Undecided 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree 
Comm itment 
1 .  i s  one of the hardest workers in the chapter 
2 .  cares passionately about the chapter's success 
3 .  is a competitive person who wants to win 
Confidence 
4.  has confidence in h i m/herself as a person and h i s/her abi l ity to lead 
5. wants to perform in pressure situations 
6.  bou nces back qui ckly fol lowing mistakes and errors 
Composure 
7.  stays ca l m  and composed in pressure situations 
8.  stays focused when faced with distractions, obstacles, and adversity 
9.  keeps h i s/her a nger and frustration under control 
Character 
1 0. consistently does the right th i ng, i nside and outside the chapter 
1 1  . is honest and trustworthy 
1 2 .  treats brothers/sisters, advisors, and others with respect 
Leader By Example - Total (subtotal I please add up # 1  to 12) 
Encourager - Servant 
1 3 . reaches out to brothers/si sters when they need help 
1 4 . takes the t ime to I i sten to brothers/sisters 
Encourager - Confidence B u i l der 
1 5 .  regularly en courages h i s/her brothers/sisters to do thei r best 
1 6 . regularly com p l i m ents h i s/her brothers/sisters when they succeed 
Encourager - Refocuser 
1 7 . comm u n i cates optim ism and hope when the chapter is  strugg l i ng 
1 8 . knows what to say to b rothers/si sters when they are strugg l ing  
Encourager - Team Bui l der 
1 9 . has developed an effective relationsh ip with each brothers/sisters 
20.  is a team p layer who seeks to un ify the chapter 
Enforcer 
2 1 . holds brothers/si sters accou ntable for fol lowi ng chapter ru les and stan dards 
2 2 .  constructively confronts brothers/si sters when necessary 
2 3 .  is wi l l i ng to address and m i n i m ize confl icts between brothers/si sters 
24.  is firm, fai r, and di rect when dea l i ng with confl icts and prob lems 
Vocal Leader Total (please add up the Leader by Example subtotal and items #13 to 24) 
,, 
Identifying Characteristics of Successful Leaders 
Adapted from The team Captain's Leadership Manual by Jeff Janssen, M .S. 
Additional information available at http : //www .j effjanssen.com/coaching/index.html 
Please share this with members who are interested in taking on leadership positions within your 
chapter, and discuss these traits as you are considering whom to elect to those positions. 
Leaders by Example have ... 
• Commitment 
.. .  is one of the hardest workers in the chapter 
. . .  cares passionately about the chapter's success 
. . .  is a competitive person who wants to be successful 
• Confidence 
.. .  has confidence in him/herself as a person and his/her ability to lead 
... wants to perform in pressure situations 
. . .  bounces back quickly following mistakes and errors 
• Composure 
. . .  stays calm and composed in p ressure situations 
. . .  stays focused when faced with distractions, obstacles, and adversity 
. . .  keeps his/her anger and frustration under control 
• Character 
. . .  consistently does the right thing in all situations 
... is honest and trustworthy 
. . .  treats brothers/sisters, other chapters, advisors, and others with respect 
Vocal Leaders are ... 
• Encouraging . . .  
as  a Servant by 
. . .  reaching out to  brothers/sisters when they need help 
.. .  taking the time to listen to brothers/sisters 
as a Confidence Builder by 
. . .  regularly encouraging his/her chapter members to do their b est 
.. .  regularly complimenting his/her chapter members when they succeed 
as a Refocuser by 
. . .  communicating optimism and hope when the chapter is struggling 
.. .  knowing what to say to brothers/sisters when they are struggling 
as a Team Builder by 
. . .  developing an effective relationship with each chapter members 
. . .  being a team player who seeks to unify the chapter 
• Enforcers . . .  
. . .  b y  holding chapter members accountable for following chapter rules a n d  standards 
. . .  by constructively confronting brothers/sisters when necessary 
. . .  are willing to address and minimize conflicts between brothers/sisters 
... are firm, fair, and direct when dealing with conflicts and problems 
We will be using this model to provide additional support to Chapter Presidents, beginning 
with the President's Retreat on]anuary 20-21, 2012. 
March 4 Leadership Challenge 
9:30 am Breakfast with PHC Exec. Board & Michelle Guobadia 
1 1  :00 am Keynote - "Hazing Makes You a Better Greek, and Other Stupid 
Myths," Michelle Guobadia, Grand Ballroom 
12:30 pm Lunch Sessions 
2:30 pm 
NPHC (All Members) - Mini-Intake Equation w/M. Guobadia 
IFC (Presidents, Exec. Board & select leaders) - A  Lifetime of 
Connections, w /Dr. Charles Eberly & ?? 
PHC (Presidents, Exec. Board & select leaders) - Being True to 
Yourself (self-confidence), w/Brittany Meding & Erica Roa 
Afternoon Keynote - "Be a Dream Maker: Your Role in Making 
Fraternity and Sorority Life Great," Michelle Guobadia, Grand 
Ballroom 
Chapter President's Leadership Development Series 
Spring 2012 
Text: The Team Captain 's Leadership Manual.· The Complete Guide to Developing Team Leaders Whom Coaches Respect 
and Teammates Trust, Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
December 8 
January 8 
January 20 to 21 
January 3 1  
February 13  
February 22 
Advisor's Introduction 
MLK]r. Union Meeting Room, 7:30 pm 
• 
• 
• 
Provide an overview of Leadership Development Series 
Discuss F&SP Awards Program 
Coffee & Cookies 
President's Kickoff Session 
Rathskeller/ 71h Street Underg,round, 4:00 to 7:00 pm 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Icebreakers, Team Builders 
Introduce Leadership Development Series 
Dinner (Pizza and Soda) 
Distribute book and homework for retreat 
President's Retreat - Camp New Hope 
Exploring Leadership 
• Defining Leadership (Dean) 
o Who Do You Respect as Leaders? 
o Characteristics of Effective Leaders 
• Rewards of Being a Team Leader (Glenn) 
• Risks of Being A Team Leader (Dean) 
• Responsibilities of Being a Team Leader (TJ) 
• 
• 
Teammates' Expectations of Leaders (Kate) 
Two Kinds o f  Leaders (Jackie) 
o Leaders by Example 
o Vocal Leaders 
Which Kind of Leader Are You? (Jackie) 
Leading by Example - Part 1 
• Commitment 
• Confidence 
Leading by Example - Part 2 
• 
• 
Composure 
Confidence 
Vocal Leadership 
• Encourager 
o Servant Leader 
o Confidence-Builder 
o Refocuser 
o Team Builder 
• Enforcer 
February, 2005 
TO: 
FROM: 
Re: 
Carlson Leadership Academy Volunteer Participants 
\'\. 
Christopher T. Minnis, Director of Leadership Programmingd 
Selected Readings for Volunteers 
Thank you for spending your weekend with Sigma Phi Epsilon. Volunteer support is critical to the continued 
and future success of the Fraternity. This weekend we are happy to provide training for Alumni and Volunteer 
Corporations, as well as our Chapter Counselors, Resident Scholars, and others working hand-in-hand with our 
undergraduates.  
At the 2003 Grand Chapter Conclave, Grand President Robeson set out to focus our organization upon three 
things: ( 1 )  academic achievement, (2) manpower, and (3) volunteer support. 
1 .  ACADEMICS - Our Spring, 2004, grade point average for an individual member of SigEp 
was a 2.98.  With more than 50 chapters in the Phi Beta Kappa Wheelhouse achieving above 
a 3 . 1 5  chapter GPA, we see chapters striving for excellence in the classroom. 
2 .  MANPOWER - Our average chapter size i s  pushing beyond 5 3  members per chapter, just 
shy of Pi Kappa Alpha's 5 5 .  Manpower is important as it measures our relevancy to the 
campus community. Manpower provides resources for our local chapters, allows for greater 
influence on our campus communities, and broadens the horizons of the membership. Annual 
increases in our annual undergraduate census (Periodic Membership Report) show that the 
total number of members on campus today is increasing. 
3 .  VOLUNTEERS - A s  the backbone o f  our undergraduate experience, our volunteers play a 
crucial role in the guidance of more than 14,000 college undergraduates. Since the Summer 
of 2004, we have seen more than 200 additional volunteers added to our listing of those 
currently engaged. That brings our total number of volunteers to 1 ,2 1 9.  Yet given the 
demands of S igEp's push toward four-year continuous development and the creation of 
living/learning environments such as the Residential Learning Community, it will take more 
volunteers to provide coaching to our undergraduates to give them their best chance at living 
a balanced life of Sound Mihd and Sound Body. 
Our challenge has been set . . .  it is not enough to be a good fraternity; rather we must be a great fraternity. This 
weekend is for you to learn, to share, to enjoy, and to celebrate SigEp's continued quest to be the very best. 
The materials contain helpful readings for thinking about the forward mission of Sigma Phi Epsilon, Building 
Balanced Leaders for the World 's Communities. Articles from the New York Times, from studies conducted 
on the current and near future generations of college students, and the importance of thriving living/learning 
communities. We will touch on many of these topics this weekend, yet this collection should serve you well 
beyond the Academy experience. 
Again, thank you for volunteering your time to be with Sigma Phi Epsilon this weekend. Enjoy your time 
among friends and brothers. With pride surging in our hearts, let us be mindful of the meaning of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. 
See you in Nashville, August 1 0- 1 4, 2005. 
CTM/s/ 1 - 1 60 
Attachments 
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Ruck 2004 
* This address was given by Past Grand President William G. Tragos, Washington '56, to the Ruck Scholars of the 
2004 Frank J Ruck, Jr.,  Leadership Institute. 
· 
Good evening! Happy to be with you! 
My assignment is to show you the links between Richmond-that is Sigma Phi Epsilon- with 
the philosophers of ancient Greece where the Balanced Man concept was born. I will also try to make the 
case as to why and how you should live your life respecting this ideal of the Balanced Man. 
You were chosen to be here this weekend because your Fraternity believes that you and your 
chapters are capable of living as Balanced Men. In doing so, you become the new leaders of our many 
years ' effort to redefine the American college fraternity. 
In so doing, we intend to ensure Sigma Phi Epsilon' s  prosperity, hopefully becoming so 
successful that we will be emulated, and thus keep alive this American invention of the college fraternity, 
these Greek letter societies of friendship. 
As you heard, for many years, Frank Ruck was a successful entrepreneur, a lifelong involved 
alumnus, and our most innovative thinker. 
Frank convened a meeting of key volunteers in Tarrytown, New York in 1 979. He charged us to 
have the courage to rethink everything we were doing because even though the Vietnam War had been 
over a few years, fraternity membership was dwindling. 
And even if SigEp's  members was declining less than anybody else, that wasn't good enough. 
Frank accurately foresaw that we would not reverse this downward spiral unless we had the courage to 
make whatever radical changes were necessary. 
For nearly a decade, we discussed, argued, and came to the conclusion that the evolution of 
fraternities to the conformist, marginalized, anti-academic animal houses depicted so accurately on TV 
and in the movies was attracting not the best students, but quite the opposite. 
We were tolerating drinking and drugs and the aberrant behavior of hazing in our houses to the 
detriment of the education and health, the well-being, of young men and the colleges they attended. 
We were hurting people by accepting an environment that did. Exactly the opposite of what our 
Ritual admonishes. 
Frank Ruck pounded the table for real, substantive change, and that's  what we set about to effect. 
We went back and rediscovered our roots. On October 22, 1 902, our Founders received their 
charter of incorporation from the Commonwealth of Virginia. It stated: 
"The purpose of this organization is to intensify and perpetuate friendship and promote 
happiness among its members. To encourage literatute, and to mould such opinion and 
pe1form such deeds as shall conduce to the building of a noble and pure manhood. " 
Respecting the balance of intellectual and physical well-being 1s not a recent SigEp 
preoccupation. 
But where did these young men, our Founders, get such profound ideas? Most were divinity 
students well-schooled in the language of the New Testament, classical Greek. 
Bright as they were, our Founders didn't invent these ideas, but the focus in our Ritual tells you 
how much they were inspired by the wisdom of the 6th and 5th and 4th Century B.C. Greeks. 
For the first time in the history of the world, a people did not determine who was one of them on 
the basis of the location of one's birth or genetics. You were accepted as a Hellene, that 's  what the Greeks 
called themselves if you had partaken of their education. 
By the time of Alexander in the 4111 Century B.C, they had become so certain of the superiority of 
their culture that Alexander the Great stated his goal was not geographic conquest, but rather the 
dissemination of Greek thought, for as he put it, "The empire of the Greeks can be imposed no boundary, 
for it is an empire of the mind." 
Professor Chester G. Starr of the University of Michigan puts it this way: "The very idea of 
thinking was a revolution. They simply discovered the human mind." 
And the focus of their thinking was the human condition, the value of human life. 
Its value and its potential-how perfect could life be? 
Their study then was on the most fundamental question, the Telesis, the purpose, the point of life. 
Despite the superstitious world they inhabited, their philosophers concluded the secret to living 
the best life was to understand that human mortality obliges us to concern ourselves with the quality of 
our time on earth, that its enjoyment was in our hands. 
Plato taught that only by pursuing your best life could you achieve happiness, which he defined 
as all-around good fortune, a contented state of mind. He taught that happiness depended not just on 
physical pleasure coupled with honors and glory, but rather happiness depended on possessing all the key 
virtues, all the varieties of excellence. For Plato, there were five: courage, moderation, piety, wisdom, 
and j ustice. 
Socrates said the most in1portant of these was philosophy, not just the possession of wisdom but 
rather loving wisdom, because it leads to all the other virtues, and that will bring happiness. 
Aristotle insisted that knowing the virtues, was not enough. You had to use your vigor and 
intelligence in virtuous activity, in right actions. And that the more you did, the more it would become 
your habit, your second nature. 
Aristotle' s  measure of a successful life was if one could die with no regrets. 
And these brilliant minds concluded, despite their polytheistic society, that logically there had to 
be a beginning and thus one supreme being, and that the afterlife, the life of the soul, was set on its path in 
this earthly life. 
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"The soul," Aristotle said, "is mutilated by wrong actions, and benefited by right ones. Not 
actions of others, but those of oneself. Nothing other people can do to you can harm or cancel the benefit 
you bestow on yourself by acting rightly. Bad people harm only themselves." 
Doing good for Socrates then is a matter of looking after that part of yourself that matters most, 
your soul, by living your best life. Not in the hope of heavenly reward or fear of the opposite. The benefit 
is right here and now. 
Young brothers, great ideas, valid ideas can only be judged as such over time. Ari, Soc, and 
Plato 's  thinking remains a reference 2,600 years after their deaths. I think it has passed the test of time. 
Their reputations are intact. 
These are not snake-oil salesmen who know the always-easy three steps to career nirvana. 
They never wrote books vaunting their business successes while living ethically corrupt, morally bankrupt 
lives, like too many of our recent business heroes, you know, GE's Jack Welch, Tyco' s  Denis Kozlowski, 
Worldcom ' s  Bernie Ebers, or Enron's, well you get my drift. 
These old Greeks were honest in saying that living your best life was hard to achieve. It requires 
lifelong effort, j ust like our Ritual says. 
The greatest democracy of all time, this United States of ours, was founded by Hellenes, men like 
Jefferson, Adams, and Franklin. Hellenes because they had partaken of a classical Greek education. 
No other society in the history of man had so valued freedom of speech, the ability to ask the 
questions that promoted the pursuit of freedom and happiness than these ancient Greek thinkers. Socrates 
died for that freedom. And their truest disciples were our country' s  founders, 
men who lived by Aristotle ' s  code that favored action, deeds not words. "Life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness," says our Declaration of Independence. 
But the happiness our country's founders aspired to was not any "have a nice day" simplistic 
happiness pap. 
Their happiness ambitions were based on the Greek idea of eudemonia, happiness in a broad and 
rich sense of personal fulfillment. Eudemonia is the life in which you flourish, a life of accomplishment, 
a life worth living, an examined, self-critical life, a life that dares to strive for perfection. 
Thus it was no accident that Greek letters were chosen by the first college fraternity, founded in 
1 776, right here in Williamsburg, Virginia, Phi Beta Kappa, from the alphabet of a culture these early 
American students knew so well and admired more than any other. 
Just as our Greek letters stand for the first letter of HFF, Greek word equivalents Phi Beta Kappa 
stands for "Philosophia Vi Kivemitis,_" life governed by philosophy." Remember what Socrates said was 
the key virtue, philosophia, the love of wisdom. 
You see then the connection, the inspiration, the ancient Greek philosophers were for 
Williamsburg as well as Richmond in 1 90 1 .  
The ideas in our Ritual come straight out of the thinking of ancient Greece: our lives are brief, 
make the most of them, the hour glass, that we are not our best selves unless we set the highest goals for 
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our lives -perfection-an obligation if man is godlike as the old Greeks and we believe, that mortals fall 
by the wayside of life's  temptations unless there is a friend to give a hand. 
Does our Ritual talk of anything else than this Hellenic striving necessary to live your best life? 
Look at our cardinal principles: 
• Virtue: You live a virtuous life only when you make the most of your God-given 
talents. 
• Diligence: The courage and tenacity it takes to be your best. 
• Brotherly Love: Succeeding in living as a Balanced Man because you are supported, 
encouraged to exercise mind and body by your best friends, your fraternity brothers . 
Because like Aristotle, we believe that SigEp friendship must be seen, not just heard, action­
oriented. 
Picking your brother up from whatever his failing, his problem, his wayside is not a passive 
emotional state of friendship. 
Indeed ,you are your brother's  keeper, and that demands your engagement. 
Think a minute on the times in your SigEp life that you went beyond just watching a brother's 
failing? And the times you didn't. 
For the ancient Greeks, the key to your best life depended on achieving harmony or balance. For 
them and for us, balance is not a static, boring equilibrium. It must be a dynamic balance because striving 
for a Sound Mind and Body is an active lifetime effort. They believed that your body and mind must be 
attuned to what is good and true and beautiful before you could achieve balance. 
Their idea of a beautiful body was not the bulked up exaggerations we see in the lifting 
magazines. Look at the statues of their athletes. There is no steroid-looking excessive muscularity as in 
the Roman view of male perfection. The Romans didn' t  get to this Greek idea of balanced beauty until 
Michelangelo stunned the world in the 1 61h Century with his "David." The ideal Greek physique was 
above all well proportione�, neck, bicep, calf the same circumference, balanced. 
For the Greeks, going to art museums, concerts, plays was as important to the mind's  
development as  the lectures of their philosophers. I t  exposed the mind to  beauty and made i t  more able to 
grasp the beauty of ideas. Hippocrates, the Greek father of medicine, believed that music effected your 
spirit, your psyche, your mood. It does mine and I bet yours. How about this evening, just before I got 
started. 
Aristotle goes on to say that when someone succeeds in living a harmonious life, he doesn't live it 
in isolation but in community. With parents, a wife, children, friends, and fellow citizens. These wise 
philosophers believed that man thrives only in community, and that Balanced Men, by their nature, will 
be better citizens of their families or states or neighborhoods, or SigEp chapters . Doing good is their 
habit, their second nature. Good men know they live a more beautiful life by contributing to their 
community. 
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The citizens of ancient Greek city-states like Athens, Sparta, Thebes, were engaged in their 
communities. Hundreds of their citizens attended daily legislative deliberations, served on juries, manned 
their armies and navies. All voluntarily. It was this active, engaged participation in the freedoms and 
privileges of their citizenship that made the Greeks so formidable in battle. Yes, they were brilliantly 
inventive militarily. You've heard of Greek fire. They could launch their fire balls from land or from 
their ships. They invented the ramming prow for their war ships and the phalanx formation for their 
infantry. But it is what they did with these inventions that is even more astounding. 
The tight formation of the phalanx made it a virtual human tank. Your shield overlapped with 
your comrade's .  You protected each other. The spear lengths were set up so that the last row's spear 
would be out ahead with the spears of those of the rows ahead. Neat. 
But why the Greeks beat the Persians, although outnumbered nine to one, at Marathon is not due 
to military creativity alone, smart weapons if you. will. Historians say more than any other reason was the 
enthusiasm free men who understood, loved, and were proud of their society and culture brought to the 
battle. They knew what they were fighting for. 
The most terrifying thing about the phalanx formation was not only its look. Just picture this 
human tank with more spears than men in the front line where you could see no human, RUNNING at the 
enemy's lines, not walking as we see Napoleon's or Wellington's  troops, but running in formation and 
roaring, just like Braveheart's Scots many centuries later. 
It was their pride and enthusiasm for the freedom to live the life they lived versus a future under a 
Persian despot that enabled them to beat the nine to one odds. 
There is no battle you cannot win in life, My Young Brothers, if you know what you are fighting 
for. Taking the time to examine your hopes, your life-goals, is what Socrates meant when he admonished 
his pupils that only by exan1ining your life and acting upon your self-assessment can you hope to live 
your best life. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon has set itself the mission of helping you live your best life. Nothing less. 
We want to help you understand, "There is no value to career success if you fail in life," as 
Charles Handy of the London School of Economics put it. 
Balanced Men succeed in life AND their professions because they know that life success must 
come first. 
Socrates urges us to achieve an expert knowledge, an expertise, like a skilled craftsman. In his 
day, the blacksmith, in ours perhaps the biomedical engineer. But the expert knowledge, the craft he 
really wants his pupils to excel in is the ultimate craft: for him, the craft of living well. 
For Socrates, life is like the archer's  bulls-eye. Having a goal, knowing what you are trying to 
achieve, trying your best, coming as close as you can. Socrates thought the act of trying is satisfying and 
contributes to happiness. 
But how do you go about living this best life? Take what you have, the best habits of your 
family, the grounding belief of your faith, and make them your foundation, then build on them. And if 
life hasn't given you enough to build on, then spend some time thinking about what you need to do. 
Understand _that you are not alone and there are good men and women who are ready to help you live a 
life of excellence. 
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It requires, as another Greek philosopher Hecato said, "You must first be a friend to yourself 
before you can be a friend to others." 
So the first thing is that your best friend, you, learns to live a balanced life and works at 
sustaining that balance all your life. It 's not what most guys do in college or later in life. 
Use your college years to get into the habit of enjoying your mind. Go to museums and music 
concerts of works that have stood the test of time. Expose your mind to beauty so that it can receive 
beautiful ideas as the old Greeks encouraged their youth. Go to lectures outside your course of study, 
expose yourself to the thinking of these classical philosophers whom you would do well to make your 
friends. 
Make taking care of your body a habit. Learn how to exercise it and nurture it, what you should 
give it to eat and drink, the rest it needs to recuperate. Be good to you. Be your best friend. And it's a 
helluva lot easier if you are not alone in these efforts, if you have 73 other brothers trying to live their best 
lives as Balanced Men. 
Then, enjoy you! Check out how good a man you're building. Challenge that you. The greatest 
French philosopher, Michel Montaigne, urges us to measure our progress by testing ourselves. As he put 
it: "Je m 'essaie." I am trying myself out. Think of that when any kind of hurdle is in front of you. 
Smile and try yourself out. See how well you handle that particular problem, and then work to prepare 
yourself for the next life challenge. There will be a bunch. 
Work on Sound Mind, Sound Body individually and work to organize your chapters so that it 
doesn't j ust accommodate individual striving, but promotes Sound Mind, Sound Body activities 
vigorously with enthusiasm. Make the development of your chapter brothers and the time that requires 
more important than building homecoming floats, or poorly planned and run chapter meetings that waste 
everybody's  tin1e . . 
Reset your chapter's  priorities, not for Greek Week success, but success in your lives. Be good to 
yourselves. 
Go ahead, dare to be different. Becoming Balanced Men is  THE prerequisite to your happiness, 
your best possible time on earth. That is the goal of SigEp' s Balanced Man Ideal, nothing less. 
Plato urges us to live lives like unto God to the extent humanly possible. A saint of my church 
reminds us that God became man so that man might become God. 
The great An1erican Rabbi Abraham Herschel said that the keystone of Judaism is  its prophetic 
passion for truth and justice. Another Hellene. 
Williamsburg , Richmond, and Jerusalem are beholden to Athens and her thinkers. 
For the . Greeks, and we hope for you, satisfaction with "good enough," mediocrity does not allow 
you live your best life. 
Guys, it ' s  okay, no, it's necessary to strive for perfection, the excellences of life as the Greeks 
called them. Don't short-change your life with lesser goals. 
When Abraham Lincoln was 3 1 ,  he was in a deep funk. His political career was at a low point 
and his eventual wife, Mary Todd, had just rejected his marriage proposal. He told a friend about his 
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suicidal thoughts, but also why he didn't act on them. "I am more than willing to die except that I have 
done nothing to make any human being remember that I had lived." 
Setting the highest expectations for yourself is tougher than accepting mediocrity, but if you 
apply your ability to think and couple that with an enthusiastic and relentless pursuit of your goals, no 
matter the odds, like the Greeks at Marathon, you win. 
I very much liked the observation of Oxford Professor Anthony Gottlieb in his book, "The Dream 
of Reason." He reminds us that although Plato' s  world was ruled by reason, that did not mean being cool 
and calculating. He says Greek rationality was never cold, but in fact hot, passionate. They did not suffer 
any absence of the desires of life, but they took pleasure in moderating them as another proof of their 
humanity. 
The Greeks defined passion as that in man which enables him to live for something. 
Setting your life's bull's-eye, your goals, and then focusing everything on achieving them, you 
know, like the Greeks who took Troy because they just never stopped trying. 
That kind of focus requires you to be passionate, but also judicious. Choose your commitments 
so that when you say you are for something, part of something, like your Fraternity, you understand that 
you make no contribution as a passive participant, a member, a joiner. Only by bringing passion do your 
commitments take shape. Only then do you get something of value in return. 
Passion is the force that can overwhelm whatever resistance stands in the way of your objectives. 
Full throated, full-hearted passion will help you win your life ' s  Troys, its Marathons. 
Men with passion and enthusiasm, palpable visible enthusiasm make the greatest leaders. Cool is not a 
quality in every circumstance. Cool has been highly over-rated. 
Look, I know we live in a culture where it is considered more manly to be cool, tough, cold. We 
are taught to admire dispassionate men. Why I have never understood. Those stiffs are so boring. Do 
you really want to be like them? Just look at Enron's stone-faced Fastows and Skillings. 
So, My Brothers, go ahead, show your enthusiasm, let it hang out. It helps you enjoy your best 
life. And by the way, watch how it benefits your career. People want to work with enthusiasts not cold 
zombies. 
Watch how contagious your up-beat spirit becomes. Don't hide your feelings. It helps live that 
great life when you are not afraid to laugh and cry and love openly. It makes you a better husband, 
father, brother, and neighbor too. 
In this day when a college education is so focused on career, your vocational training, go ahead, 
use SigEp to contribute to your learning and practicing how to live and enjoy your best life. 
As one of your old alums, I am very, very proud that helping you do this is our primary mission. 
Because if we succeed, we will surely produce the world' s  future leaders-balanced, poised men. 
Thank God for SigEp! 
But even with all our resources behind our amazing life-training programs like New Member 
Camps, Carlson Leadership Academies, these Rucks, Quest to Greece, they only reach their goal, their 
bull' s-eye, when they become a reality at the chapter level. 
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So, this weekend I ask you to open your hearts and minds to the benefits that stem from trying, 
striving to live as Balanced Men, sound of mind and body, and take these discussions home to your 
chapter. I realize some of you might fear being accused of being brainwashed, but be brave, talk with 
your brothers. It's  how we will return SigEp to its original purpose as stated in our charter of 
incorporation and laid down by our Founders, to build a noble and pure manhood. 
There is something else you' ll want to learn this weekend, the ability in recruitment to articulate 
our difference, what we do together and for each other. Yea, we have parties, but even our chapter 
meetings are fun because they are short, and we spend time right after them learning CPR, yoga, swing 
dancing, or having a philosophy professor talk to us about the ideal life and how to go about living it. We 
get cholesterol checked together and blood pressure, and we become knowledgeable about the cancer of 
young men, testicular cancer, or we help each other achieve our physical goals, just as we help each other 
achieve our academic ambitions . 
It 's  not enough to tell prospective members what we don't do. That we don 't respect 
drunkenness, wasting our own and our parents' money and endangering our lives. That we don't  
disrespect women or men, by treating them as inferior and humiliating them. We understand that 
friendship and respect demand a lifetime of effort not a week of hazing. 
I am urging you to talk to prospective members about the things you do to promote your bonds of 
friendship. How we help each other achieve our goal of living a great life as Balanced Men. It will be a 
different discussion than any they'll have at any other house. You will be different, unique, stand out. 
Trust this old ad guy. Unique is good. It helps your Greek letters be memorable. 
And the best men, those who are not conformist frat boy idiots, really love it. They get it. Many, 
no. Most of these men will not even sign up for rush .. They don't want any of that frat boy insanity. 
That 's  why rush numbers continue to dwindle. These are men that you have to go out and find, and sell 
on the idea that all Greek letters are not alike. 
Talk to these men of our pride in our chapter's GP A, because of the men we select, our standards, 
and how we help each other toward academic excellence. Then explain why our excellent grades don't 
make us wimps. Because we are Balanced Men, we win the intramural trophy year after year. And how 
we enj oy the diversity of our SigEp varsity brothers who are all great scholars and an integral part of our 
high academic standards .  That 's why the coaches want them to join SigEp. 
Such a Sigma Phi Epsilon goes way beyond Phi Beta Kappa, because that organization only 
celebrates GP A achievement. 
Talking like that will help you recruit the right men, men who know why they're in college, men 
who join us for better reasons than our ability to out-spend anybody on a party. 
Hey look, the ancient Greeks knew how to party. Sometimes they drank too much, but they never 
killed people in coliseums for their amusement. They had a control mechanism that channeled their 
rowdiness, games, athletic competitions, the Pythian or Achain and others, every month. And every four 
years, they'd stop fighting each other for the Olympics. 
And in this year of the Olympics it 's  pretty neat for us in Sigma Phi Epsilon to hear how the 
original Olympic charter described their purpose: "Olympism is a philosophy of life exalting and 
combining in a balanced whole the qualities of body, will, and mind." 
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SigEp should be the IM champions every year. It demonstrates the strength of our mind and body 
balance way of life. 
So, Ruck Scholars, the job at hand after this weekend is to have those honest discussions with 
your chapter brothers. Then decide on the goals, the bull' s-eyes of your chapter plan that hopefully 
incorporates some of the ideas you absorb here. Aim high, but act. You have to take the arrow out and 
shoot at your bull's-eye. You have to go beyond intentions to what Aristotle demands, action. You will 
achieve your goals when you, our leaders, are engaged and passionate. 
Every chapter here has the potential to become exemplary beacon chapters. Some of you are big 
and unfocused, but somebody in Richmond believes in your ability to lead to greatness. A few of you are 
small, but somebody thinks you've got what it takes to pull your chapter out of mediocrity and help your 
brothers achieve their full potential. Some of you are old-fashioned pledging chapters and some are 
BMP. It doesn't matter. We believe in what you are capable of becoming. 
The question is do you believe? Do you have the ambition, the pride, the self respect to want to 
make living with excellence as your ideal? One of the most revered sayings of the ancient Greeks was 
"mithen aghan," nothing in excess. The excess that worried them most was pride, hubris. They were so 
far advanced from all the other cultures around them. Oh, they knew about the Egyptians and 
Babylonians, etc. ,  but by the 6th Century, they were no match for the power of Greek thought and 
eventually Alexander's armies. 
I know we are proud of SigEp, but I'm sorry to say I don't think we are in danger of committing 
the sin of hubris.  I see too many houses that are unkempt to put it mildly. Hubris, hell, NO pride. 
There are too many chapters where we do not win intramurals or top GP A ever, much less every 
year . Hubris, excessive pride . . .  don't think so. 
And if we are so damned good, have all these wonderful ideas, this forward-looking, best 
practices thinking, then how is it possible that on every campus we do not dominate the system, lead the 
system, show the world how good Greek letter societies can be? 
Too often the problem is not hubris, but insufficient pride, and maybe something else, a lack of 
ambition, a sense that nobody else is much better, so why bother. Or worse, we like our middling 
mediocrity. These are unacceptable attitudes for guys who could and should be trying for excellence, 
perfection. It means we really haven't bought into being our best selves if we're satisfied with just being 
okay, good. That isn't good enough. It doesn't respect you, your abilities and what you could be, as 
individuals and as chapters. It doesn't respect the traditions, the history of our Fraternity. 
What I am saying to you is that not striving for top grades, top athleticism, top house beauty, top 
brotherhood, top campus leadership, and finally the measure that proves you are top and gives you the 
talent pool to do it all, top manpower. Anything less than all of that is disrespectful to your life. It' s 
disrespectful to our Ritual. 
If we are so good, every time we do not dominate, recruit more men, who will be great men 
because they have bought into your practice of cultivating a Sound Mind and Body. Every time we do 
not take these men in the greatest number, we are disrespecting ourselves because we did not go after it 
with the enthusiasm and passion a successful life requires. And we fail in our mission to destroy the frat 
boys and thus redefine the American college fraternity. We even allow the frat boys to show that their 
inane idiocy is superior, more attractive to America's  youth. You are kind of working with and for the 
devil of human indecency. 
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Yes, I am absolutely saying it is our destiny to become the biggest and strongest because SigEp is 
proud of and promoting the right things. Dominance is also your protection against backsliding and 
compromising, getting big for financial necessity rather than because you are exercising, practicing your 
pursuit of excellence. 
It is our duty to show the Greek world that they don't  have to be frat boy jerks to appeal to the 
best men, quite the contrary, and that our fellow Greeks can prosper if they follow the SigEp way. But 
first, the SigEp way must be the most respected and successful every place we hang out those letters of 
ours, every time. 
Only then does your SigEp experience teach you to shoot for the bull 's-eye of excellence, 
perfection in life, in everything you touch. Excellence becomes your second nature. Only striving for the 
gold constantly does your fraternity experience become preparation and practice for living your best life, 
and thus the most beneficial complementary activity to your studies. 
Accepting the "less" of mediocrity is unworthy of you and the goals of this Fraternity. 
Your SigEp life of excellence is great preparation for that fulfilled, accomplished life of 
eudemonia. Give this to yourself. Start working on it this weekend, and in the process, you join the 
vanguard of SigEp undergraduates who are non-conformist and love it, who are revolutionizing the 
definition of the Greek letter college fraternity, as Frank Ruck said we had to do in order to survive and 
prosper, and in so doing, remain faithful to the key founding idea of Sigma Phi Epsilon. As Carter 
Ashton Jenkins put it, "This fraternity will be different." 
Will it? That, My Young Brothers, is now entirely in your hands. 
Your almost 250,000 alumni who hand this beloved Fraternity of ours over to you want and 
expect you to take it further than we ever could. And we believe you can, but you've gotta pull the arrow 
out and shoot for that bull' s-eye. 
Thank you. 
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outlaw beer and 
booze in fralern--·. --
A Phi Dell returns to his old campus 
to see what the 
32 
new prohibition has wrought. 
Ban of Brothers 
By Benoit Denizet-Lewis 
By modern fraternity standards, Phi Delta Theta's tailgate party was a real rager. 
For one thing, there were kegs. I couldn't see them just then, but proof of their 
existence was everywhere. Packed into a backyard near the campus of North­
western University in Evanston, Ill., were so�e 1 00 drunken college students, 
beer spilling from plastic cups, industrial-size keq:hup bottles overturned on 
the grass near the grill and gaggles of hard-drinking sorority girls (including one 
self-described Phi De!t groupie) keeping pace with the boys. 
Amid the revelry, I spotted a lanky, easygoing Phi De!t sophomore from Tex­
as who goes by the nickname Two-Shot, because two shots is about all it takes 
to get him acting silly. "Two-Shot !"  I said loudly as he meandered through the 
Party! ( J u s t  n o t  here . )  
I!. r o o m  a t  the Phi Della Theta c h ap t e r  a !  Norlhwest e!n, now a dry fratern ity. 
Photographs by Gillian Laub 
Word spread among the brothers that I was a Phi Dell from way b ack in 
They wante d  answers : · 
1How often did yo 
· in t :rowd in a hooded sweatshirt and Jeans, a beer in one hand and a cheap 
Jlastic bottle of vodka in the other. "Where's the keg ?"  
He pointed toward a far corner. "Hey, homey," he  said. "The beer's 
)Ver there." 
"You going to the game? "  I asked. 
"Man, that's a. good question," he said. "I got great intentions, you 
mow. But s tuff happens. Sometimes. I don't make it." 
I wished him luck ("Keep it real ! "  he replied) and made my way toward 
:he keg, where I bumped into Theo Michels, Phi Delt's likable chapter pres­
cient, and Greg Bok, a big, sarcastic, deceptively smart sophomore. (Bok 
ooks like a meathead but says he scored a 1 ,550 out of 1 ,600 on the SAT.) 
3oth Michels and Bok were marveling at the success of the day's tailgate. 
"Six kegs and no cops," Michels said. "This has to be some sort of 
·ecord. Last year, we had an off-campus party that s tarted at 1 0 :30, and 
iy 1 1  the police came with a paddy wagon. A paddy wagon. We're college 
.tudents trying to have a party off campus, because we can't have one in 
iur own fraternity house, because we're not allowed to drink there. So 
ve try to have one off campus, and i t  gets broken up. Basically, we can' t  
iave a party anywhere." 
Peter Micali, a square-jawed Phi Deir sophomore who had wandered 
within earshot, chimed in, "Yeah, it was 
easier to party in high school." 
Bok shook his head sadly. "The good 
old-fashioned fraternity experience is . 
dead," he said, pausing for dramatic effect. 
"So long, 'Animal House.' " 
t's doom and gloom time for many frater­
nity boys at North.western and at colleges 
across the country. University administra­
tors, alarmed by the extent of binge drink­
ing on their campuses, are cracking down 
on the excesses of Greek life, saying it's 
.igh time for fraternity boys to shape up and sober up. While all kinds of 
allege students binge drink, the Z001 College Alcohol Srudy by the Har­
ard School of Public Health found that fraternity house residents are 
wice as likely to do so as other students. 
Eleven national and internatio.nal fraternities, including Phi Delta The-
1, now require most of their chapter houses to be alcohol-free, no matter 
rhat their university's policy is. (Sororities have long banned drinking in 
rreir chapter houses.) Take away the booze, the new alcohol-free theory 
oes, and fraternities will be safer, on more solid economic footing (fewer 
twsuits, cheaper liability insurance) and more conducive to the creation 
f real bonds of brotherhood. Friendships will be forged out of genuine 
�spect, not the shared misery of hazing or the shared fog of drink. "We 
ist didn' t  see a way to dramatically change the fraternity culture without 
�moving alcohol," said Bob Biggs, executive vice president of Phi Delta 
'heta, when we met last fall in his office at the fraternity's spotless, mu­
�umlike international headquarters in Oxford, Ohio. 
But what, exactly, would a dry fraternity look like? And would anyone 
'ant to join? You'd have a better chance, I thought, of getting James Car­
ille and Bob Novak to open "Crossfire" with five minutes of meditation. 
.s I listened to the brothers in that backyard go on about life at one of 
forthwestern's "alcohol free" fraternities, I couldn't help feeling a little 
enoit Denizet-Lewis is a contributing writer. His cover article on teen sex 
1peared last May. 
Was lhe hoq 
sorry for them. I was a Phi Deir at Northwestern in the mid-90's - not 
that long ago, to be sure, but seemingly a different time entirely. While we 
considered ourselves tamer than fraternities at many state schools (where 
Greek affiliation can often take precedence over just about everything), 
my brothers and I s till saw drunken debauchery in the chapter house as 
our fraternal mandate. We threw rowdy keg parties. We got drunk in our 
rooms and then broke into other fraternities, stealing their sacred robes 
and toaster ovens. Some of us smoked marijuana, which we grew and har­
vested in an off-campus apartment. And many of us eagerly participated in 
drunken hazing, which most of the. hazers and hazed saw as a kind of 
comic relief integral to fraternal bonding. To my brothers and me, a dry 
. fraternity would have been inconceivable. 
In less than a decade, though, the inconceivable has happened. When I 
told a friend from college that his fraternity, Theta Chi, was now dry, he 
was baffled. "What's the point?" he wanted to know. Indeed, what is the 
point of a fraternity if you can't give a party - or drink a beer in your room 
with a brother and watch "Cops" at 3 a.m.? Wasn't alcohol what enabled 
fraternity boys to be, well, fraternity boys? 
When I first heard of the move to ban alcohol from fraternity houses, I 
was reminded of a scene in the film "Roger Dodger," when a 1 6-year-old 
boy sneaks into a bar with his uncle, who p_romises to teach him the fine 
and complicated art of picking up women. When the boy declines an alco­
holic beverage, the uncle becomes apoplectic. "You drink that drink!" he 
demands. "Alcohol has been a social lubricant for thousands of years. What 
do you think, you're going to sit here tonight and reinvent the wheel?" 
A number of fraternities are brazenly trying to do just that, arguing that 
the fraternity wheel is broken - and badly in need of a redesign. But what 
does this new, redesigned American fraternity look like? I was back at 
Northwestern to find out, and to try to make sense of my own fraternit 
experience. Had I joined for the drunken keg parties, or was brotherhoo 
about more than that? And was I really a "frat guy," or an anomaly -
guy who played spons and wore baseball caps but who really should hav 
been hanging out with fraternity-mocking English majors? 
Nearly a decade removed from college, I still view my fraternity expe 
rience with a mixture of pride and embarrassment.  And I'm noc alone 
. Two fraternity brothers told me that while they loved being Phi Delts, 
was not, under any circumstance, to mention their names in this article. 
understood. Never mind that Frank Lloyd Wright, Paul Newman, Waite 
Cronkite and Ted Koppel - not to mention nearly half of all U.S. pres1 
dents and 40 percent of Supreme Court justices - belonged to a fratermt
. in college. The stereotype of the fraternity guy as party-loving imbecile 1 
alive and well: just listen to any rant about President George Bush's lack o 
intellectual curiosity, where a reference to him being a frat boy is mos 
likely used as indisputable proof. . 
In that backyard in Evanston, though, surrounded by beer-guzzlin 
fraternity boys and the girls who love them, I didn't feel ashamed. I fel 
� J 990' s, and before long several cornered me. 
�ave keg parli 
tiouse? 
�acked with girls?' 
Theo Michels,  president o f .Phi D e lla 
Theta al N o rthwestern, is responsible for keeping the 
fraternity flame burning - without the alcohol.  
old. "Dude, you're the reporter dude, right?" one brother said, grinning 
wildly. "Let me introduce you te some freshman girls ! You want te meet 
some freshman girls? You're with Phi Del ts, man. You remember how it 
is ! It 's all about the girls ! "  
Word spread among the brothers that I was a Phi Delt from way back in 
the 1 990's, and before long several cornered me. They wanted answers: 
"How often did you have keg parties in the house? Was the house packed 
with girls? Were the girls hotter? How much cooler was i t ?" 
They listened intently as I held court in  the backyard, recounting sala­
cious steries of rioteus fraternal living - a little exaggerated in the retell­
ing, of course. But the more I went on about our "huge keg parties," the 
more pathetic I felt. Was I really trying te impress college studen.ts? And 
were all of my favorite fraternity stories really about getting loaded? 
S ince 1 997, the year I graduated, Northwestern has expelled five fraternities - i.n cooperation with their national organizations - for alcohol and hazing violations. The last casualty was Kap­pa Sigma, banished after its 2 003 formal dance party at the 
Shedd Aquarium in Chicago. In a gaffe almost teo dopey te be believed, 
a Kappa Sigma brother dropped a flask into the aquarium's beluga whale 
tank. Already on probation for an alcohol-related incident that sent a 
· pledge te the hospiral, the fraternity was booted off campus by North­
western administraters (it can petition te return in 2 007) , but not before 
the brothe.rs could make going-away T-shins: They read, "Kappa Sigma 
- a Whale of a Good Time." 
Of the 1 7  fraternities now at Northwestern, 1 3  are alcohol-free, and any 
new chapter starting at the school also must be dry. (In 1 997, not a single 
Northwestern fraternity was dry.) Across the country, some 30 colleges -
including the University of Iowa, the University of Oklahoma and the Uni­
versity of Oregon - have gone even further, banning alcohol in all their fra­
ternity houses. (Some have also made their residence halls alcohol-free.) 
And many schools are increasingly placing fraternities on probation, requir­
ing that they meet specific academic and behavioral standards. Others are 
moving fraternity rush from fall te winter, heeding the words of i:he Arizona 
Supreme Court, which in 1 994 opined that "we are hard pressed to find a set­
ting where the risk of an alcohol-related injury is more likely than from un­
der-age drinking at a university fraternity party the first week of the new 
college year." To try to combat the tendency of fraternity members te sim­
ply move their parties to off-campus apartments and houses, university offi­
cials are also cooperating more than ever with the local police. 
And then there's Alfred University in Western New York and Santa 
Clara University in California, which have taken the most drastic step of  
all: they decided te do away with fraternities altegether. "The Greek 
system is beyond repair," Robert McComsey, chairman of Alfred's 
board, told The New York Times in May 2002. 
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Fraternities did little te improve their image this falJ, making headlines 
across the country in hazing and alcohol-related deaths. At Colorado State 
University, Samantha Spady, a sophomore, was found dead in a lounge at 
the Sigma Pi chapter house by a member giving his mother a tour of the fra­
ternity. At . the University of Oklahoma, Blake Adam Hammontree, a 
freshman, died at the Sigma Chi house from alcohol poisoning. And at the 
University of Colorado, Lynn Gordon Bailey Jr., a Chi Psi pledge, was 
found dead after drinking during an initiation ritual. 
Some fraternity leaders point out that drinking-related deaths at frater­
nity houses make up fewer than a dozen of the 1 ,400 alcohol-related 
deaths at colleges each year (car acciden�s are involved in approximately 
1 , 1 00 of those). Whatever the numbers, none of those deaths occurred at 
dry chapters, which would seem to bolster the argument that alcohol-free 
fraternities can and do make a difference. 
In 1 997, Phi Deir was among the first fraternities to announce its plan to 
go dry, arguing that it would save lives, lift grade point averages, improve 
the condition of chapter houses, boost slumping recruitment numbers by 
attracting a new kind of college student (fraternity membership nation­
wide is down 25 percent from its peak in 1 990) and help its members re­
turn to the core principles on which the fraternity was founded - friend­
ship, sound learning and moral rectitude. The policy called for all chapter 
houses te be d1y by 2000. 
In July, Phi Delta Theta will celebrate its fifth anniversary of being al­
cohol-free. And while some fraternity leaders s till question how effec­
tive the policy is in stepping binge. drinking ("We're not sure that focus­
ing on where a person drinks will have any impact on how much that 
person drinks,"  Mark Anderson, the president of the Sigma Chi Corpo­
ration, said) ,  Phi Delt's executive vice president, Bob Biggs, insists the 
policy is bettering the daily lives of members - and keeping them safe. 
For the first time since he can remember, Biggs said, the fraternity isn't 
facing any lawsuits. "It was common before we instituted this te have 
four, five, six claims at any one time," Biggs teld me. To go with its new­
found sobriety, Phi Deir even has a new motto: Brotherhood - Our 
Substance of Choice. 
But sobering up chapter houses isn't easy, and the backlash has been 
fierce. Some chapters have refused te go dry, choosing instead to break 
away from their national organizations. And many theoretically dry 
chapters are anything but - there's plenty of alcohol, pot and harder 
drugs behind closed doors. "I don't think anyone is naive enough to 
think that there's no alcohol in many dry houses," one fraternity chapter 
president at Northwestern told me. "If it's done in a somewhat covert 
way, you're fine." It's often not, and both Biggs and Dave Westel, execu­
tive directer of Theta Chi, whose chapters started going dry in 1 998,  have 
recently closed chapters that brazenly ignored the no-alcohol policy. 
But the greatest opposition to dry fraternities often comes from alumni. 
Westel has received hundreds of e-mail messages from angry alums who, 
1We're not sure that focusing on wher 
l person drinks will have any impact on 
ow m 
that person drinks,' 
said Mark Anderson, president of Sigma Chi Corporation 
• .  ···'.II 
he said, "can't imagine that a fraternity can be fun without alcohol." He 
went on to say that among the biggest challenges in persuading current 
fraternity members to take the dry policy seriously are alums who return 
to the chapter armed with countless stories about the fraternity's drunken 
past - or, worse yet, with six-packs. When I sheepishly admitted to hav-
ing done just that (minus the 
six-packs) , Westol went easy 
on me. "Don't beat yourself 
up," he said, "but you see what 
I 'm talking about." 
any fraternity members can't 
help thinking that alcohol-free 
fraternity houses came about 
not out of genuine concern for 
their well-being but because 
the fraternities were worried 
about their pocketbooks. 
While Biggs denies that fear of costly lawsuits was the primary factor in 
going dry, he concedes that incre.ases in litigation and liability premiums 
played a part in Phi Delta Theta's decision. 
In the 1 980's, the number of lawsuits and insurance claims resulting 
from fraternity binge drinking and hazing skyrocketed, causing the Na­
tional Association of Insurance Commissioners to rank fraternities and 
sororities as the sixth-worst risk for insurance companies - right behind 
hazardous-waste-disposal companies and asbesros contracrors. Some in­
surance companies began refusing to cover fraternities, forcing fraternities 
tO take measures tO minimize their risk. 
In the mid-90's, Phi Delt's executive board considered going even further. 
''We wondered, Can we conceive of a fraternity that doesn't allow alcohol in 
its chapter houses ?" Biggs said when I met with him. "But we knew it 
wouldn't be easy. When we decided to do it, someone made the analogy to 
when John Kennedy said, 'Let's go to the moon and back by the end of the 
decade.' So that's what we did." (It's a telling analogy. Neil Armstrong 
brought his Phi Deir pin with him to the moon's surface in 1 969.) 
At its annual convention in 1998,  the fraternity broke out fireworks t0 
celebrate its 1 50-year anniversary and its alcohol-free future. But back at 
Northwestern that fall, "we thought the world was ending," said Nick Lo­
gan, the chapter president at the time. "Northwestern had actually told us 
that we needed to go dry that year, so unlike other Phi Deir chapters that 
had two years t0 prepare, we didn't. It was absolute pandemonium. I mean, 
we're like 19 ,  20, 2 1 ,  many of us have been drinking regularly since high 
school, we join a fraternity partially for the social scene and now we're su 
posed to just not drink? It was like telling a monk that he can't pray." 
Many dry chapters still have members who try to skirt their dry rul 
Chapter presidents, who are sometimes under-age, are put in the difficu 
position of policing the drinking of members who are 2 1 .  But even tho 
fraternities that do follow the rules insist that administrators, in their e 
fom tO crack down on drinking, have failed tO do just that - and, in t 
· process, managed t0 take much of the fun our of fraternity life. 
At the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house at Northwestern, membe 
raid me of their fruitless attempt this fall tO show the classic 1 978 frate 
nity movie ''Animal House" at one of their philanthropic events cci-spo 
sored by a campus sorority. The Sig Eps were all set to make a special 
shin for the event - it would read "Fat, Drunk and Stupid Is No Way 
Go Through Life, Son," a famous line from the film - when they say t 
university "very strongly suggested" they not show the film. 
"It was really a very ironic event, of course, because most fraternit
. 
now are pretty far from the 'Animal House' model,'' one Sig Ep brat 
wld me. "But the administration and the Panheilenic Association, whi 
oversees the sororities, didn't see the humor in it. They acted very d 
appointed in us, because we'd been a frat that had w·orked hard to dis 
the 'Animal House' stereotype.'' 
Then there was the controversy surrounding Sig Ep's annual pr 
school party, at which female undergraduates traditionally arrive in th 
best Catholic schoolgirl attire. As one of the school's four "wet" frat 
nities, Sig Ep can have parties with alcohol in their house, as long as· 
beer is sold by an outside vendor and no one under 2 1  drinks. But this y 
the party was going to be dry. "The university brought our attention 
some clause in the student handbook," said Jordan Cerf, the chapter's 
president of recruitment, "that says that any event that freshmen att 
during the fall quarter in a house has t0 be dry." 
The Sig Eps were still expecting a huge crowd when I talked to the 
October. "Here's what the school has done by making this party d 
Nick] ohnson, the chapter president, explained. "Before coming to rhe 
ty, everyone is going tO get loaded at their dorm, or off campus, or in t 
car. They're going to drink more, and they'll drink faster, so that their b 
lasts them through the party. That's really the disingenuous thing a 
this policy. I don't see how this is keeping anyone safer. It's just moving 
binge drinking somewhere else." 
I NEVER EXPECTED t0 be a hard-drinking frat boy when I arrive 
Northwestern in the fall of 1 993. I considered myself far too much 
"free thinker" t0 join a fraternity, and I certainly wasn't going to be " 
ing for friends," which is what I considered the monthly dues to be. 
With alc�hol off- limits at the chapter house, Phi Dells resort lo off-campus housing for their parti e s .  
E v e n  these gatherings a r e  subject lo raids by the local police. 
There was also my father's fruitless fraternity experience to consider. In 
1 958 he joined Lambda Chi Alpha at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
a f�aternity, he says, "for guys other fraternities wouldn't take." Still, it was a 
welcome social outlet for my shy dad, and he happily went along with the 
heavy drinking and the endless talk of sorority-house panty raids if it meant 
having friends. Bur things went awry when my father wanted to attend a ra­
cial-equality march, which didn't gel with the fraternity's conservative 
views. The chapter president told him nor to go, and when my father said 
he was going anyway, the president insisted that he not wear his fraternity 
pin. Outraged, my father moved our of the chapter house and started 
writing anti-fraternity letters to the school newspaper. He was expelled 
from the fraternity soon after. 
My dad's experience played right into my stereotype of fraternities: they 
were for close-minded people. But as the fall quarter of my freshman year 
progressed, my anti-fraternity stance softened. I realized that a third of 
Nonhwestern's undergraduates (including plenty of people who seemed 
perfectly decent) belonged to fraternities or sororities. I also loved frater­
nity parties - my friends and I spent many weekend nights stumbling 
from one fraternity kegger to rhe next. And as much as I liked to mock fra­
ternity guys, I desperately wanted to belong to something. I was a mostly 
clueless drifter in high school, and I didn't want to be one in college too. As 
an only child, I was intrigued by the idea of brotherhood - by the concept 
of guys contractually obligated to have my back. Maybe paying for friends 
wasn't such a bad idea, after all. 
So I didn't object when my classmate and new friend, Dave, who 
struck me as even less of a fraternity guy than I was (he was a film major 
prone to outbursts of hypersensitivity) , suggested we head up to Phi 
Delta Theta and enjoy the free food at its Rush Week event. I didn' t  
know much about the chapter, but Dave apparently knew a brother 
there. Thar evening I was introduced to many of the members, and ev­
eryone seemed cool enough to me. Dave and I went back the next night, 
and I was summoned to a room and offered a "bid" - an invi tation to 
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'pledge" membership to the fraternity. I had 
1 Groucho Marx moment - did I really want 
o join a fraternity that would have me? -
iut I got over it and accepted on the spot. 
They threw a pledge T-shirt on me and we 
·an downstairs, out the front door and onto to 
he porch, where th�re was a lot of congratula­
ory hollering and a few "who's that skinny 
lude?" whispers from pledges who didn't 
;now me. Before I knew it, I was being hurled 
iigh into the cold night air, and everyone 
tarred singing a ditry you won't find listed 
mong the official songs of Phi Delta Theta. 
To hell to hell with Fiji, to hell with Sigma 
Nu, 
And ifyou 're not a Phi Delt, to hell to hell 
with you, 
So listen to· me lassie, so listen to my plea, 
Don 't ever let a Pin Delt an inch above your 
knee. 
He 'll take you to the back shed and fill you 
full of rye, 
And soon you 'll be the mother of a bouncin ' 
baby Phi. 
00N AFTER PLEDGING, I learned that I was­
't joining a chapter with the most sterling 
eputation. We were told that in the 1980's, our 
ouse was known for spawning "obnoxious 
�rks." One night some brothers apparently 
ot drunk, shouted obscenities and "threw 
:iings" at marchers during a Take Back the 
�ight rally. University officials bo.oted the fra­
�rnity off campus, but not before the brothers 
ot drunk and trashed the place. 
\ 
. . . . . : � 
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I was half-amused and half-horrified by this 
ews, but soon I was too busy being hazed to 
are much one way or another. We had weekly 
lineups" in the main room of the chapter 
ouse, where active members, drinking and 
'ielding flashlights, would belittle our phy­
.ques and quiz us on arcane fraternity history. 
G r e g  B o k ,  a s o p h o m o r e  b r o ther at  the Phi  De l l  hou;e .  The ban o n  alchohol, 
Northwestern Phi Dells  a g r e e ,  has had no P.flect  on h o u s e k e e p i n g .  
'le were made to do push-ups until we could-
't anymore, and we were told to lie on our stomachs and cover our be­
inds, because the Betas, who lived in the chapter house next door, were 
)ming after us. The Betas didn't seem particularly gay to. me (we mostly 
new them as bigger potheads than we were) , but we were made to believe 
1at they wanted nothing more than to have their way with us. 
There was also a lot of forced drinking. We were told to down copious 
nounts of liquor, and most any effort to avoid it  (an earnest explanation 
1at alcoholism ran in the family, for example) was usually laughed off. To 
aze effectively, many of the active brothers had to get drunk, too. After all, 
azing isn't much fun when you're sober - a fact that isn't lost on frater­
ity leaders who hope that going alcohol-free will reduce hazing. 
And maybe it has. The current Phi Delts at Northwestern seem to value· 
ie humiliation of freshmen a lot less than we did. "When I was a pledge 
st year," Peter Micali told me, "we would be at some off-campus apart-
ment and the actives" - full members -"would be like, 'Here, drin 
this . '  But if you didn't want to, they were like, 'O.K. ,  no problem, that' 
cool.' So we don't do much hazing." One night at a bar, Micali admitte 
that he acruallv would have liked to have been hazed a little harder. " 
wanted them t� be like; 'O.K., you worthless dirrbag, walk through tha 
wall" That would have been funnv." 
As much as the actives tried to humiliate us a decade ago, we stayed cock. 
throughout, and we did the minimum required during our months 
. pledges: we fetched food, cleaned the house, took our morning Wheane 
with beer instead of milk. Soon enough we were initiated and taught the se 
cret handshake and the secret sign, both of which I promptly forgot. 
We told ourselves that we were clearly the best fraternity at Nonh 
western, and we could dTink you under the table to prove it. My senio 
year, though, was to be the beginning of the end. Just after I graduate 
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'The good old-fashioned 
,·xperience is dead,' 
Greg Bok said, shaking his head dramatically for effec t .  
1So long, 
nima ouse:'' 
I J 
and stepped awkwardly into the real world, the brothers were faced with 
the daunting, incomprehensible, surreal prospect of fraternal sobriety. 
They didn't  react well. Brothers disagreed about following the alcohol­
free mandate. In May 1 999, the university informed the fraternity that 
its members needed to find a new place to live the following fall. Accord­
ing to The Chicago Sun-Times, the school's list of the chapter's infrac­
tions included "a sink that was pulled from the wall and used as a urinal; 
a member who se.t off a fire alarm by smoking marijuana; throwing gar-
bage, urine, paint and other debris ."  
· 
David Sykes, the chapter president at the time, rold a skeptical reporter 
that Phi Delt was "no Animal House" and that many of the charges were 
overblown. The brothers sued Northwestern, but a Cook County Circuit 
judge dismissed the case as "an unnecessary drain" on the courts. Remark­
ably, the university let the brothers return to the fraternity house the fol-
lowing year. Everyone was on his 
best behavior. But over the last three 
years, the brothers haven't always 
agreed on how seriously t0 take their 
alcohol-free mandate. 
n that way, they're not much dif­
ferent from some Phi Delts who 
came 1 50 years before them. The Phi 
Delta Theta international fraternity 
- now home to 1 70 chapters in 44 
states and six Canadian provinces -
was founded by six serious and deter­
mined students at Miami· University in Ohio on a December night in 
1 848.  Conceived as a secret l iterary and social society for men of intellec­
tual vigor and upstanding cbaract;er, the Miami University chapter enjoyed 
a brief period of fraternal harmony before all hell broke loose. 
By 1 850, the fraternity was "chaotic with dissension between fraternal 
idealists and hedonists," writes Hank Nuwer in his book "Wrongs of Pas­
sage: Fraternities, Sororities, Hazing and Binge Drinking." Phi Delt's 
members - including_ a transfer student named Benjamin Harrison, who 
would later become the 23rd president of the United States - disagreed 
about what a fraternity should be. 
Was Phi Delta Theta, as its six founding fathers envisioned, about 
friendship, sound learning and moral rectitude? Or was it a place for boys 
tO be boys, no matter how juvenile and tasteless that might appear t0 the 
outside world? Or could it be some ingenious combination of the two, 
making space for both righteousness and debauchery? 
· 
A hard-liner, Harrison quickly got himself elected fraternity presi­
dent: Phi De!t was to be a place of honor and respectability. He was more 
than a little disp leased when two fraternity members became obscenely 
drunk at a reception for Pierson Sayre, the last living Revolutionary War 
soldier. H e  gave the offending men a second chance after they promised 
to shape up, but soon enough they were back to their old ways . Harrison 
threw them our, upon which several other members, who backed the 
banished brothers, resigned. 
The growth of Phi Delta Theta (in 1 859, i t  became the first Greek or­
ganization at Northwestern) and other fraternities stalled during the Civil 
War. But Phi Delt rebounded between 1 8 70 and 1 900, as fraternities ex­
pa�ded west. The first reported alcohol- and hazing-related fraternity 
deaths also occurred during this time, Nuwer recounts. In 1 8 73 ,  a Kappa­
Alpha Society pledge at Cornell University died when he fell into a gorge 
-after fraternity brothers left him alone in the woods. Nine years later, a 
blindfolded Delta Kappa Epsilon pledge at Yale pierced himself with a 
sharp object on a carriage while following orders from fraternity brothers 
tO run down the street. He subsequently died from the injury. 
In  1 897, the South Carolina State Legislature voted to ban fraternities at 
the state school; in 1 9 0 1 ,  Arkansas followed suit. The president of the 
University of Michigan, James Angell, neatly summed up the feelings of 
many college presidents who disliked the lack of discipline in fraternity 
houses when he said, "The great dangers to the residents of these houses 
are waste of time . . .  a substitution of social life for hard s tudy. If the up­
perclassmen are not of high moral strain, the lowering of the character of 
the members is inevitable." 
During the 1 920's, fraternity members proved adept at procuring liquor 
despite Prohibition. In 1 930, a commentary in The New York Times 
warned that colleges needed tO be wary of the " gay-dog alumnus" who 
visited his old fraternity house, alcohol in row. Hazing incidents increased 
in the 30' s, leading officials at 14 colleges to join together t0 crack down 
on the practice, according t0 Nuwer. 
Fraternity enrollment dropped off during World War I I ,  but it 
bounced back soon after. While alcohol wasn't  technicallv allowed. on 
many college campuses and in fraternities until the mid-60's, frat.ernity 
members were known for ignoring the rule. In 1 957, Nonhwestern's In­
terfraternity Council  began conducting "liquor checks" in chapter 
houses to catch offenders. 
Throughout the Vietnam-era, fraternity enrollment dropped off sig­
nificantly as the Greek system came t0 be seen by many as an outdated 
symbol of establishment culture. But by the m id- 1 970's, fraternities 
were again soaring in popularity, openly celebrating mischief and may­
hem, while universities did very little t0 stop Continued on Page 52 
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hem. At Northwestern, Sigma Chi  held beer­
hugging contests on its front lawn, which it 
dvertised prominently around campus : "Chug 
::ir Charity," read one Sigma Chi poster in 
9 76, just two years before "Animal House" 
.it movie theaters. 
"Back then," Patrick M. Quinn, an archivist at 
forrhwestern, said, " they had kegs inside their 
:ats so they could drink beer all day long. You 
ould smell the weed all the way down to Tech" 
- referring to the technology building midway 
etween north and south campus. "It was a cra­
y time. These days, you walk by the fraternities, 
nd everything is so quiet. It's eerily quiet." 
.PPEARANCES CAN, O F  course, be deceiving. 
'rom the outside, the brick, four-story, Ivy-cov­
red Phi Delta Theta house at Northwestern 
)Oks like a nice place to live - it certainly has 
ership had in mind when they went dry. "Yeah, 
they were probably thinking that if we weren't 
drunk all the time in the house, that we would 
get really into being the best fraternity we could 
be or something. But this is just a place to live 
and hang out with your friends. I don't think it 
. should be taken as much more than that. All that 
fraternity ritual and stuff, it's a little silly." 
The current brothers are a s tudy in cocky, 
amused detachment. Their laid-back attitude ex­
tends to rush, which at Northwestern happens 
in the winter instead of the fall. The extra 
months give Northwestern freshmen ample 
time to be courted, although the current Phi 
Delrs are too lazy to do much of that. 
"The whole rush thing is really pretty gay," 
said Matthew Rosenthal, a goofy, curly-haired 
Phi Delt junior who was nursing a hangover one 
. weekday afternoon in his large room, which is 
decorated with Frank Zappa and Grateful Dead 
posters. "Sometimes it feels like we're trying to 
get them to sleep with us, you know?" 
fief ore coming lo the ·party, 
!veryone is going lo gel 
'.oaded . . . .  11' s just moving the binge 
!rinking somewhere else .'  
iore charm than the cookie-curter dorm the 
1 :hool recently built across the way. But walk in­
de the chapter house and you discover an un-
1itigated disaster - a job even the team from 
Queer Eye for the Straight Guy" would surely 
ismiss as hopeless. As one freshman put it, "It's 
, 1ockingly nasty." 
During most of my two weeks at Northwest­
:n this fall, the chapter's third-floor hallway 
·as s trewn with garbage, and the toilets were in­
' escribably foul. ("I won't even go to the barh­
)Om here," one brother said.) In the main 
, )Om, tossed carelessly underneath a pool table 
ttered with cups, flyers, magazines and Papa 
Jhn's pizza menus, I found the frarerniry's '95-
' 16 framed group photo. It should have been 
' anging prominently on the wall with the oth­
:s, but the brothers had apparently run out of 
nee and found the floor a suitable alternative. 
Kvle Pendleton, Northwestern's director of  
1 ·at�rnity and sorority life, told me that one "ef­
:ctive" way to get fraternity members to take 
1 tre of their chapter house is to ask them these 
ues tions: "What would your fraternity's 
mnders think if they came back to life and 
·alked into your house? Would they approve� 
fould they want to join?" Either those ques­
ons hadn't been asked at Phi Delt or, more like­
; the Phi Del ts laughed it off. "Most of us don't 
.ke any of this fraternity stuff too seriously," 
fill Johnson said, strumming a guitar in his 
i >om. He acknowledged that he and his broth­
·s are most likely not what the fraternity's lead-
Phi Delts acknowledge their dry policy initial­
ly gives the recruiting advantage to Chi Psi (bet­
ter known as the Lodge) and Delta Tau Delta, 
their two biggest competitors, both of which are 
wet. "There really is no way to positively spin 
not being able to drink in your chapter house, 
even when you're 2 1 ," said Michels, the chapter 
president. 
When I visited in October, though, both Delta 
Tau Delta and the Lodge were on probation and 
were temporarily dry. The former home of Da­
vid Schwimmer, one of the stars of "Friends," 
Delt had been in trouble since last spring, fol­
lowing an incident in its chapter room. A fresh­
man girl and a Delt pledge were apparently ca­
vorting privately when other fraternity members 
- some under-age and drunk - burst in and 
s tarted taking pictures. The girl told her story to 
The Daily Northwestern, claiming that she 
heard the stum was · a Delt "tradition," and be­
fore long local television crews were parked out­
side the fraternity, eagerly reporting on this sala­
cious fraternity sex scandal. 
The Lodge has had no similar public relations 
disasters, but the Phi Delts find plenty of  rea­
sons to make fun of it too. Like an aggressive 
politician going right at an opponent's 
strength, Phi Delts like to mock the Lodge's 
notorious - and in some freshmen circles, 
deeply revered - "floor parties," which are 
usually packed with sweaty freshmen drunk­
enly hitting on each other. At mostly dry 
onhwestern, the floor parties are about as 
close to "Animal House" as anyone is goina- t 
get (and it 's  still pretty far) . "The parties :oar 
fun when you're a freshman," admitted Ma 
thew Rosenthal, "but freshmen are happy wit 
whatever as long as they're drunk." 
St ill, many Phi Delts confessed that as fres 
men they considered pledging the Lodge. "Joi 
ing a wet house is definitely tempting for mo 
guys," Rosenthal said. But Rosenthal eventual 
chose Phi Delt, mostly, he said, because of t 
colorful personalities of the guys in the house 
heard the same from other brothers . "A lot 
fraternities have guys who look, talk and act t 
same," said Alex Wu, an engaging Phi Delt j 
nior known for his rapping skills. "We have su 
a cast of characters, and that meant more to 
than being able to drink in the house." 
The same was true of  the fraternity a deca 
ago. We had football players, swimmers, ner 
preppies, writers, artists ,  liberals and ria­
wingers. We were an eclectic bunch, unpreJ'i 
able in our perspectives on life. The chap 
became a little more unpredictable when 
came 'out my junior year. After a plethora 
drunken attempts to convince myself tha 
liked girls "in that way," I finally accep 
what p;i.rt of me had known since I was 1 
was gay. Once I accepted it, I really wasn't 
terested in lying about it, and I told my fa 
and some of my friends. But. I was living in 
fraternity house that year - was I going to 
my brothers too? If  I did, would they diso 
me - or, worse yet, keep me ar·ound as a c 
tesy but mock me behind my back? My fra 
nity was diverse, all right, but i t  wasn't 
diverse. There wasn't anyone in the cha 
who was openly gay, and some brothers 
clearly homophobic. My freshman year, 
brother told me, "Thank God we don't 
any fags in this house." 
The current Phi Delts at Northwestern d 
have an openly gay member and also lik 
throw the words "gay" and "fag" around 
(they assumed I was s traight) , but I 'm not 
vinced the words actually mean much to t 
I watched in surprise as two brothers who 
hours earlier jokingly labeled Lodge mem 
as "a bunch of pretty-boy fags from Lon 
land" ridiculed a freshman who walked out 
room when he saw two guys kissing on te 
s ion. "Dude, what are you, homophobi 
something? "  one brother asked him. " 
up, man." 
I would have loved to have heard some 
like that a decade ago. Instead, I drank 
drank and became very good at changing 
nouns (my boyfriend became a girlfrien 
though she was always too busy to come b 
house) . I didn' t  like lying, and I tried de 
arely to build up the courage to tell my b 
ers. I suspected that my closest friends J 
house would be fine with it. As for the or 
was really hoping that brotherhood ac 
meant something. Would they have my ba 
When I finally told my close friends 
house, they promptly Contim1ed on R 
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told their girlfriends, who then told the whole 
school. Most important, though, most of my 
brothers surprised me by accepting me com­
. pletely. For many of them, I was the first gay guy 
they'd really known - and some of them 
claimed to be heartbroken when I told them 
that, no, I didn't find them attractive. "If I can't 
even get gay guys into me," one drunken brother 
asked me, "how am I supposed to get girl s ? "  
KYLE PENDLETON, Norrhwestern's director o f  
fraternity and sorority life, kept urging me t o  
visit Sigma Chi. It  i s ,  he told m e ,  "the model fra-
ternity m many ways. "  
I could see immediately why Pendleton liked 
the place so much. The house is  spotless and ma­
jestic. (Frankly, it looks and feels a lot like a so­
rority. )  But more than that, Sigma Chi takes its 
' m ission as a new and redesigned fraternity very 
seriously, and it is,  according to most fraternity 
guys on campus, the driest of the dry fraternities. 
"We don't want to be a house that thinks the 
· ' only way to have fun is  to be drunk, stupid and 
belligerent," Diego Berdakin, a sophomore and 
S igma Chi's president, told me one afternoon as 
he gave me a tour of the. house, with its beautiful 
woodwork and king-size beds (both thanks to 
big-spending alumni) .  "We're looking to live up l to the ideals that the fraternity was founded on. 
At the same time, we're trying to build our own · 
legacy, a whole new model of what a fraternity 
can be. We're not interested in being anything 
like 'Animal House.' 
"If you look at this chapter five or six years 
ago," Berdakin continued, "we were considered 
one of the top fraternities on campus, but I don't 
think the brothers back then really respected the 
1 fraternity. You could spend two straight days just 
trying to think up everything a fraternity could 
do wrong, and I'm sure they did it al l ." 
In 2000, this chapter of Sigma Chi was shut 
down by its national headquarters for being too 
unruly, a far cry from what it is today. Last 
spring, as part of its New Chapter Initiative, the 
fraternity's leadership recruited about 45 North­
western students to start the chapter again. Some 
never expected to j oin a fraternity but were in­
trigued by the idea of starring one from scratch. 
Others, like Berdakin, are engaging and likable 
students who wanted to join a chapter that was­
n't about parrying and hazing. And some joined 
because, as members of several other fraternities 
told me, "no other chapter would take them . "  
While i t ' s  difficult t o  take issue with Sigma Chi's 
focus on things that actually matter (Berdakin 
spoke often about wanting to have a house "with 
integrity") ,  something about the place spooked 
me. It struck me as too clean, too perfect. At one 
point, I had to use the bathroom and found myself 
staring at a sign above the sink that read: "Wash 
your hands. Dirty hands spread disease." Was this 
the redesigned American fraternity? 
Pendleton also spoke highly of Sigma Phi Ep-
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silon, saying that while the chapter 
is wet, its focus isn't on drinking. 
The house was hard to miss, with a 
moose head and strobe light pro­
truding from its top window. 
Most Sig Ep chapters, including 
Northwestern's, have adopted the 
Balanced Man Prograrri, which Sig 
Ep's national leadership developed 
in the early 90's to combat what 
the fraternity's national spokes­
man, Scott Thompson, called ''a 
fraternity culture of boozing, 
drugging and hazing." The pro­
gram doesn't restrict drinking in 
the chapter house, but it does 
something nearly as radical and. ar­
guably more meaningful: it has 
done away with the "pledge 
system," meaning that new mem­
bers who join the fraternity have 
nearly all the rights and responsi­
bilities of active members. 
"New members don't pledge for 
a certain period of time, get hazed, 
get initiated and then show up for 
parties until they graduate," 
Thompson said. "In the Balanced 
Man Program, men join; and they 
are developed from the time they 
join until the rime they graduate. 
Part of that development focuses on 
building a sound mind and sound 
body, a simple philosophy that we 
took from the ancient Greeks ."  
Thompson supports S ig Ep 
chapters that choose to go dry on 
their own (a dozen have) ,  but he 
says the fraternity doesn't force 
the issue. "We believe that if we re­
cruit smart men and put them in an 
environment where they respect 
each other, they' re going to make 
s mart decisions," he said. I heard 
s imilar reasoning from Nick John­
son and Jordan Cerf, Sig Ep seniors 
who spoke fondly of the Balanced 
Man philosophy and clearly valued 
their fraternity experience. They 
pride themselves on being a well­
liked . chapter where girls "feel 
safe" and know "the door will be 
held open for them." 
But Johnson and Cerf also 
talked a lot abou• having a good 
time. They were visibly giddy at 
the news that Kappa Alpha Theta, 
considered one of  Northwestern's 
top sororities, had chosen to do 
Homecoming with them. "That 
would have never happened 1 0  
years ago," Cerf said. 
When I asked them why, they 
struggled to put it delicately. "I  
wouldn't want to use the word 
cooler, exactly, to describe us ver­
sus the guys from back then," 
Cerf said. "But, you know, those 
guys were just s tarting out and 
weren't really known on campus ."  
Johnson assured me,  "They were 
all-around nice guys, but maybe, in 
terms of  social presence, they wer­
en't quite there." 
BEFORE SPENDING .  TIME with the 
Sig Eps, I was skeptical of the Bal­
anced Man Program. Fraternities 
often coin new initiatives that, in 
practice, mean very little. Bur I left 
feeling thoroughly.. impressed. 
More than any fraternity boys I 
· visited at Northwestern, the Sig 
Eps seem to be, well, . balanced 
men. And they're proof that a wet 
fraternity doesn't necessarily mean 
an unruly o,ne. 
They're also proof that there are 
o ther ways, besides outlawing liq-
uor, 
.
to redesign the American fr 
ternity. Going dry may be a nece 
sary step for some chapters, b 
the more I hung around Non 
western's fraternity boys, the les 
saw regulating al.coho! as pani 
lady relevant to the health and p 
sonality of fraternities. For me, t 
ideal fraternity would someh 
combine the strengths of Nor 
western's Sigma Chi, Sig Ep 
Phi Delt chapters. It would str 
integrity, character ai:d. lea1_ers 
But 1t would also be a phce·� 
fraternity boys are allowed to 
fraternity boys, however unsee 
and absurd their choices may 
pear to the rest of us. Without t 
the redesigned American fra 
nity may be no more balanced t 
the one that was scrapped in 
first place. • 
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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A � V 
P R E FACE 
The fo l lowing report i s  a compi lat ion of  expert advice g athered through a wide  search of 
genera tional and other forecast l i terature. Whi le hundreds of sources were searched,  including 
Web s i tes,  d i scuss ion l ists ,  books , and journa l  a rticles ,  only those that withstood carefu l 
scholarly scrutiny a re i ncl uded .  Predictions a re g rounded fi rm ly  in empirical data (e .g . ,  
demog raphic projections)  o r  mature theoretical models (e .g . ,  g enerationa l  cycres) . Moreover, 
the research used to gu ide  recommendations for recrui t ing fraterni ty men was confi rmed using 
mult ip le sources . For examp le ,  after reading Strauss and Howe's (2000) pred iction that 
community service would be a centra l characteristic of the M i l l enn ia l  generation , we searched 
for other sources of i nformation to confi rm or d isconfirm their  content ion .  We found Astin (2001 ) 
data ,  based on surveys of 269 ,4 1 3 entering freshmen at 434 i nst itutions of h ig her education that 
clearly supported this trend .  We also surveyed G reek l ife professiona ls ,  volunteers, and 
students who a lso clea rly ind icated that future fratern ity men wi l l  be more service-focused . 
Readers wi l l  notice that Strauss and Howe's scholarsh ip  (200 1 , 2000, 1 997,  1 99 1 ) plays a 
cen tral role in  this report. I h ave been very skeptical a bout the ab i l ity of prognosticators to 
successfu l ly characterize a generation , m uch less use such information to shape decision 
making ,  program p lann ing , and recru itment efforts . Strauss and H owe's analytica l framework 
has reduced my skept ic ism and g iven cred ib i l ity to generat ional forecasting .  The proof is i n  
their track record .  For  example ,  i n  their 1 99 1  book Generations ,  they pred icted "throughout the 
economy, the Xers ' preoccupation ,  indeed their need ,  wi l l  be personal  economic 
surviva l .  . .  Look ing for a l i ghtn ing s trike at success, Xers wi l l  dart from job to job . . .  Xers wi l l  
b lossom into America's lead ing g eneration of shoppers [and once] marketers rea l ize th is ,  the 
" B u s i n es s e s  a � d  i n s t i t u t i o n s  
t h a t  s t a rt n ow t o  m a p  t h e  n e w  
l a n d s c a p e  of y o u t h  w i l l  t h ri v e ,  
ri g ht a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  M i l l e n n i a ls 
t h e m s e lves." 
American media wi l l  b e  barraged with messages 
stress ing b l untness over s ubtlety ,  action over words ,  
the physica l  over the cerebra l .  The most successful 
of these messages wi l l  h i nt at Xer a l ienation and their 
well-developed sense of dark humor. " These 
attributes were i l l ustrated in  Gen X pop-cu lture. 
Consider, for examp le ,  N ike's successful "Just Do I t" 
campaign or Bart S impson's and South Park's 
- S trauss, H owe & D e l a n o  dramatic success .  
I bel ieve Strauss and H owe are very ins ightfu l and offer cred ib le  pred ictions upon which 
effective fratern i ty strategic p lann ing can be constructed . Their re l iab le track record suggests 
this to be true .  
Fortunately, the news in  th is  report is good for fratern it ies . S evera l  characteristics of the 
Mi l lenn ia ls  suggest that there cou ld  be a sort of renaissance for G reek chapters, especia l ly for 
those organ izations aware of M i l l enn ia l  characteristics and open to the demograph ic changes 
that wi l l  occur. For examp le ,  fraternit ies provid ing less focus on a lcohol-oriented events 
(student drink ing rates c learly o n  the decl ine) and more focus o n  volun teer activities ( more 
students are coming to col lege with volunteer experience than any other  time in history) wi l l  
have a better chance of succeed ing than those who do not. S im i la rly ,  organ izations wi l l ing to 
understand and market to the rapid ly g rowing Latino popu lation , for example ,  may see an 
increase in their membersh ip  n u mbers .  
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Fratern it ies have an  opportun ity to take advantage of the i nformation about the "Next G reat 
Generation" .  The reco mmendat ions in th is  report can be used to d evelop a strateg ic d i rection 
for any chapter or fratern i ty commun ity. I commend this report for your read ing .  I hope that it 
provides data to gu ide p lann ing and  look forward to participating  i n  the conti nu ing  d ialog ue on 
the issues that th is report ra ises.  
Tracy L .  Davis , P h . D . 
Associate Professor 
Western I l l ino is Un ivers ity 
OVE�VIEW 
Understanding who col lege students are go ing to be wi l l  he lp fratern it ies eva l uate marketing 
strateg ies , pol icies, recru itment efforts ,  and how t ime-honored organ izational  pr incip les and 
va lues relate to the current cadre of potent ia l  members . 
. I n  th is report demograph ic  data, i nc lud ing important g eowaphic and  ethn ic trends ,  wi l l  first be 
presented . Next, characteristics of the M i l lenn ia l  generat ion wi l l  be  exp lored , i ncl ud i ng  attitudes,  
behaviors and other important attri butes . Fol lowing demographic and psychograph ic 
projections ,  col lege student developmenta l  issues wi l l  be out l ined to g ive basel i n e  i nformation 
with i n  which future trends  can be i nterpreted . I mportant  h i stori ca l  trends are then d iscussed in 
order to both s ituate Mi l lenn ia l  characteristics with in cycles of h i s tory as wel l  as portray how 
future events could shape pred ictions .  F ina l ly ,  we offer reco m mendations for us ing this 
research to g u ide strateg ic  p lann ing .  
· 
I NTRO D U CT I O N  
I f  the statement from g eneration experts Wi l l i am Strauss and Ne i l  
Howe is  true, fratern i t ies i nterested i n  recru i ti n g ,  educati ng ,  and 
reta in ing the next g eneration of  col lege students are wel l-advised to  
study demographic sh ifts ,  h is torical cycles ,  and the psychog raph ic  
"Th is g e n e ra t i o n  is 
u n l i ke a ny other 
make up of  its members .  Th i s  report offers a snapshot of what yo u t h  g en e ra t i o n  
today's experts are saying about t he  M i l lenn ia ls .  Wh i le  
prognosticators can be (and  have been )  wrong ,  those focusing on ly  In l ivi n g  m e m o ry" 
i n  the rear view mi rror w i l l  c learly be l eft i n  the d ust. I f  we antici pate 
change ,  we can adjust  to the new rea l i ty and successfu l ly reach the 
next g roup of  young men .  I f  we  don ' t  we can end up p lann ing for a 
-,.- S trauss & Howe (2000: 
. past rea l i ty that no longer  exists (Strauss ,  Howe, & Delano,  200 1 ) .  It is a lso necessary to do 
this type of research to make sure we aren ' t  be ing duped by the media and re ly ing on anecdotal 
information .  Accord i ng  to Strauss and Howe (2000) "Pub l ic  officia ls  reg u larly c la im (or 
hysteri ca l ly imply) that youth arrests , ch i ld  abuse ,  ch i ld  poverty , c lassroom cheati n g ,  teen sex, 
TV watch ing ,  after-school jobs ,  or youth su ic ides are al l up, wh i l e  test scores , school days , 
homework , co l lege am b it ions ,  teen happ iness ,  and attachment to parents are a l l  down. To 
date, hardly anybody has confronted them with the fact that a l l  of those statements are fa lse 
and in some cases , dra matical ly so" (p. 26 ) .  
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Mi l lenn ia l  atti tudes and behaviors represent a sharp break from the previous generation. 
Accord ing to Strauss and Howe (200 1 )  M i l lenn ia ls a re not l i ke G eneration X in the fol lowing 
ways: 
"Th e  fi rst M i l l e n n i a l s  e n t e re d  c o l l e g e  in S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 0 .  Sta rt i n g  v e ry 
s o o n ,  p a r e n ts a n d  p o l i t i c i a n s  wi l l  r ivet p u b l i c  a t t e n t i o n  o n t o  c o l l ege 
stu d e nts -- just as t h e y  d i d  w i t h  t h e s e  s a m e  k i d s  in e v e ry e a rl i e r  age 
bra c k et ,  fro m B a b i e s-o n - B o a rd of t h e  m i d-' 8 0 s  t o  t h e  s o c ce r-m o m m e d  
k i d s  of t h e  e a r l y  ' 9 0 s ,  t o  t h e  t e e n s  o f  t h e  l a t e  ' 9 0 s .  C a m p u s e s  w i l l  
exp e ri e n c e  a n ew p u b l i c  s p o t l i g h t  o n  a ca d e m i c  s t a n d ards, s t u d ent 
safety, w h o l es o m e  c o m m u n i ty, v i g o ro u s  p o l it i c a l  a c t i o n  -- and n a t i o n a l  
s e rv i c e" - www . m i l l e n n i a l s r i s i ng�c o m  
Wh o ,  t h e n ,  a re t h e  M i l l e n n i a l s ?  
The Mi l lenn ia ls  (also referred to as the Y generation ,  g en tech, gen  next, generation xx) have 
been defined as those born in  or after 1 982 th rough 2002.  At fi rst g lance, i t  may seem arbitrary 
to se lect these years as parameters for a generation .  Generations are, however, defined by the 
period of t ime covering  rough ly the same length as the passage from youth to adu lthood . Whi le 
the length may be a b i t  longer or shorter (depend ing on the com ing-of-age experience and 
h istorical events) there have been n ine American g enerations born in the past two centuries 
rang ing from period of seventeen to twenty four years in length (Strauss & Howe, 2000) .  
Strauss and Howe ( 1 99 1 )  c la im that generations each have a u n ique "peer personal i ty" that 
constitutes a "generationa l  persona' recogn ized and determ ined by ( 1 )  common age location; 
s 
(2) common bel iefs a n d  behavior; and (3) perceived membersh ip  in  a common generation (p .  
64) . For examp le ,  t he  Gen Xers tend to  be skeptica l ,  whi le M i l l enn ia ls  are confident .  G en Xers, 
g rowing up dur ing an era of socia l  and cu ltural upheava l ,  a re known for tak ing risks to test the ir. 
surviva l sk i l l s .  M i l l enn ia l s ,  o n  the other hand , have been the most "watched over" generation i n  
memory and  avoid r isks by teaming u p ,  p lann ing ahead a n d  reaching ou t  (Strauss ,  Howe , & 
Delano, 200 1 ) . 
C o m p a ri s o n  o f  B o o m e rs ,  G e n e r a t i o n  X ,  a n d  M i l l e n n i a l s 
B a b y  
G e n e ra t i o n  X M i l l e n n i a l  
B o o m e r  
passionate cyn ica l  p ractical 
attacked ignored  trusted 
eas ing lax  t ighten ing  
reced ing  d is tant  i ntrud ing  
ris ing h igh convent ia l  
controvers ia l  a l ienated bland 
asserted accepted questioned 
a rts and bus i n ess and pol it ics and 
human i ties h i gh  tech socia l  sc ience 
fa l l i ng  low r is ing 
About war about race about class and 
and country a nd g ender cul ture 
what d oes does it work? how do we i t  mean? bu i ld  it? 
Source: Howe and Strauss in Brownstein (2000) 
DEMOG�Ar=>HIC - T �ENDS 
U n d e rg ra d u at e  E n ro l l m e n t  Tre n d s  
• There a re more women  than men i n  co l lege today and  project ions ind icate that by 20 1 0  
there wi l l  be 7 ,401 , 000 underg raduate men com pared to 1 0 , 287 ,000 (The Chronic le of 
H igher Educat ion 2002 Almanac I ssue) .  
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• John N .  Gardner, executive d i rector of the Pol icy 
Center on the F i rst Year of Col lege at Brevard 
Col lege says the trend regard ing the decreasing 
p roportion of men in col lege is "the biggest change 
I 've seen on campuses in  33 years" (Brownste in ,  
2000 ,  p . 5 ) .  
• An increas ing number  of h igh school g raduates are 
enrol l ing in col lege.  For example ,  in 1 990 39 . 1 % of 
a l l  h igh school g raduates enro l led in  col lege and by 
1 999 the figure was 43 .8% (The Chronic le of 
H igher Education 2002 Almanac Issue) .  
"Th e  d o m i n a n t  factor 
fo r b u s i n ess in t h e  n ext 
two d ec a d es . . .  i s  not 
g o i n g  to b e  ec o n o m i cs 
o r  t e c h n o l o gy. I t  wi l l  
b e  d e m o g ra p h i cs" 
- Peter Drucker, 1 997 
• The percentage of B lack and H ispan ic h igh  school g raduates a ttending col lege is  
outpacing White attendees (Edgerton , 1 999) .  
State by State S h i fts i n  P o p u l a t i o n  
• While enro l lments are predicted to increase ,  th is wi l l  not happen everywhere . The Rust 
Bel t/Midwest wi l l  see zero g rowth in  trad it ional  age col lege students through 20 1 2 , wh i le  
the Northeast is expected to see s l ight  dec l ines and the W est, Southwest and Southeast 
wi l l  contin ue to g row d ramatica l ly (Western I nterstate Commiss ion for H igher Education ,  
2002) .  
• Arizona, Ca l ifornia ,  N evada ,  U tah ,  F lorida ,  and Texas a re p rojected to have 40% or so 
i ncreases in co l l eg e-age youth between 1 995  and 20 1 5 ,  and Iowa , Kentucky, Maine,  
and West Virg in ia face p robable decreases in the number of 1 8-24 year o lds by 20 1 5  
(Educationa l  Testing  S ervice Analys is of U . S .  Census Bu reau data,  2001  ) . 
Age P roj e c t i o n s  
• There wi l l  be an increas ing number of o lder adu l t  students attend ing col lege, especia l ly  
those choos ing to attend part-time or  episodica l ly (Edgerton ,  1 999) .  
• More than half of a l l  undergraduates are at least 22  years of age, a lmost a quarter are 
th i rty years of age or o lder (Edgerton ,  1 999 ) .  
"Pare n ts w h o  o n c e  o bs e s s e d  o v e r  t h e i r  y o u n g s t e rs'  L i t t l e  Leag u e  
g a mes w i l l  p l ay a n  e q u a l l y m e d d l e s o m e  ro l e  o n c e  t h e i r  c h i l d re n  g o  t o  
c o l l e g e" - - ( S t ra u ss & H ow e ,  2 0 0 0 )  
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Rac i a l  a n d  E th n i c  Proj e c t i o n s 
• Accord ing to the Educationa l  Testing S ervice's ana lysis of Census Bureau data , 
. between 1 995 and  2 0 1 5 African American undergraduates wi l l  i ncrease by 1 2 . 8  percent, 
As ians by 86 percent, and H ispan ics by 1 5 .4  percent .  Duri ng  the same period , the 
percentage of Wh ite underg rad uates is  expected to fal l by 7 . 8  percentage points.  
• The number of new Asian a n d  Hispan ic  fraternit ies i s  o n  the r ise. I n  the 1 990's there 
were 1 7  new Asia n  Greek organ izations as wel l  as  a 58% i ncrease in the number  of 
Latin fraternal org a n izations (K imbrough ,  2002) . 
• Al l  five states with the largest undergraduate ga ins  i n  enro l lment (Cal iforn ia ,  Texas ,  
Florida ,  New York , and  Arizona) wi l l  have large m inority enrol lments (ranging from 39% 
to 62% of a l l  undergraduates) (Educationa l  Testi ng  S ervice Analys is o f  U .S .  Census 
Bureau data , 200 1 ) .  
"T h e  b e s t  way to t h i n k  a b o ut M i l l e n n i a l s  i s  a s  a c o rre c t i o n  fo r B o o m e rs 
- t h a t  i s ,  m a n y  o f  t h e  t h i n g s  B o o m e rs w e re n o t ,  t h ey a re .  T h e y  a re 
rev e rs i n g  m a n y  of t h e  t re n d s  o f  a d o l e s c e n c e  t h a t  t h e i r  B o o m e r  p a re nts 
s e t  in b a s i c a l l y  n e g a t i v e  d i re c t i o n s  - a s p e c ts of s u bsta n c e  a b u s e ,  
c ri m e ,  a c a d e m i c  a c h i ev e m e n t  a s  m e a s u re d  b y  a p t it u d e  s c o re s ,  
s u i c i d es ,  a n d  a c c i d e n t s . "  -- {Wi l l i a m  S t ra us s ,  2 0 0 1 ) 
r:>svcHoG�A�HIC T�ENDS: 
T H E  M I L LEN N IALS 
The coming  generation of M i l l enn ia l s  are opti mist ic and confident ;  she ltered and safety­
concerned ; technolog ica l ly  sophist ica ted ; jo iners experienced with extra-curricu lar  activities ;  
team-oriented ; parenta l ly  i nfluenced ; conventiona l ,  values-oriented and represent "zero 
tolerance" behavior; lower risk  substance users; d riven to ach ieve ; have h igh stress leve ls ;  and ,  
are motivated volunteers who are community-oriented and focused on civic renewa l .  Each of 
these psychographic characterist ics w i l l  be b riefly d iscussed i n  th is section .  
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O p t i m i s t i c  a n d  C o nf i d e n t  
• S ign ificant world crises (prior  to Sept. 1 1 th )  were not on M i l l enn ia ls '  radar  screens and 
the economic prosperi ty of the ir  early years c learly influences expectations for n ice 
th ings .  
• Among fami l ies earn ing  less than $30,000 , 54 percent be l ieve the "world holds many 
opportun ities for me" .  Among fam i l ies earn i ng over $75 ,000 ,  that p roportion jumps to 78 
percent (Strauss ,  Howe & Delano, 2 00 1 , p .  3 1  ) .  
• More than four i n  five teens be l ieve they wi l l  be more fi nanc ia l ly  successfu l than their 
parents (a percentage that rose sharply i n  1 990s) (Strauss ,  Howe & Delano, 200 1 , p. 
32 ) .  
• NY Times and CBS po l ls  conducted with more tha n  a thousand teens i n  1 994 and 1 999 
i nd icated fewer problems with v io lence, both at school  and on the streets, and fewer 
worries . Fear of be ing victim ized d ropped from 40% in 1 994 to 24 % i n  1 999 .  
S h e l te re d  and Safety-Co n c e rn e d  
• "Sta rt ing with the early 80's ch i ld abuse frenzy, continu ing  through  the explosion of k ids 
safety ru les ,  and now the post-Co lumb ine lock down of pub l ic schoo ls ,  M i l lenn ia ls are 
the focus of the most sweep ing youth safety movement i n  American H is tory" (Strauss & 
Howe, 2000) .  
• Mi l lenn ia ls ,  compared to G enerat ion X ch i ldren ,  s howed a stu n n ing  37% decl ine i n  the 
amount of t ime (from 52 hours to 33 hours per week) spent  in u nstructu red activity 
( U n iversity of M ich igan I nstitute for Socia l  Research, 1 998) .  
· 
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Tec h n o l o g i c a l l y  S o p h i st i c a t e d  
• Mi l lenn ia ls  wi l l  come to co l lege with more technolog i ca l  savvy than any previous 
generation .  I n  1 994 45% of h igh school students used a home computer compared to 
63% by 1 999 ,  and 50% regu larly wen t  on- l ine (Go ldberg and  Conne l ly ,  1 999) .  · 
• A 1 998  CN N/USA Today po l l  of teenagers i nd icated that more teens  say they cou ld  l ive 
without a te levis ion (28%) than without a computer (23% ) .  
• A 200 1 survey of 269 ,4 1 3 enteri ng freshf!Jen a_t 434 i nst i tutions  of h igher education 
found  that 78% of the students used a computer frequ ent ly the year prior to col lege, 
compared to on ly 27% i n  1 98 5  ( Chron ic le of H igher  Educat ion Almanac Issue 200 1 -02) . 
G e n d e r  D iffe re n ces 1 n  C o m p uter Use 
C o m p u te r  U s e  M e n  W o m e n  
2 3 . 4  1 7 . 1  
5 7 . 7  47.7  
3 5 . 4  9 . 6  
Source: Chron icle of H ig her Education Al manac Issue 200 1 -02 
J o i n e rs Exp e ri en c ed w i t h  Extra-Cu rri c u l a r  Acti v i t i es 
• Mi l i tary schools  dwind led i n  n u mbers from nearly 600 i n  the late 1 950s to just 4 1  i n  
1 970. Now, however, m i l i tary schools a re fi l l ed to  capacity. For  the  first time since 1 965 
a new mi l i tary school is being p lanned (Wash ington T imes) .  
• Accord ing to N ie lsen rating data ,  the average hours of da i ly  te levis ion viewing is lowest 
among Mi l lenn ia l  teens: adu l ts aged 50+ average 5 . 5  h rs/wk , adu lts 1 8-49 average 3 . 9  
hrs/wk, whi le teens 1 2- 1 7 average o n l y  2 . 9  h rs/wk (N ie lsen  Media Research , 1 999) . 
1 0  
• Accord ing to U C LA H igher Educ�tion Research l n st i tute's annua l  survey of incoming 
freshmen ,  the percentage of students i nd icat ing "very g ood chances that they wi l l  jo in  a 
socia l  fraternity or sorority" has stead i ly dec l ined s i nce 1 995 .  The percentage of men 
i nd i cating very good chances was 1 3 . 9  percen t  i n  1 996 and has dropped to 9,6% in the 
most recent survey of freshmen enter ing in 2000 (Chro n ic le of H igher Education 
A lmanac I ssue 200 1 -02) .  
W e e k l y  H o u rs o f  C h i l d re n  Ag e d  3-1 2 ,  
by Acti v i ty ,  P e rc e n t  o f  C h a n g e  fro m 1 9 8 1 -1 9 9 7  
Outdoors Down 5 1  % 
Or 
Source: University o f  Michigan I nstitute for Social Researc h ,  1 998. 
Team-Ori e n t e d  
• I n  dress and i n  manner Mi l lenn ia ls  are more team-l i ke .  S chools have implemented 
cit izensh ip ed ucation ,  col laborative learn ing , a n d  estab l i shed norms and rules that 
reinforce g roup sk i l l s .  
• There have been huge increases i n  Boy Scout members (up 50% s ince 1 980) and G i rl 
Scout members (up 20% since 1 985) (Annua l  Report of the Boy Scouts of America, 
www . b sa . scout ing . org ) .  
• Ori ly  three i n  ten teens report that they usua l ly socia l i ze with on ly  one or two friends,  
whi le two thirds do so with groups of friends (Strauss ,  Howe & Delano ,  200 1 ) .  
• I n  the 1 930's and 40's schools prepared the S i lent  Generation to be book-smart 
corporate careerists . 
• I n  the 1 950's and 60's schools prepared the Boomer Generation to be 
inner-driven ,  ideal-cult ivat ing i nd iv idua l ists .  
• I n  the 1 970's and 80's schools prepared G eneration Xers to be street­
smart free-agent entrepreneurs .  
• I n  the 1 990's schools prepared M i l l enn ia ls  to be outer-driven ,  ideal­
fo l lowing team-p layers (Strauss & Howe, 2000) .  
• I n  a po l l  of students i n  grades 7- 1 2  in  1 998 ,  find ings  i nd icate that today's new col lege 
students see selfishness ,  not immora l i ty, as the cause of societies problems ( 1 998 
Primed ia/Roper National Youth Op in ion survey) . 
1 1  
"The n u m b e r  o n e  t h i n g  t o  rea l i ze w i t h  t h e  M i l l e n n i a l s  is t h a t  as a 
wh o l e  t h ey refl e c t  m u c h  m o re p a r e n ta l  p e rfe c t i o n i s m  t h a n  a ny 
g e n e ra t i o n  i n  l i vi n g  m e m o ry .  C o l l e g es a n d  u n i v e r s i t i e s  sh o u l d  k n o w 
t h a t  t h e y  a re n o t  j u s t  g e t t i n g  a k i d ,  b u t  t h e y  a re a l s o  g et t i n g  a p a re n t .  
P a re n ts w i l l  b e  i n v o l v e d  fo r b e tter o r  w o rs e  i n  t h e  a d m i s s i o ns p ro c e s s ,  
a c t u a l l y s t a rt i n g  w i t h  re c ru i t m e n t .  I n  o rd e r  t o  r e c ru i t  t h e  k i d s ,  y o u  
have t o  re c ru i t  t h e i r  p a re n ts ,  t o o . " ( W i l l i a m  S t r a u s s ,  2 0 0 1 ) 
P a renta l l y I nfl u e n c e d  
• The time ch i ld ren  spent with their  parents fe l l  sharp ly between 1 967 and 1 975 .  Over the 
last two decades ,  however, these figu res have rebounded sharply. By 1 995 ,  the weekly 
hours ch i ld ren spend with the i r  parents were about the same as in  1 96 5  (Un ivers i ty of 
Maryland's Use of Time Proj ect, 1 999) .  
• The share of teens who report having "very d ifferent" values from their parents has fa l len 
by roughly ha lf  s i nce the 1 970s ; the share who say the i r  values are "very or most ly 
s im i lar" has hit an  a l l-time high of 76% (Strauss ,  H owe & Delano,  200 1 ) . 
• The i ncreasing l evel of parental i nvolvement  is echoed i n  the Noel-Levitz survey where 
many institutions  reported "greater involvement  with paren ts" inc lud ing more campus 
v is its and i ncreased commun ication between  parents and col lege officials (Hoover, 
. 2002) . 
• A 1 998 Harris I nteractive Pol l  i nd icated that for teenagers ,  parents are overwhelming ly 
the main source of advice to teens  about manag i ng  money.  Moreover, the su rvey 
suggested that "men may dominate the world of corporate fi nance,  but in the homes of 
American teens ,  mothers are more i nfluent ia l  than fathers" (Taylor, 1 998) . 
"Wh e re t h e  B o o m e r- e ra i ro n i c  t e e n a g e r  w a s  a p l e a s a n t-s e e m i n g  k i d  
w h o  b e haved w o r s e  t h a n  a d u l ts t h o u g h t ,  h i s  M i l l e n n i a l- e ra c o u n t e rp a rt 
i s  a fo u l-m o u t h e d  t e e n  w h o  b e h aves b e t t e r  t h a n  a d u l ts t h i n k" ( S t ra u ss 
& H owe, 2 0 0 0 ) .  
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C o nvent i o n a l ,  Va l u es - O ri e n t e d ,  
a n d  Represent "Zero T o l era n c e" B e h av i o r  
• Mi l len n ia ls overwhelming ly  favor the teach ing of va lues in school i nc lud ing honesty ,  
ca ri ng ,  moral courage ,  patriotism, democracy, and the go lden ru le (She l l  Oi l  Company 
Pol l ,  1 999) . 
• Between 1 988 and  1 995,  among h igh school boys and  g i rls a l i ke,  the proportion of those 
with sexual experi ence fe l l  from 54% to 48% (Stap insky ,  1 999) .  
• Examples of M i l l enn ials experience of zero tolerance inc lude the Fairfax County 
(Virg i n ia)  School Board 's i ncrease in  expu ls ion heari ngs  from 40 to 50 per year i n  the 
1 980's to 600 cases per  year by 2000 .  S im i larly, i n  the late 1 990's Ch icago trip led i ts  
expu ls ion rate (Fa i rfax County Pub l ic  Schools Proposed Budget for FY 200 1 as cited i n  
Strauss & Howe, 2000) . 
• A 2001  survey of 269 ,4 1 3 entering freshmen i nd icated a 1 0% drop in agreement with the 
fo l lowing statement compared to students in 1 987 :  If two people rea l ly  l ike each other, 
it's a l l  r ight for the� to have sex even if they've known each other for a very short t ime 
(from 5 1 . 9% to  4 1 . 8%)  (Chronic le of H igher  Educat ion Almanac Issue 200 1 -02) .  
D riven to Ac h i eve 
• A study of more than 7000 teens found them to be more amb it ious than previous 
generations of teens ,  though they a lso d iscovered that the teens needed more d i rection 
from adu lts (Stevenson & S chneider ,  1 999) .  
• The age of accountabi l ity, academic standards ,  and back to bas ics school reform has 
produced Mi l lenn ia ls  who l i ke math and science best and soc ia l  stud i es and arts the 
least. Surveys of 8th- and 1 0th-g raders i nd icate that M i l lenn ia ls  wou ld much rather  
spend free t ime do ing active th ings with friends than  do ing  imag inative , creative tasks  on 
their own as young Boomers d id .  Where Boomers l oved heartfelt " improve , "  M i l lenn ia ls  
prefer wel l-practiced choreography. Th ink of  Gap or  Target ads or  the exp losion of boy 
bands (Strauss & Howe, 2000) .  
• I n  the spring of 1 995  4th, 8th and 1 2th g raders engaged i n  the Th i rd I nternational 
Mathematics and Science Study. The resu l ts were m ixed with 1 2th g rade Gen Xers 
born in 1 977 outperforming  only 2 of 2 1  nat ions,  8th g rade Gen Xers born i n  1 98 1  
rank ing above t h e  median i n  science but below i n  math , and 4th g rade Mi l lenn ia ls born 
in  1 985  placing second on ly to Korea i n  science and wel l  above the median i n  math. 
• Find ings of a 2000 teacher  survey suggests that M i l l enn ial students are general ly do ing 
better . in  math , sc ience, read ing ,  h istory, writ ing and c ivics than students 1 0- 1 5 years 
ago (Strauss & H owe, 2000) .  
Economic i m pact of M i l l en n i al s  early l ife - h ave l ots of stuff, h i g h  
expectatio ns .  "They' re k i d s  who've never k n o w n  a y e a r  i n  w h i c h  America 
doesn't get r icher." - - (Strauss & H owe, 2000)  
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Lower R i s k  S u b st a n c e  U s e rs 
• A 200 1 survey of 269 ,4 1 3 enter ing fresh men ind icates that d ri nk ing and smoking are on 
the dec l ine .  The percentage of students who "drank  beer freq uently or occas iona l ly l ast 
year" reached the lowest level in two decades,  from 73 .  7% in 1 982 to 48 .3% in the m ost 
recent survey. S im i la rly, incoming fresh men who s moke  c igarettes has decl i ned from 
1 5 .2% i n  1 967  to 1 0% i n  2000 (Chron ic le of H igher  E d u cat ion Almanac I ssue 200 1 -02) . 
S h a re o f  K i d s  Ag e d  1 2- 1 7 U s i n g  S p e c ifi e d  Drug 
wi t h i n  Last M o n t h ,  1 9 7 9  t o  1 99 8  
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4 0 %  
3 0% 
2 0% 
1 0% 
0 %  
A lc o h o l  
C ig are  t tes  
B in g e  
A lc o h o l --�---
M a riju a na 
C o c ain e 
;------10•-----1-{l+----1[}r---..JO+--O 
1 9 79 1 9 8 1  1 9 83 1 9 8 5  1 98 7  1 9 89 1 9 9 1 1 99 3  1 99 5  1 99 7  
Source: U . S .  Substance Abuse and Menta l  Health Services Admin istrat ion ( 1 999) 
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H i g h  S t ress Level s  
• Related to h igh achievement ,  zero tolerance, and the standards m ovement, many 
M i l l enn ials fee l  extraord ina ri ly pressured . 
• Mi l lenn ia ls have h igh ly d etai led five and ten year p lans and g ive s ign ificant consideration 
to co l l ege financ ing ,  sa laries ,  and  emp loyment trends .  They fear homework and g rades 
more than they do school v io lence ( Bureau & McRoberts,  2001  ) .  
• The UCLA H igher Education Research l nstitute's annua l  s u rvey i nd icates that student's 
stress levels have stead i ly  g rown over the past 1 5  years. I n  1 985 1 6% of the 
respondents felt "frequently overwhe lmed by a l l  I have to do" By 2 000, th is number has 
nearly doubled to 28 . 1 % .  
Vo l u n t e e ri s m ,  C o m m u n ity a n d  C i v i c  R e n ewa l 
• From 1 984 to 1 999 ,  the share of h igh  schools offer ing any k ind of community service 
p rogram grew from 27% to 83% and those with service learn ing programs more than 
q uadrupled from 9% to 46% (Strauss & Howe , 2000) .  
• This generation be l ieves that they need to fix th i ngs  and they overwhelm ing ly are 
choos ing to become loca l ly ,  not g lobal ly ,  involved ( Levine  & Cureton ,  1 998) .  
• The p roportion of students volu nteered i n  the p revious year increased from 62% i n  1 989 
to an a l l-time h igh of 8 1  % in 2000 (Ch ron ic le of H i gher Education Almanac Issue 2 00 1 -
02) . 
• Service wi l l  conti nue  to p lay an i mportant ro le ,  a s  more incoming freshman have 
i nvo lved themselves with comm un ity service th rough  h igh  school .  This may become 
one of the b iggest se l l i ng points of G reek-letter organ izations"  (Cufaude, 2000) .  
"Wh a t  u s e d  t o  h a p p e n  t o  u s  a t  t h e  c o l l e g e  l ev e l  h a s  n o w  b e e n  b r o u g h t  
d o w n  t o  fifth g ra d e .  T h e  w h o l e  fee l i n g  i s  m u c h  m ore pres s u re ,  
p re s s u re ,  p res s u re . "  - Ass i s t a n t  D i st r i c t  Attorney S y l v i a  Werth e i m e r i n  
res p o n s e  to N ew Y o rk C i ty's d ec i s i o n  t o  u s e  t h e  r e s u l ts of t h e  4th 
g ra d e  state test as a p ro m o t i o n  g a u g e .  
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H ISTO� ICAL T�ENL>S 
AND EVENTS 
Many prognosticators come ou t  wrong o n  their predict ion s  o f  youth because, accord ing to 
Strauss and Howe (2000) , they assume that each g eneration  wi l l  be a l inear extension of the 
one before . Levine a n d  Cureton ( 1 998) ,  who a lso carefu l l y  study h istorical  cycles and 
g enerat ional development ,  very much agree that h istory evolves i n  a cyc l ica l  pattern . "Each 
new generation attempts to solve a prob lem fac ing the previous youth generation ,  corrects the 
behavioral excesses it sees in the current m id- l ife generation ,  and  f i l ls  a social role being 
vacated by the depart ing elder g eneration" ( B rownste in , 2000) . 
Accord ing  to Strauss and Howe ( 1 99 1 ) there is a recurring  cycle of four  g enerat ional types , 
a l ternately labe led as dom i nant or recessive, that c larifies peer personal i ty of a generation :  
Reactive:  recess ive; sp i ri tual  awaken ing i n  youth , secu l a r  cris is i n  ris ing adu lthood 
and mid-l ife ,  sp i ri tua l  in e lderhood ; "p icaresque l ifestyle of survival and adventure" (pp .  
74-75). 
C i vi c :  dominant ,  outer-fixated; secu lar  cris is in  youth and ris i ng  adu l thood , sp i ri tual  
awaken ing in mid-l ife and e lderhood ; "heroic l ife cycle of secular ach ievement and 
reward"  (pp .  74-75) . 
Adaptive:  recess ive ,  secu lar cris is  i n  youth , sp i ri tua l  awaken ing i n  r is ing adu lthood and 
mid-l ife , secular cri s i s  in  e lderhood ; "gentee l  l i fe cycle of expert ise and  amel ioration" (pp. 
74-75) . 
A Civic G eneration typica l ly g rows up as protected youths ,  comes of age as a un i ted high 
achieving g roup of r is ing adults ,  bu i lds powerful i nst i tut ions as  m id -l ifers and emerge as active 
and  i nvolved as e lders . 
· 
Mi l lenn ia ls ,  accord ing to S trauss and Howe ( 1 99 1  ) , wi l l  be  dominan t, outer-fixated civics .  Their 
a rchetype wi l l  probably be hero, characterized as p rotected chi ld re n ,  heroic adult team workers, 
energetic mid- l ifers , powerful  e lders (p .  84) .  
"Every g e n e ra t i o n  is m o l d e d  by w o r l d  e v e n t s · t h a t  h a p p e n  d u ri n g  t h e i r  
f o rm a t i v e  y e a rs .  P e o p l e  w h o  l i v e d  t h ro u g h  t h e  G re a t  D e p ress i o n  a re 
t h rifty . P eop l e  w h o  l i ved t h ro u g h  V i e t n a m  m a y  b e  w a ry o f  a u t h o ri ty. 
T h i s  g e n era t i o n  is l i k e l y  t o  b e  v e ry p ra c t i c a l ,  res o l u te a n d  c o nfi d e nt." 
· - A n n  F i s h m a n ,  P re s i d e n t  o f  G e n e ra t i o n a l  T a rg e t e d  M a rket i n g  
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GENE;:<A TIONAL CYCLES 
Yea r B o rn Type G e ne ra t i o n  Locat ion i n  H i story 
I dea l ist Puri ta n  Puritan Awakening 
Reactive Caval ier  Rel ig ious In to lerance 
Civic G lorious G lorious Revolut ion 
Adaptive E n l ightenment  Age of E n l ightenment 
I deal ist Awaken ing  G reat Awakening 
Reactive L iberty French/ I nd ian War 
Civic Repu bl ica n American Revol ution 
Adaptive Comp romise Era of Good Feel ing 
I dea l ist Transcendenta l  Transcendental Awaken in 
Reactive G i lded Civ i l  War 
Adaptive Progressive Reconstruction 
Idea l ist M iss ionary Missionary Awakening 
Reactive Lost World War I 
Civic G . I .  Depression/WW 1 1  
Adaptive S i lent Superpower America 
Idea l ist Boom Boom Awaken ing  
Reactive UX" Mi l lenn ia l  Era 
Civic M i l l enn ia l  2 1 st Century 
Source: Strau s s ,  W . ,  & H owe , N .  ( 1997) .  The fourth turn i n g :  An American prophecy 
Accord ing  to Strauss and Howe, in  predictab le rhythms ,  cycles of civic minded generations 
have created societies that the subsequent g roup fi nds acceptab le and adapt ive , g iving way to 
idea l ist  risk  taking and change, resu lt ing i n  societal decay protested with apathy by a reactive 
generation .  This sequence necessitates the need for societal repair and rebui ld ing which is 
accompl ished by recycl ing to the next civic m inded g enerations .  
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Eve nts t h at M a d e  t h e  B i g g est I m p re s s i on 
o n  t h e  H i g h  S c h o o l  C l ass of 2 0 0 0 :  
" M i l l e n n i a l s  w i l l  form t h e  c o m m u n it i es t h a t  t h e  a l i e n a t e d  Xers l o n ged 
for,  h e a l  t h e  s o c i et a l  fa b ri c  w o rn b y  n a rc i s s i s t i c  B o o m e rs ,  a n d  b u i l d  
i n s t i t u t i o n s  as d i d  t h e i r  G . I .  fo re b e a rs ." - ( S t ra u s s  & H ow e ,  2 0 0 0 )  
IM?LICA TIONS 
D e m o g ra p h i c  T r e n d s  
The news i s  good reg arding the sheer s ize o f  t he  M i l l enn ia l  generation and  the  increasing 
percentage of h igh school  g raduates attend ing co l lege .  Wh il e  these trends are potential ly 
posit ive for Greek chapters , it wi l l  be up to nat iona l  organ izations and the i r  i nd ivid ual chapters to 
capture the attention of th is cohort. There is  some cause for concern based on.  i ncoming 
fresh men data that shows a steady decl i ne  i n  men who i nd i cate a "very good chan ce" that they 
wou ld jo in  a fratern ity. The most recent data , h owever ,  was col lected from students born in 
1 982,  the very beg inn ing  of the Mi l lenn ia l  generat ion . The balan ce of the data , inc lud ing huge 
increases in boy scout m embersh ip ,  M i l l enn ia l 's  early part ic ipation in extra-curricu lar activit ies, 
achievement-orientation ,  team-orientation ,  convent iona l  attitudes , and volunteeris m  together 
suggest an opportuni ty to reverse the trend of wan ing i nterest in  G reek l i fe .  
The increas ing age o f  today's col lege students a lso suggests that the fratern i ty cons ider 
marketing its benefits to non-tradit ional students .  An example of this would be to focus on 
m i l i tary personne l  who are coming to col lege after several years of serv ice and who are often 
look ing for a trad it iona l  col lege experience with the s tructure provided by fraternities .  I n  
addition ,  mature and  l ife-experi enced students can offer younger undergrad uates 
developmental ass istan ce and mentorsh ip .  
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Regard ing the reduction  i n  the proportion of ma le  co l lege students, and the increase in m inority 
underg raduates , I agree with Cufaude (2000) who a rgues that  "a decl ine in the number of men 
cou ld  negatively impact fratern it ies i f  they do not recru i t  aggressive ly . "  Recruitment efforts by 
fratern i ties should take advantage of the psychograph ic  in formation by d evelop ing a strategic 
plan that clearly articu la tes that the fratern ity is i nc lusive and access ib le for al l  men wi l l ing to l ive 
up to our Fraterna l  Pri ncip les .  Being inclusive is s mart marketing .  Many trad it ional fraternit ies 
stand for exclus ive standards for exclus ive students .  There i s  room t o  develop a fratern ity 
brand that is i nc lus ive and access ib le .  Men wi l l  want to associate with fratern i ties that s ign ify 
strength i n  their area of in terest. As we are 
surrou nded by more information at a faster 
pace, brand ing and clearly commun icating 
what we stand for is  cri tica l .  Accord ing to 
Ne i l  Howe (200 1 ), one of the b ig reasons 
Harry Potter is  so popular is  that he 
excludes no one. He a ppeals to a l l  ages 
"Th e  real  way M i l le n n i a l s  a re s h ift i n g  
t h e  e c o n o m y  i s  n ot t h rough i n-our-face­
rebe l l i o n ,  but  ra ther  t h ro u g h  posit ive 
peer p re s s u re,  c o o perative choice 
m a ki n g  w i t h  parents,  a n d  "i ntegrity-
and connects with M i l lenn ia ls  tendency to foc u sed" p u rc h a s i ng decisi ons.  
ignore d ifferences and g ravitate toward -Strauss & Howe, 2000 
each other. 
Over the next two decades,  the rising numbers of m inori ty students attend ing undergrad uate 
inst itut ions wi ll offer an unprecedented opportun ity to a ttract qua l i ty first-generation fraternity 
members. . To do so,  successful organ izations w i l l  h ave to understand the p lurbus-unum 
d ichotomy. A focus on m u l tip le  subgroups (p l urbus)  can fa l l  short of  providing uni ty ,  and an 
emphas is on "unum" often fai l s  to recogn ize importan t  subgroup identi ty d ifferences . The ab i l i ty 
to recruit and ach ieve a d iverse fratern i ty requ i res a com m itment to shared va lues, but with in 
th is framework of un ity, d ifferences of culture, h i story, rel i g ion  and identi ty should be respected . 
Socio log ica l  evidence suggests that super ord i nate goa ls  ( i . e . ,  shared ,  overrid ing a ims) can he lp 
a g roup succeed where s imple in terg roup con tact (e .g . ,  movies ,  mea ls ,  outings ,  etc . )  have fa i led 
(Bocian ,  2002) . For examp le ,  members shou ld not t reat race as a factor that makes prospective 
members d ifferent  from one another; instead ,  . we s hou ld focus on what recru its have in 
com mon .  Making a serious commitment to  recru i t ing for a tru ly m ult icu l tural organ izat ion wi l l  
take buy-i n  from al l  levels  as wel l  as leadersh ip  i n  d eveloping appropriate imp lementation 
strateg ies. 
"T o M i l l e n n i a l s ,  d i ve rs i ty d o e s n 't m e a n  b l a c k  or w h i t e ,  i t  m e a n s  
K o re a n ,  M a l a ys i a n ,  L a tv i a n ,  G u a t e m a l a n ,  P e ru vi a n ,  N i g e ri a n ,  
T ri n i d a d i a n ,  a n d  s k i n s  i n  m o re h u e s  f r o m  m o re p l a c e s  t h a n  s e e n  i n  a ny 
g e n e ra t i o n  i n  a n y  s o c i ety i n  t h e  h i s t o ry of h u m a n i ty" (S tra uss & H ow e ,  
2 0 0 0 )  
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Psyc h o g ra p h i c  Tre n d s  
Mi l lenn ia ls  g enera l l y  have a lot of confidence and a re pos i tive. I t  wi l l  b e  important i n  our 
recru i tment efforts to describe the posi tive facts a bout  and va l ues of fratern it ies . We shou ld 
focus on promoting local ach ievements ,  ways that we help students succeed,  a n d  the team­
oriented activit ies that we offer. Even more important  than what we "sel l "  wi l l  be our abi l i ty and 
wi l l i ngness to ask M i l l enn ia l s  about the g reat th ings they would l i ke to do for the i r  cam pus, 
fraternity, commun ity and worl d .  
S ince Mi l lenn ia ls '  out look is  br ight ,  w e  wi l l  need t o  focus on t h e  extra tra in ing a n d  s k i l l s  that the 
fratern i ty can offer. I nformat ion should be practical (e . g . ,  x members went on to g raduate 
school or received s ummer i n ternsh ips ) ,  achievement-ori ented (our  G PA is x and  we d id  x 
phi lanthropies last year) ,  and d i rect. We should state these characterist ics as facts and let  the 
potent ia l  member dec ide for h imse lf. 
Men ,  in particu lar,_ a re often frustrated i n  the c lassroom . I nformat ion about acade m ic supports 
and ways that they can succeed outs ide of the classroom ( i . e . , extra-curricu lar success) shou ld 
be offered . Clear, d i rect and  va l ue-add ed benefits of the fratern i ty i nclude ,  but are not l im i ted to , 
career connections ,  real -world bus iness experience,  leadersh i p  d evelopment ,  and a p lace to 
actively work together i n  team s .  Cufa ude's (2000) assessment  that "an emphasis on 
scholarsh ip wi l l  be vita l  in order  to . a ttract a popu lat ion of s tudents that may be · th ink ing  of 
degrees past the undergraduate l eve l . "  A centra l  focus shou ld  be o n  how the fratern i ty can be a 
cata lyst for or enhance Mi l lenn ia ls ' .d reams of l ife long success . 
I n  add it ion to market ing benefi ts ,  each member needs to active ly recru it . Active recru i tm ent 
means not focus ing too much on the 1 5% that wi l l  never jo in  or the 1 5% who are going to join 
anyway, but the 70% who cou ld  go  either way. Members can do th i s  by actively g etting  to know 
pros pective members i n  c lasses ,  the recreat ion center ,  student  organ izations ,  etc .  and 
estab l ish ing real re la tionsh ips with the m .  Many of the experts we i nterv iewed emphasized the 
need to get tc'J· rea l l y  know ind ividua ls  and focus on creat ing friendsh ips with prospective 
members .  Wh i le i t  has a lways been more effective to recru i t  through  one-on-on e  relationship 
bu i ld i ng than to focus time  and money on large events ,  this wi l l  be  true more than ever with 
Mi l lenn ia ls .  Accord ing to Cufaude (2000) , "organ izations that  foster ideals such as friendship 
wil l become more attractive to the jo iner M i l lenn ia ls  than the i nd iv idua l istic  Gen X-er' s . "  
M i l lenn ials and  their parents are go ing to  be  very in terested i n  safety issues associated with 
fratern ity l ife . We wi l l  need to d emons trate efforts to provide an " i n  loco parent is" exper ience 
that wi l l  address these concerns .  First ,  members shou ld . co l lect e-mai l  addresses from parents 
and establ ish a prog ram that keeps moms and dads u pd ated about  fratern ity successes and 
even ts .  Second ,  promotiona l  materia ls shou ld c learly  h igh l i gh t  safety precaut ions ,  hea lthy 
l ifesty les ,  and an environment conducive to academic  and person a l  success .  Th is starts with 
the cond it ion of chapter houses . Chapters wi l l  n eed to ma inta in a safe environment and s hould 
consider imp+ementing a "House Director" system where g rad uate students are h i red to l ive in 
and manage the physical structu re. S uch a requ i rement  can be the most cost-effective way to 
not on ly enhance the appearance and  safety of the l iv ing env i ronment ,  but a lso confront 
behavior that many peers are u nhappy with ,  but unwi l l i ng to cha l lenge .  
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Two important  characteristics of the Mi l lenn ia l  generat ion con nect qu i te wel l  with wel l ­
estab l ished strengths of G reek l ife : team-orientation and comm u n ity service .  In  order to 
spotl ight each of these characterist ics, fraternit ies shou ld wide ly promote a l l  community-service 
activities .  Show pictures d uring recruitment that demonstrate the fraternity's commitment to 
ph i lanthrop ic endeavors and use the school newspaper to bu i l d  th i s  reputation . When service 
activit ies a re undertaken,  make sure to generously i nvite n on-members . Chapters should be 
doing several " lower-key" service activit ies if they current ly focus exclusively on an annua l  
ph i lanthropy. 
F ina l ly ,  m ost col leges and un iversit ies have picked up on the vol un teer interest of incoming 
students and have des ignated student affairs profess iona ls to coord inate volunteer efforts . 
Chapter officers should make contact with these profess iona ls  to d evelop a learn ing component 
for thei r  service act ivity. Service-learn ing is an  outstand ing way to involve faculty i n  
undergraduate chapters and the leadersh ip-related outcomes for those who participate offer the 
kind of "va l ue-enhancement" opportun it ies that M i l lenn ia ls  a re looki n g  for. 
S ince M i l l enn ia ls are more convent ional and comfortab le  with trad i tional va lues,  fratern i t ies 
should consider how to make our t ime-tested principles n ew aga in . Psychographic trends a lso 
suggest that underg raduate members shou ld be engag ing prospective members in  d iscuss ion 
about the fratern ity's princip les .  
To say that  the new generation is  more technolog ica l ly  
soph isticated than a l l  p revious generat ions is an 
understatement .  Today's cel l  phones ,  sate l l i te televis io n ,  
personal  computers are more powerfu l than the best 
bus iness systems were on ly a d ecade ago, whi le i n ternet 
access and pa l m  p i lots . have become the norm . 
Fratern it ies should cons'iaer a program to help chapters 
estab l ish chat rooms or ins tant messaging systems where 
prospective members can easi ly ta l k  with each other, 
receive fratern ity-related a n nouncements, converse with 
a lumn i  i n  a fie ld of i nterest and beg in  develop ing a 
relationsh ip  with the chapter. I n  addi t ion,  a lthqugh in i t ia l ly  
costly, investments i n  making hous ing . technologica l l y  
friend ly (broadband l i nks ,  d ig ital te levis ion , etc. ) wi l l  impact 
recru i tment and l ive-in numbers .  
S e p t e m b e r  1 1 ,  20 0 1  
" B eavis a n d  B utthead 
a n d  B a rt S i m pson 
h av e  Gen X appea l ,  
b u t  t h e  d u m b-and­
d u m b er i m age is over: 
n i n e  i n  ten of tod ay's 
M i l l en n i a l s  say t h ey 
l i ke to be consid .ered 
' s m a rt"' 
- H owe (2001) 
Whi le  it's too early to tel l exactly how the events of September  1 1  w i l l  impact these forecasts, 
some d iscussion is warranted . F i rst, it is s imp ly a matter of common sense to suggest that 
safety-concerns ,  a l ready a Mi l lenn ia l  attribute,  wi l l  be he ightened . Second,  there is evidence 
that students may be choosing to stay closer to home. 
Moreover, Noel-Levitz, a d ivis ion of Sa l l ie  Mae that specia l izes i n  enrol lment management, 
surveyed 323 i nst itut ions and found that about ha lf of the col l eges i nd icated that both loca l and 
reg ional i nqu iries had r isen from th is t ime l ist year,  whi le 20 percent of the institutions reported a 
decrease in nat ional inqu i ries .  This may a lso have some reg iona l  imp l icat ions. 
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I nstitutions i n  the M idwest have experienced the g reatest i ncreases in loca l  and reg iona l 
app l ican ts .  Ch icago's Northwestern U n ivers ity, for examp le ,  reported a 1 0-percent jump in 
overa l l  app l icat ions  from last year, but a 27 percent su rg e  i n  in -state app l icants. These figures 
reinforce a potent ia l  trend of students choosing to stay c loser to home (Hoover, 2002) . If this is 
the case ,  fraternit ies cou ld consider efforts which conn ect current members to local or reg ional 
h igh school students . Provid ing some service to a loca l  educat ional institution ,  for example 
could have mean ingfu l benefits. ' 
CONCLUSION 
The M i l l enn ia l s  are opt im istic, confident ,  safety-concerned ,  techno log ical ly soph isticated ,  tearn­
oriented , parenta l ly  influenced, conventiona l ,  stressed , civica l ly  i ncl ined ,  and d riven to achieve. 
These characteristics a re important generat iona l cues that successfu l organ izations wi l l  use to 
effectively g u ide marketing ,  recru itment and tra i n ing  efforts . For fraternit ies , th is research can 
serve as a stimu lus  for making t ime honored pr inc ip les more c learly relevant to col lege men in 
the futu re. 
Whi le  the pr inc ip les of today's fraternit ies a re sol id a n d  eterna l ,  these truths can be more 
effectively com mun icated and u lt imately rea l ized by studying current and future generations. 
Demograph ic ,  psychograph ic, and h istorical-cu ltural s h ifts make it necessary to constantly 
evaluate how fraterna l  p ri ncip les and o rgan izationa l  benefits a re communicated . 
This generationa l  research is ,  however, on ly a n  i n itia l  step in  p lann ing for the future. This 
- resource conta ins research gu ided forecasts a imed at p rovid i ng  fraternit ies with a compass for 
strateg ic  p lann i ng .  I t  is now up to the members of fratern ities at a l l  levels ( ind iv iduals ,  chapters, 
fratern ity headquarters , campuses , etc . )  to d iscuss the i m p l icat ions of these forecasts with in the 
context of fraterna l  pr incip les and map out specific  route s for h ealthy progress .  
The journey shou ld be dynamic and i nclus ive. Harry S .  Truman  is quoted as saying, "Men 
make h istory ,  and not the other way a round .  I n  periods where there is no leadersh ip ,  societ 
stands sti l l .  Progress occurs when cou rageous ,  sk i l lfu l  leaders se ize the opportun ity to chang 
th ings for the better ."  
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I get questions every month from businesspeople looking for something about the newest 
generation of workers. They'd l ike an updated version of Twentysomething or Beyond 
Generation X, books I wrote in 1'991 and 1 996. Along with Bruce Tulgan's Managing 
Generation X, they're the classics on managing and motivating you ng employees. The 
th i ng is ,  the you ng employees we were talking about in those three books are well 
established in the workplace today, and the next generation is  showing up with a whole 
new perspective, a d ifferent set of val ues, a d istinctive work ethic. They're as different from 
Generation X as they can be. By and large, it's the Gen-Xers who are managing them, and 
who are looking for help i n  understanding just what the M i l lennials are al l  about. Thus this 
article. I think you ' l l  find a fairly comprehensive treatment of M i l lennial  employees. 
Who They Are 
They're the hottest com mod ity on the job market si nce Rosie the Riveter. They're sociable, 
optimistic, talented, well-edu cated , collaborative, open-minded, i nfl uential, and 
achievement-oriented . They've always felt sought after, needed , indispensable. They are 
arriving in the workplace with higher expectations than any generation before them-and 
they're so well con nected that, if an employer doesn't match those expectations, they can 
tell thousands of their cohorts with one click of the mouse. They're the M i l lennial  
Generation. Born between 1 980 and 2000, they're a generation nearly as large as the 
Baby Boom, and they're charged with potentia l .  They're variou sly cal led the I nternet 
Generation, Echo Boomers, the Boomlet, Nexters, Generation Y, the N i ntendo Generation, 
the Dig ital Generation , and,  i n  Canada, the Su nshine Generation.  But several thousand of 
them sent suggestions about what they want to be called to Peter Jennings at 
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abcnews .com, and " M il lennials" was the clear winner. 
i a.gc; L Of 
I n  this uncerta in  economy and highly competitive business environment, com pa nies across 
North Am erica recognize that the d ifferentiator is their people. Those organizations that 
emerge as win ners in  the battle for talent wi l l  have their fingers on the pulse of this newest 
generat ion.  They'll design specific tech n iq ues for recruit ing, managing,  motivating, and 
reta in ing them . 
The M i l lennials are just enteri ng the workforce, and,  as they d o, employers a re scram bling 
to fi nd out everything they can about them . Are they Gen-Xers on steroids? Or are they a 
new breed entirely? How do they choose a career? And why? How wil l  they change the 
workplace as we know it today? What a re they looking for when they post their resu mes on 
monster.com? _What is their work ethic? What is u nique about them? How d o  the best and 
brightest managers com m u n icate with and motivate them? 
While we' l l  continue to .see older col leagues-Xers, Boomers, and Veteran s-supeNising 
the newest recru its, other scenarios will become common place: experienced Boomers 
reporting to a fresh-faced Mi l lennial .  . .  mem bers of all four generations working side-by-side 
on team s  . . .  a M i l lennial  ca l l ing on a powerful Gen-X client. J ust as the Xers and Boomers 
final ize their own negotiations for an u ncerta in workplace peace, opti mistic M i l lennials find 
themselves at the mercy of Xer skepticism . Gen-Xers com plain the Mi l lennials are another 
indulged generation l ike the Boomers-that they're self-absorbed and Pol lyan na-ish.  
Mi l lennials charge that Gen-Xers are cynical and al oof-that they throw a wet blanket on 
fresh ideas and ideal ism. 
As the most recent generation to enter the fray, the Mi l len n ials are l ikely to ask their older 
colleagues to chi l l  out, get a l ife, and walk a m i le in  a younger generation's shoes . 
Shaped by Their Times 
Born from 1 980 through 2000, the most influential years for this generation as a whole are 
the 90s and the OOs. They' re the first generation to grow up surrou nded by d ig ital med ia .  
"They're t h e  'Babies on Board' o f  t h e  early Reagan years, t h e  'Have You H ugged Your 
Child Today' sixth graders of the early Cl inton years, and the teens of Col u m bi ne," say Neil 
H owe and Wil l iam Strauss in Millennials Rising (Vintage Books, 2000). 
Just as al l  g enerations are progra m med from the moment of birth, the M i l lennials began a 
series of progra m m i ng experiences when they were infants. These experiences created 
the filters through which they see the world-especially the world of work. E ig ht key trends 
of the 90s and OOs have had a profound effect on their generational personal ity. 
• Focus on chi ldren and family.  In the decades right before and after the turn of the 
Mi l lenn ium,  Americans moved the spotl ight back onto kids and their fam il ies. That 
spotl ight has swu ng l ike a pendulum over the last s ixty years. During the post-WW I I  
era, chi ldren were al l  the rage." It w a s  a popu lar t i m e  t o  b e  having k ids and t o  b e  a 
k id .  Then, when the Gen-Xers were growing up,  the spotlight had shifted. Latchkey 
kids,  chi ldren of d ivorce, and kids with two working parents found themselves 
growing up on their own, in  the shadow of the Baby Boom.  One Gen-Xer told me, 
"The Boomers took so much and left us so d ry."  The early 90s saw the spotl ight 
swinging back. Las Vegas and Club Med went family. Parents and g randparents 
took the kids along on trips across the cou ntry and to destinations a l l  over the globe. 
Eating out-once an adult thing-becam e  a fami ly matter. N inety percent of fathers 
attended the birth of their chi ld ren. The Federal Foru m on Family Statistics reported 
that national attention to chi ldren was at an al l-t ime high (The earl ier peak was in 
the 1 960s when the Boomers were kids . ). Older parents-the average age for 
moms was now 27-brought more maturity to their roles as caregivers, teachers, 
and coaches. 
• Scheduled, structured lives. The M i l lennials were the busiest generation of 
chi ld ren we've ever seen in the U . S ,  g rowing up facing time pressu res trad itional ly 
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reserved for adults. Parents and teachers micromanaged their sched ules, plan n i ng 
things out for them, leaving very l ittle u n structured free time. They were signed u p  
for soccer ca mp, karate cl ub ,  a n d  bal let lessons-and their pa rents were called into 
service, shutt l ing them from one activity to the next. Some started carrying 
Oaytimers when they were in elementary school . 
• M u lticultural ism. Kids grew up in the 90s and OOs with more d aily i nteraction with 
other ethnicities and cultures than ever before. The most recent data from UCLA's 
Higher Education Research I nstitute shows that i nterracial interaction a mong 
college freshmen has reached a record h igh.  
• Terrorism. Duri ng their most formative years, M i l lenn ials witnessed the bom bing 
and devastation of the Murrah federal bui ld ing in Oklahoma City.  They watched in  
horror as two Columbine High School students ki l led and wou nded their 
classmates, and as school shootings became a three-year trend.  And their 
catalyzing generational event-the one that binds them as a g eneration, the 
catastroph ic moment they al l  witnessed d u ring their first, most formative years-is, 
of course, the terrorist attacks on September 1 1 , 200 1 . 
• H eroism. Emergi ng out of those acts of violence, M i l lennials watched the re­
emergence of the American hero. Policemen, firemen, firefighters, and mayors were 
pictu red on the front page of the rewspaper, featured on TV s pecials,  and portrayed 
in art and memorabi l ia .  I n  the 1 0  months fol lowing 9/1 1 ,  the word hero was heard 
more than it had been in the entire 1 0  years before. 
• Patriotism. During the post-Vietna m  and Watergate era, patriotism was at an al l­
t ime low. Displaying the American flag,  always and forever the right thing to do for 
mem bers of the WWI I Generation, had become less and less com mon-particularly 
a mong disi l l usioned Boomers and skeptical Xers. September 1 1  changed al l  that. 
Stores that carried flags sold out within 24 hours, ordered more and sold out aga in .  
Every other home and car seemed to f ly  the old red-white-and-blue. 
Businesspeople sported the stars and stripes on their lapels, and kids wore T-sh irts 
with flags on the front, on the back, and on the shoulder. It seemed that national 
pride had been tested , and the overwhelming verdict was that patriotism was a l ive 
and wel l .  The UCLA freshmen su rvey reported signs of renewed political  interest. 
The percentage of students who reported d iscussing politics represented the 
" largest one-year increase s ince the 1 992 presidential election year." 
• Parent advocacy. The Mil lennials were raised , by and large, by active, involved 
parents who often interceded on their behalf. Protective Boomer and Xer parents 
tried to ensure their chi ldren wou ld grow up safely and be treated wel l .  Parents 
challenged poor grades, negotiated with the soccer coach, visited col lege 
ca mpuses with their charges, and even went along to Army recru iting centers. 
Then, too, M i l lennials actual ly like their parents. In the Generation 200 1  survey, 
conducted by Lou Harris on behalf of Northwest Mutual Life I nsurance, Mom and 
Dad were most often named when you ng people were asked whom they admired . 
• G lobal ism. With penpals in Singapore and Senegal , M i l lennials grew u p  seeing 
thi ngs as g lobal , connected , and open for busi ness 24/7 . 
Compell ing M essages 
Growing up, Mi l lennials were bom barded with a un ique set of consistent and com pel l ing 
messages-many of them so i m bedded in the culture that adults, let a lone chi ldren, were 
barely even aware of them . The school system reinforced a disti nct set of values. 
Parenting patterns u n ique to the era molded a new generational perspective. The era had 
its own mood that pervaded the developing perspective of youth. These messages had a 
profound effect on the generation as a whole: 
• Be smart-you are special .  They've been catered to si nce they were t iny. Think 
N ickolodeon, Baby Gap, and Sports Illustrated for Kids. 
• Leave no one behind. They were taught to be i nclusive and tolerant of other races, 
religions, and sexual orientations .  
• Connect 24/7. They learned to be interdependent-on fami ly,  friends,  and 
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teachers. M ore Mi l lennials say they can l ive without the television than the 
com puter. Many prefer chatting on line to tal king on the phone. 
• Achieve now! Some parents hired private agents to l ine up the right col lege; others 
got started choosing the right pre-school while the ch i ld was sti l l  in the womb. 
• Serve your comm unity. Fifty percent of high school students reported volu nteering 
in their com m u nities, many of their high schools requiring community service hours 
for graduat ion .  On one Roper Survey, when M i l lennials were asked for the major 
cause of problems in the U . S . ,  they answered selfishness. 
M i l lennial  C ha racteristics 
All of this translates i nto a generation of employees with a d ifferent work ethic than any other, certainly 
d ifferent from their Gen X col leagues. Here are the main components of thei r work eth ic: 
• Confident. Raised by parents believing in  the im portance of self-esteem , they characteristically 
consider themselves ready to overcome challenges and leap tal l  bui ld i ngs. Managers who 
believe in "paying your dues" and coworkers who don't think opin ions are worth l i stening to 
u nless they come from someone with a prereq uisite number of years on the resu me find this can 
do attitude unsett l ing .  
• Hopeful .  They're described a s  opt imistic yet practica l .  They believe in  the future a n d  their role in 
it .  They've read about businesses with basketbal l  courts, stockrooms stocked with beer for 
employers, and com panies that pay your way through school . They expect a workplace that is 
chal lenging, col laborative, creative, fu n,  and financial ly rewarding.  
• Goal- and achievement-oriented. J u st a day after she won a totally u nexpected Olympic gold 
medal ,  skater Sara Hughes was ta lking about her next goal-scoring a perfect 1 600 on her SATE 
Many M il lennials arrive at their first day of work with personal goals on paper. 
• C ivic-mi nded. They were taught to th ink in  terms of the greater good . They have a high rate of 
volunteerism.  They expect companies to contribute to their communities-and to operate in way� 
that create a sustai nable environment. 
• Incl usive. M i l lennials are used to being organized in  teams-and to making certa i n  no one is left 
behind .  They expect to earn a l iv ing in a workplace that is fair to al l ,  where d iversity is the norm­
and they'll use their col lective power if they feel someone is treated unfairly. 
The Dig ital D ivide 
Federal reports show that M i l lennials are health ier and more econom ically secure than any 
earlier generation .  They are personal ly conservative about issues l ike d rinking and driving. 
Read ing scores have im proved . The rate of high school grad uates who go on to receive a 
college degree is at an a l l-tim e  h igh .  There's lots of good news about this newest 
generation of employees. 
There's also one d isti nct a rea of great concern . It's cal led the d ig ital d ivide. Never has the 
gap between the have's and the have-not's been so great. There is a whole group of 
Mi l lennials com i ng of age separate from the experience we've d iscussed so far i n  this 
chapter. 
Sixteen percent grew u p-or are cu rrently growing u p-in poverty. Although every 
generation has mem bers who grew up poor, never have the d ifferences been so d ramatic. 
The schism is about technology. Whi le demographers debate just how i nfluentia l  d igital 
technology has been on the Mi l len n ia l  personal ity, no one dou bts its profou nd i mpact. I t  is 
certa in ly the great u n ifier of M i l lennia ls  from places as d iverse as Geneva, Japan,  and 
Jersey. M ore than a ny other factor, it  has united the generation, even global ly.  
Yet there's a group of young people who grew u p-and are growing u p-without access to 
a computer-at home, at school , or i n  the com m u n ity. As responsible busi nesspeople, we 
need to reach out to those who grew u p  or a re growing up beyond the d ivide. Compan ies 
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l ike M icrosoft who have donated l iteral ly mi l l ions of dollars to com mun ity programs that 
make computers avai lable to low-income chi ldren are lead ing the way. I nternships, 
mentoring, and tra in ing programs make a big d ifference. In the true spirit of d iversity, 
forward-thi nking com pan ies wil l  reach out to young new employees who've grown up 
without the benefit of the best our society has to offer-but who want to create chal lenging, 
satisfying, meaningfu l work l ives for themselves. 
6 P rinci ples of M i l lennial  M anagement 
So how do you translate what you've read so far i nto you r  day-to-day l ife on the job? What 
do today's you ng employees want? If we're designing recru iti ng programs and 
management systems based on their values and needs, how do we proceed? What k ind of 
work environments attract, retain ,  and motivate M i l lennial coworkers? 
Here are their six most freq uent req uests: 
1 .  You be the leader. This generation has g rown u p  with structure and supervision,  
with parents who were role models. The "You be the parent" TV commercials are 
right on . M i l lennials a re looking for leaders with honesty and integrity. It's not that 
they don't want to be leaders themselves, they'd j ust l i ke some great role models 
first. 
2. Chal lenge me. M il lennials want learn ing op portu n ities. They want to be assign ed to 
projects they can learn from. A recent Randstad em ployee survey fou nd that "trying 
new thi ngs" was the most popular item.  They're looking for growth, development, a 
career path. 
3. Let me work with friends. M il lennials say they want to work with people they click 
with .  They l ike being friends with coworkers. Employers who provide for the socia l  
aspects of work wi l l  find those efforts well rewarded by th is  newest cohort. Some 
companies are even i nterviewing and hir ing grou ps of friends.  
4 .  Let's have fun. A l ittle hu mor, a b i t  of  s i l l iness, even a l ittle irreverence wi l l  make 
your work environment more attractive. 
5 .  Respect me. "Treat o u r  ideas respectful ly , "  they ask, "even though we haven't been 
arou nd a long t ime."  
6. Be flexible. The busiest generation ever isn't going to give up its activities just 
because of jobs. A rigid schedule is a su re-fire way to lose your Mi l lennial  
employees. 
The Workplace of Tomorrow 
For years, we've given l ip  service to internal customer service . It means treating 
employees the way we do customers. But, as far as I can tel l ,  in most com pan ies the idea 
really hasn't been put i nto practice. The M i l lennial  workforce will cause us to make i nternal 
customer service a way of d oing business. 
"Well ,  maybe ,"  you're sayi ng .  "But what if the economy takes a nose dive-or another 
nose dive? Then these you ng people won 't be able to be qu ite so dema nding, wil l  they? 
It'll be a seller's market. We won't have to bend over backwards to cater to them."  
I 'm afra id bending over backwards is  just what we're going to have to do,  although I th ink i t  
wi l l  be a lot  more fu n and reward ing than it might seem. You see, we're going to need 
M i l lennial  workers desperately over the next decade-even if the economy doesn't take 
wings. It's those dang Baby Boomers who are causing the problems.  The average age for 
a nurse is  47 . That means she-or he-wil l  be moving on before long. Half of all certified 
school teachers plan to retire withi n  five years. S ixty percent of al l  Federal workers are 
Baby Boomers who say they're on the edge of retirement. There's no getting arou nd it. 
We're going to need those M i l lennials.  
So back to the internal customer service idea . It 's t ime to th ink of our businesses l i ke we 
would a smal l  retai l  venture.  Just as we wou ld consider customers, we need to consider 
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employees. We need to ask ourselves: 
• Where do our employees tend to come from and where can we get m ore l ike th 
• How can we attract them? 
• What kind of experience and environment a re they looki ng for? 
• Once we've got them here, how can we keep them com i ng back? 
• What kind of perks can we offer that will have them stick with us? 
• How can we reward the most loyal of them ?  
Getting Ready for t h e  M i l lennials 
Be Prepared For . . .  
• high expectations 
• possible i nvolvement of parents 
Don't . . .  
• expect them to pay their d ues 
• throw a wet blanket on their enthusiasm 
Do . . .  
• encourage them 
• mentor them 
• learn from them 
The Handbasket Theory 
"Kids. I don't know what's wrong with these kids today. " 
--from Bye Bye Birdie 
As I write this, the majority of M i l lenn ials are sti l l  k ids.  And, despite the facts, they're 
gett ing a bad rap.  You 're fami l iar  with the hand basket theory. It 's as old as time. It says, 
"Kids just a in 't no good these days." It says, "Today's kids are going to hell in a 
hand basket."  
Ask arou n d .  You ' l l  see what I mean. Some people wi l l  tel l  you that today's kids are rude. 
That they're not learning anything in school .  That they have no respect. Frankly, I think 
those statements say more a bout the people saying them than they do about kids today. 
Sure ,  there are some bad ones, but close exam i nation shows they're a pretty good lot. 
Let's take four of the most common myths a bout Mi l lennials and look at the reality: 
Myth 
1 .Today's kids are violent. 
2. Teen pregna ncy is u p .  
3 .  Kids' u s e  o f  d rugs is  
vww. generationsatwork. com/articles/mil l  enials. htm 
Reality 
In the l ast two decades, the volume of 
serious teen violent crime decl ined 
d ramatical ly. 
Teen pregnancy is  fal l i ng at the fastest 
rate ever recorded . 
Accord i ng to M i ke M ales, author of 
)Generations at Work: Managing Millenials 
up.  
4 .  They're l ike X squared.  
Framing Youth (Common Courage 
Press, 1 999), "every rel iable measure 
shows that com pared to adults, modern 
adolescents use mi lder d rugs.  Teens 
take d rugs in lower quantit ies. Teens 
use d rugs less freq uently. Teens use 
d rugs in less risky setti ngs.  Teens are 
less l i kely to mix d rugs with each other 
and with alcohol .  Teens a re particularly 
un l ikely to d rive after using alcohol or 
d rugs."  
This doesn't say m uch for Gen-Xers, 
who, in fact, have made tremendous 
contributions to the success of 
organizations in all indu stries in the last 
two decades. But Mi l lennials as a 
generation have more i n  common with 
Baby Boomers and mem bers of the 
WWI I  Generation than they do with 
Generation Xers. 
"In the real world, young people behave better than any generation in decades. " 
--Mike Males, "Ignore Fear Mongers; the Kids are Okay, " 
San Jose Mercury News, April 29, 2002 
3 Cool Ideas for Managing Mi l lennials 
1 .  Design office space so that M il lennials are set u p  physical ly to share ideas. 
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2. Consider assigning projects to groups of employees who are evaluated as a grou p 
for reaching a goal . 
3 .  Set u p  a reverse mentoring program.  Com pan ies from Procter and Gamble to 
Siemens have set up tutoring for middl e-aged executives. Young newcomers help 
the executives navigate the Net. Jack Welch of General Electric fame says that "e­
business knowledge is  usual ly i nversely proportional to age and rank." GE matched 
1 ,000 managers and 1 , 000 young employees. Even though the younger cohort had 
just joined the firm, they tended to und erstand new technologies better than GE's 
finest. 
M i llennials at Work 
Liabil ities 
distaste for menial work 
lack of ski l ls for deal ing with 
d ifficult people 
http ://www. genera tionsatwork. com/ arti cles/millenials .htm 
Assets 
multitasking 
goal orientation 
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im patience 
lack of experience 
confidence 
M i l lenn ials: 
What They Want From a Job 
• to work with positive people 
• to be chal lenged 
• to be treated respectfu l ly 
• to learn new knowledge and ski l ls  
• to work i n  friendly environ ments 
• to have flexible schedules 
• to be paid well 
Where E m ployers Go Wrong with M i l lennials:  
• not meeting their  high expectations 
• d iscou nting their ideas for lack of experience 
• allowing negativity 
• feel ing threatened by their techni cal knowhow 
positive attitude 
tech nical savvy 
col laboration 
Page 8 
"A 60-something graduate recently reflected: 'We wanted what they want. We just 
felt we couldn 't ask. ' Herein lies the truth: what young workers want isn't so 
different from what everyone else wants. However, young workers are asking for it. ' 
--Karen Cates and Kimia Rahimi, "Mastering People Management, " 
Financial Times, November 1 9, 2001 
M i llennial Learning Preferences 
• teamwork 
• technology 
• 1 1 .  1 / 1 
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• structure 
• entertai nment & excitement 
• experiential activities 
Mil lennial Communication Preferences 
• positive 
• respectful 
• respectable 
• motivational 
• electronic 
• goal-focused 
Q&A 
Dear C laire, 
I always have to tell  my teenage and twentysomething employees to do a task - they don't 
take the i nitiative to get the work done. They just don't seem to have the work ethic that my 
older workers do. What's the secret to m otivating them? 
Eric 
Dear E ric, 
This is  a chal lenge that lots of managers and su pervisors face. The work ethic of older 
generations was d ifferent. Typically, the oldest generation was intrinsical ly motivated­
they worked for work's sake, and considered it an honor just to have a job. Baby Boomers 
characteristical ly have worked hard becau se their self-image was based on their careers. 
Teenagers and twentysometh ing employees often have a d ifferent work ethic. M ost are in  
the no fear category-not motivated by threats of punishment or fir ing. 
The key is  to get to know each as an ind iv idual :  find out what is  important to him or her, 
why they're working, what they want to get out of their jobs. Get them to teach you how to 
motivate them. Then ask them to d o  the task and sel l them on the benefit to them of doing 
that task.  It may also help to set goals with each of them for the next 60 d ays or so, with a 
reward at the end, so that when you assign tasks, they can see where accomplishing that 
task will take them . 
I know it sou nds com pl icated, but it's a l l  based on getti ng to know each person as an 
ind ivid ual ,  someth ing I ' l l  bet you 're a lready g ood at. 
For information on speeches and workshops about managing Mi l lennials, cal l  303-322-
0474 or email ClaireRaines@aol .co m .  
more articles 
All Online Transactions Take Place on a Sec u re Server 
Cal l  Tammy Hughes, Director of Training at 940-761 -1 306 
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Misreading Millennials 
The politics of a rising generation 
J u l ia n  Sanchez 
Free 
Issue 
December 2003 
The Millennials -- the teens and young twentysomethings born after 1 98 1  -­
are coming of age at a time when American culture' s  longstanding youth 
fetish is reaching autoparodic proportions. Adults today may not smoke 
dope with the neighbor kids like American Beauty' s  Lester Burnham or 
throw raging keggers like the over-3 0  frat boy� of Old School, but these pop 
culture fantasies of regression are symptomatic of an elder generation that 
often grotesquely identifies with, is fascinated by, and seeks to live 
vicariously through its offspring. 
During the 1 990s, federal spending on kids rose faster than spending on 
seniors or working-age adults for the first time since the 1 920s. Yet for all 
our national obsession with doing things "for the children," there's  l ittle 
agreement on the political character of the largest demographic cohort since 
the baby boom. The Millennials serve as a political Rorschach test, with 
partisans of the left and the right each seeing their own proclivities as 
dominant. 
Conservatives can point to a 2002 survey conducted by the University of 
California at B erkeley, hardly a noted bastion of right-wing bias, that found 
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today' s  teens are far more likely than adults to support prayer in school, 
federal aid to faith-based charities, and restrictions on abortion. Or to a 
recent Newsweek Web piece on "The New Cool" that noted the rise of a 
conservative sensibility even in self-consciously edgy youth magazines. Or 
to a study by the Harvard Institute of Politics that found college students 
supporting the war in Iraq by a ratio of 2 to 1 .  A much cited (and much 
ridiculed) piece in The New York Times Magazine even coined the cringe­
inducing term "Hipublicans" to describe the new collegiate right. 
But it 's  not clear that even self-identified young conservatives fit their own 
pigeonhole. Jim Eltringham of the Leadership Institute, which helps right­
wing campus clubs and newspapers get off the ground, attributes the growth 
of campus conservatism to a backlash against the left ' s  hegemony in 
university faculties. 
Today' s  students bridle against the academic left's  assault on America and 
American institutions, he argues. But this means that many students are 
really concluding only by process of elimination that they must be 
"conservatives. " It remains to be seen whether the value set driving such a 
trend is conservatism per se or merely a kind of reactive nationalism. 
Those who lean left can adduce evidence of their own to suggest that kids 
today are good little progressives. According to the Institute of Politics 
survey, college students ' trust in the federal government, while down from 
its post-9/ 1 1 peak, remains 1 5  percentage points higher than in 2000, a 
drastic departure from Generation X skepticism. Then there' s  the case made 
by Anna Greenberg of the Kennedy S chool of Government. While their Gen 
X predecessors were a highly conservative bunch, Greenberg writes in The 
American Prospect, Millennials have "halted these trends toward 
Republicanism fairly decisively." She cites their "progressive, populist" 
attitudes on the environment, gay rights, and affinnative action. 
While Greenberg qualifies her conclusions, she also overreaches in inferring 
a political sea change. She quotes figures showing that today's students are 
more apt to identify themselves as Democrats than are Gen Xers in their 
r age 
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30s. But since a cohort ' s  views may change as it ages, the comparison is far 
less revealing than one between the same age group at different times. And 
Greenberg makes no mention of that Institute of Politics survey, which finds 
Democratic and Republican self-identification running neck and neck 
among students at 29 percent and 26 percent respectively. Both parties have 
lost ground since 2000, with more students now declaring themselves 
independent, but Democrats have fallen further in the same span of time. 
Perhaps the problem is not the data but the models used by partisans. S ince 
our central political metaphor is the left-right spectrum, trends that don't fit 
well into binary categories tend to be misidentified.  To more accurately 
understand Millennial attitudes, it ' s  useful to dispense with old categories 
and look at broader cultural trends. 
The early 1 980s saw the beginning of a significant change in parenting 
philosophy: Gone were the days when parents were encouraged to seek 
personal fulfillment, assured that their kids would tum out fine so long as 
they were given plenty of latitude for their own development. The phrase 
latchkey kid, a media scare term two decades ago, has all but vanished from 
the press. Social scientists at the University of Michigan found that from 
1 98 1 to 1 997, the early childhood years for Millennials, children's  
unsupervised " free" or "unstructured" time declined by 3 7  percent. 
Millennials are the most doted upon, fussed over, and scheduled generation 
in living memory. Although far less violent than their counterparts of a 
decade ago, they have grown accustomed to attending schools that resemble 
airport security lines. In an article in Sweden' s  Axess Magazine, William 
Strauss and Neil Howe, generational studies gurus and authors of 
Millennials Rising, call today' s  young adults "America' s  new conformists,"  
observing that they "believe in security rather than radicalism, political 
order rather than social emancipation, collective responsibility rather than 
personal expression."  
The defining youth icon of the early '90s was the suicidal Kurt Cobain, the 
apotheosis of the alienated loner. Now the airwaves are dominated by 
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synchronized, interchangeable boy bands and Gap ads featuring khaki-clad 
clones. Standing out is out; fitting in is in. As Strauss emphatically says, 
"This is not a libertarian generation." Gen Xers were stereotyped as 
politically " apathetic," but as a character in the foundational Gen X film 
Slackers notes, withdrawing in disgust is not the same thing as apathy. 
Millennials do not withdraw in disgust: They are not only more conformist 
but more sanguine about politics. 
Scott B eale, author of Millennial Manifesto, attributes this attitude in part to 
the political scandals that shaped the different generations. Other recent 
youth cohorts recall Watergate and Iran-Contra -- scandals involving 
institutional abuse of power. But if you say scandal to ' 80s b abies, they're 
more likely to think of the furor over an intem ' s  position on the presidential 
staff. 
"Millennials,"  says B eale, "might look at politics and say ' these people 
suck, ' whereas Gen Xers and baby boomers b efore them were more likely 
to say, ' Man, these people suck and the system sucks. "' The new attitude 
may make Millennials dangerously susceptible to that old utopian mantra: 
"If only we had the right people in charge . . .  " As Strauss observes, boomers 
and Gen Xers were "raised not to follow Hitler or Stalin; Millennials were a 
post-consciousness raising generation.·" 
Once those cautionary examples begin to fade, so does the skepticism of 
power they engendered. Strauss posits that the next decade may see the 
emergence of a new "middle class populism" if the jobs available as 
Millennials b egin to graduate from college don't match the high 
expectations set by the tech boom of the '90s. 
Media theorist Douglas Rushkoff confesses alann at the new mind-set he's 
seen in his visits to American colleges, a trend he half-jokingly describes as 
"fascism in youth culture. "  If that characterization seems hyperbolic, we can 
at least say that Millennials are a highly nationalist and communitarian 
generation. 
Page 4 
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Yet Rushkoff does see a way proponents of limited government might 
appeal to them. Millennials, he points out, are already powerfully engaged 
in their communities -- they are disproportionately likely to volunteer at the 
local level -- and highly goal-oriented in their own lives. If they can be 
convinced to see government intervention as a barrier rather than a 
supplement to their local activism and personal aspirations, they may warm 
somewhat to libertarian ideas. 
Or perhaps that ' s  just the Rorschach test talking. Although Gen Xers were 
often accused of being apathetic, their skeptical, ironic, self-sufficient, and 
entrepreneurial qualities gave them a natural inclination toward libertarian 
views. Millennials have no such affinity. If their political engagement 
continues to be shaped by collectivist ideas, many of us may soon be 
nostalgic for apathy. 
Julian Sanchez is assistant editor of Reason. 
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North American lnterfratemity Conference 
Standards 
Draft #6. 3, adopted April 26, 2004 
NIC Member Standards 
Nothing in the North-American lnte1fraternity Conference Standards should be interpreted in any way as implying 
that an NIC member organization has a duty or an ability to supervise or control collegiate students or chapters 
associated with it. The NIC and its member organizations recognize that, by definition, its member organizations 
are based upon fraternal, not parental, relationships, and that the member organizations do not have the ability to 
monitor or control the activities of respective chapters, or collegiate students associated with a chapter 
1.  The following data, covering the preceding academic year, will  be reported to the NIC 
headquarters by N ovember 1'1 of each year ++ 
· 
(First report due November 1, 2004) 
>- Number of pledges/new members* 
� Retention of pledges 
� Number of initiates* 
� Number of initiated men (undergraduate)* 
� Retention of men for past academic years (annual retention rate for those who left fraternity prior to graduation) 
� Number of chapters opened and size at time of chartering 
� Number of closed chapters and reason for closure 
� Number of active chapters* 
� Number of members involved in campus leadership positions 
·>- Number of community service hours donated 
� Number of dollars raised for charitable causes 
++ information collected will only be made public in a three tier aggregate of all NIC members. Raw 
data will be destroyed after aggregate data is compiled 
*provided through normal course of member's financial audit notes 
Reason for Standard: 
o Needed ability to measure progress, provide defense of positive attributes of NIC members and 
provide positive public relations opportunities. 
2. Member organization policies will include: 
� Member's chapters agree to and support open expansion and open recruitment on their respective campuses 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
Reason for Standard: 
o Right of student and organization to organize and operate freely 
� Member organizations are insured with liability coverage 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
Reason for Standard: 
o To better ensure NIC member organization is protected from elimination through litigation 
� Each associate/pledge/new member has a minimum high school GPA of 2.3 for first semester freshman 
year and (whichever is approp1iate per NlC member decision) 
o a minimum college GP A of 2:25 thereafter; 
o or has a GPA at or above each campus all-men's  average thereafter 
(no later than September 1, 2005) 
Reason for Standard: 
o NIC says it stands for excellence in education. 
>- Annual cumulative GPA of (whichever is appropiiate per N IC 1Tlember decision) 
o at least a 2.5  for each chapter 
o or at or above each campus all-men's average 
(no later than September 1, 2005) 
Reason for Standard: 
o NlC says it stands for excellence in education 
)>- The associate/pledge/new member program shall last no longer than twelve weeks and encourages a 
program lasting less than twelve weeks 
(no later than September 1, 2005) 
Reason for Standard: 
o Prompts chapter efficiency 
o Encourages full membership sooner, thereby making fraternity membership more attractive to a 
greater number of college students 
o Speaks to our host institutions 
)>- Fraternity-chapter women ' s  auxiliary groups (i .e. ,  "little sisters") are not allowed 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
Reason for Standard: 
o Potential issue in single sex status designation 
o Legal liability 
)>- Risk management policies that address alcohol use, fire safety, hazing and sexual assault/abuse 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
Reason for Standard: 
o Speaks to concern of all NIC member fraternities 
o Safety and well being of ji·aternity members 
o Speaks with one voice on NIC commitment to risk management policies 
)>- All rush/recruitment activities including formal, informal and summer/break recruitment activities are 
alcohol-free 
Reason for Standard: 
o Level recruitment playing field 
o Attract members for the right reasons 
o Speaks to host institutions 
o Compliance with legal drinking age statutes 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
)>- Alcohol-free pledge/associate/new member programs 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
Reason for Standard: 
o Promote a non-alcohol focus 
o Attract members for the right reasons 
o Speaks to host institutions 
o Compliance with legal drinking age statutes 
)>- Language allowing for immediate chapter emergency, temporary suspension by individual fraternity 
(no later than September 1, 2004) 
Reason for Standard: 
o NIC member has mechanism to immediately stop chapter activity if necesswy 
3. Each member will  communicate its values through its ritual at least annually or as prescribed by its 
policies 
Reason for Standard: 
o To demonstrate that NIC members review and practice their principles through ritual. 
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4. Each member organization will  communicate the importance of its undergraduate members 
participating in educational programming (whether campus, national fraternity or independently led) 
covering any of the following: 
> academic achievement 
> alcohol consumption 
>- career preparation 
> civic engagement 
);:> hazing 
);:> leadership development 
>- sexual assault 
> values & ethics 
Reason for Standard: 
o Encourages education on a variety of "good citizenship " issues 
o Addresses concerns facing college populations in general 
Campus Expectations 
Not only will the Standards documents set basic expectations for NIC members, the NIC anticipates the following 
from NIC member host campuses: 
> The following data: 
Campus, all men's greek system and chapter GPA by semester/quarter 
Total number of men who pledged all chapters in an academic year 
Total number of men who initiated all chapters in an academic year 
Percentage of fraternity men compared to total number of all men on campus 
Total number of chapters closed/opened in an academic year 
Total number of greek-life full-time professionals on each campus 
);:> Host institution will provide a leadership class for credit for all pledges/new members (and, if desired 
by institution, other members in other campus organizations) each term 
> Open expansion 
No NIC member organization is prohibited from selecting undergraduates for the purpose of establishing a 
chapter on the campus of the host institution. The host institution's  Interfraternity Council may not deter 
expansion by withholding membership ofNIC group from IFC. 
> Open recruitment 
Host institution will support open recruitment and will not prohibit any male emolled as a full time student 
in good standing from participatirig in rush recruitment activities andfflf joiniri.g a NIC member fraternity. 
Host institution will not prohibit NIC member fraternity from recruiting/rushing male students on campus. 
> Encourage faculty through incentives to become involved as faculty advisors to chapters 
> Provide individual chapter, greek system and campus demographic information to chapters as 
requested 
);:> Provide impartial judicial process with right of appeal 
> Work to reestablish a five-day academic week 
> Provide financial management, property and accounts collection support 
> Campus-led programming designed to inhibiUprevent problem behaviors (for example, alcohol 
abuse or sexual assault) will not single out greek organizations from �ther campus organizations for 
mandatory participation requirements. 
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